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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in 
which Puerto Rican kindergarten children interpret and use 
literacy within the context of a whole language classroom. 
This research takes place at El Kindergarten de la Escuela 
Elemental de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, a university 
based laboratory school in San Juan. Significant to this 
research are the perspectives of the ethnographic 
informants g the children, the classroom teacher and the 
parents.

As an ethnographic case study, this research employs 
data collection techniques such as participant observation, 
use of field notes, interviews of the teacher, the children 
and their parents, analysis of children's written 
productions and document analysis. Triangulation of the 
data has allowed for an in-depth analysis resulting in a 
case study of the classroom and case studies of three 
children.

The case study of the classroom focuses on the role of 
literacy in the classroom, the literacy events that take 
place in the classroom throughout the year, and the 
children's participation in those events. The case studies 
of the children focus on (1) the knowledge of and 
experiences with literacy that they bring to kindergarten.
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(2) the ways in which they build on that knowledge and 
experience as they participate in literacy events throughout 
the school year, and (3) the ways in which the experiences 
they engage in support their continued growth in literacy.

The findings of the study point to the role of 
experience and opportunity in literacy learning. In the 
classroom studied, literacy learning and growth is made 
visible through the access children have to reading and 
writing, and through the many opportunities they have as 
readers and writers to enter and create imagined social 
worlds.

The role of teachers in supporting literacy growth 
through the creation of classrooms in which children can 
actively engage in literacy events that are significant to 
their lives is also relevant to this research. Most 
importantly, this research points to the centrality of 
emotion in learning and to the need to study children as 
people with complex personal, social, emotional and 
intellectual lives.
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CHAPTER 1
EARLY LITERACY RESEARCH IN PUERTO RICO

Much research has been done in the area of early 
literacy in the last three decades. This research has 
included a focus on the study of children's literacy 
knowledge prior to formal schooling, as it develops in their 
homes and preschools. As a result, such research has 
informed educational theory and helped change educational 
practices, particularly in preschool and primary classrooms. 
In Puerto Rico, however, when this study was conducted, the 
area of early literacy was only recently being considered in 
educational forums, and research was scarce.

This dissertation is an ethnographic case study of 
Puerto Rican children as they interpret and use literacy in 
their language, Spanish1, within the context of their 
kindergarten classroom. It is organized in nine chapters.
In this chapter, I introduce the study by describing the need 
for early literacy research in Puerto Rico and by providing a 
review of the literature that served as the foundation for

1 For readers unfamiliar with Puerto Rico, it is a 
Spanish speaking country. The language of the children, 
their parents, and the teacher in this study, as is the case 
of the majority of Puerto Ricans, is Spanish.
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the present investigation. Chapter 2 presents a detailed 
description of the research design and methodology. The 
research context, which includes the classroom community and 
the ethnographic informants is presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 is a case study of the literacy events in the 
classroom. The following three chapters present case studies 
of three children: Amanda (Chapter 5), Josd Juan (Chapter 6), 
and Andrds (Chapter 7). A cross-case analysis of the three 
case studies is presented in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 presents 
the conclusions and implications of the research.

Visibility for Early Literacy 
in Puerto Rico

This research is a result of personal, professional, and 
scholarly interests. Before attending graduate school at the 
University of Arizona, I was an early childhood teacher and 
teacher educator at La Universidad de Puerto Rico. As the 
kindergarten teacher at the university laboratory school, I 
worked hard in transforming my classroom from what was 
expected, instruction following a hierarchy of readiness 
skills, to the creation of an environment based on whole 
language philosophy (Goodman, 1986). In my kindergarten 
classroom, I became a researcher and explored issues of 
curriculum development and early literacy. This research was
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used to inform the literate environment and the curriculum 
that the children and I collaboratively developed.

My own practice and research served as a foundation for 
working with preservice and inservice teachers. As a 
preservice teacher educator, I taught courses in early 
childhood and early literacy. I engaged in inservice 
education by conducting workshops for preschool and primary 
teachers, both in the public and private sectors of 
education. I was the curriculum and literacy coordinator in 
a project for developing talents in young children, a 
collaborative project between the University, the Department 
of Education and the Municipality of San Juan. My main role 
consisted of helping teachers explore their beliefs and 
transform their practice in keeping with current theory and 
research.

All of the roles that I took upon myself have 
contributed to my growing interest in the literacy knowledge 
and development of young children and in creating classrooms 
that support children's growth in literacy. My experience in 
education in Puerto Rico has allowed me to become aware of 
our current state of education. In working with preservice 
and inservice teachers, I became aware of the need for 
research and professional literature in education. Teachers 
of young children find little culture-specific and language-
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specific pedagogical referents in the professional 
literature. It is not surprising then, to find that 
educational practices in Puerto Rico are based on 
maturationist and behaviorist paradigms, and that, in the 
case of preschools and kindergartens, instruction is based on 
reading readiness.

The need for professional literature and research in 
early childhood education and particularly in the area of 
early literacy was one of the greatest motives that brought 
me to the University of Arizona to pursue a doctorate in the 
Department of Language, Reading and Culture. I am highly 
committed to contribute to Puerto Rican early literacy and 
education. Thus, while my studies took place in Arizona, my 
dissertation research was conducted in Puerto Rico. In 
pursuing this research I expect to place Puerto Rican 
children in the early literacy research and literature, 
contributing to the ongoing dialogue taking place in the area 
of early literacy internationally. Furthermore, I expect to 
provide Puerto Rican teachers with referents for classroom 
practice which are based on current theory and practice, 
within the Puerto Rican sociocultural and linguistic context.
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The Research Questions
The key question guiding this research is:

In what wavs do Puerto Rican children interpret and use 
literacy within the sociocultural context of a whole language 
kindergarten ?

To guide and support this question, the following four 
subquestions were explored:

1. What sociocultural understandings of and experiences 
with literacy do the children bring to kindergarten?

2. What is the role of literacy in the kindergarten 
classroom?

3. How do the children build on the literacy resources 
that they bring to school to respond to the literacy 
experiences that they are expected to engage in?

4. in what ways do the classroom literacy experiences 
support the children's continued growth in literacy?

To answer these questions I used an ethnographic case 
study methodology (Merriam, 1988), becoming a participant 
observer in the kindergarten classroom at La Escuela 
Elemental de la Universidad de Puerto Rico (EEUPR). The 
research design, methodology and context are discussed in 
Chapters 2 and 3. In the following section is a review of 
the literature that provided the theoretical foundation for 
this research. Additional supporting research and
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professional literature is interwoven throughout the body of 
the dissertation.

Theoretical Perspectives 
This study focuses on Puerto Rican kindergarten 

children's interpretation and use of literacy in a whole 
language classroom. In order to provide a theoretical and 
methodological framework the following review of the 
literature presents research related to my study focus: early 
literacy. It represents the two theoretical perspectives 
that have primarily informed my knowledge and understanding 
of early literacy: constructivist perspectives and 
sociocultural perspectives..

Constructivist Perspectives.: Children as
Active Constructors of their Literacy Knowledge 

Children who grow up in literate societies learn about 
literacy before beginning formal schooling. Goodman, 
Altwerger and Marek (1989) suggest that when children grow up 
in a literate environment, literacy becomes "an integral part 
of their personal, familial and social histories" (p. 1) . 
Ferreiro and Teberosky (1979) studied young Argentinean 
children's knowledge of literacy prior to schooling. This 
research provided new perspectives on the study of children
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and literacy. Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) describe 
children as "learners who actively try to understand the 
world around them, to answer questions the world poses" (p. 
12). They demonstrated children's active construction of 
literacy knowledge by revealing the conceptualizations of 
children who pose questions as they are trying to understand 
the nature of the writing system.

Trying to make sense of the world is crucial in 
children's literacy learning (Wells, 1986). Goodman and 
Altwerger's (1981) print awareness research with young 
Tucsonan children also provides evidence that children begin 
school with much knowledge about literacy. The children's 
responses to literacy tasks developed by the researchers 
demonstrated that they were aware of the print in their 
environment and, furthermore, that they expected the print to 
make sense.

Children everywhere are guided by meaning in their 
interactions with print. In Puerto Rico, I translated and 
adapted the print awareness tasks developed by Goodman and 
Altwerger, and used them with a group of kindergarten 
children (Siez Vega & Ldpez Torres, 1992). Like the children 
in Goodman and Altwerger's study, the Puerto Rican children 
were also guided by meaning making in their interactions with 
environmental print, demonstrating much knowledge and
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awareness of print in their environment. Other researchers 
who have investigated children's knowledge of print in their 
environment have come to similar conclusions (Clay, 1975; 
Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984).

The children studied by Clay (1975) in New Zealand 
demonstrated how written language makes sense through their 
writing samples. In Harste, Woodward and Burke's study, a 
group of forty eight preschool children were exposed to 
reading and writing tasks. The children in this study were 
also guided by meaning as they interacted with print.

Children's interactions with literacy are guided by 
their intentions to make sense of the world around them. 
Meaning is socially constructed by children within the 
specific sociocultural contexts. Many researchers have 
observed their own children engaged in literacy in their own 
homes (Baghban, 1984; Bissex, 1980; Martens, 1994; 
Schickedanz, 1990). These in depth case studies represent 
detailed accounts of children interacting with literacy 
within the contexts of their home with the support of caring 
and interested adults (researchers). The studies reveal 
children actively constructing their knowledge of literacy 
without formal instruction.

In Puerto Rico, Molina Iturrondo (1993, 1994a, 1995) has 
been documenting her own child's literacy development from
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the age of ten months to five years. Molina Iturrondo's 
research is providing evidence of the parallels between the 
literacy development of her child and that of children 
documented in prior case study research in other linguistic 
and sociocultural contexts.

Young children from diverse communities and linguistic 
backgrounds learn about literacy long before formal 
schooling. They do so without direct skill instruction as 
they interact with significant people in their lives and with 
texts in their homes and communities.

Sociocultural Perspectives:
Literacy Embedded in the Broader Sociocultural World 

Research in Homes and Communities
Ethnographies in homes and communities have added to our 

knowledge of literacy learning and to the understanding that 
literacy practices are embedded in broader social and 
Cultural processes. Literacy practices in homes and 
communities vary according to the uses literacy serves for 
the people. The use of literacy goes beyond literacy itself; 
it is embedded in people's daily activities. For example, in 
studying family literacy, Taylor (1983) observed children 
involved in literacy events that were part of the family 
experiences.
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The research done by Heath (1983) and Taylor AND Dorsey 
Gaines (1988) demonstrated the multiplicity of functions that 
literacy served in the homes of working class children, 
expanding notions and beliefs about literacy and literacy 
learning. They found that regardless of the socio-economic 
background of the children, their homes are rich literacy 
environments. This is consistent with research done by Moll 
and his colleagues (Moll, Amanti, Neff & Gonzilez, 1992) 
which has provided evidence as to the richness of the "funds 
of knowledge" found in Latino households in Tucson.

Jacob (1984) conducted research in a rural town in 
Puerto Rico. Through observations of kindergarten children 
at home, Jacob found literacy to be an important part of the 
children's play. She found Puerto Rican children to 
spontaneously incorporate reading and writing events into 
their play. Since literacy is incorporated into everyday 
expereinces such as play, in literate homes of different 
backgrounds children begin to develop literacy awareness as a 
natural part of their development (Goodman, Altwerger &
Marek, 1989; Heath, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Teale 
& Sulzby, 1989).

Sulzby, Teale and Kamberelis (1989) engaged in an 
observational study in home settings of preschool children in 
an attempt to understand the nature of reading and writing
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events that took place in homes, and to explore the 
pertinence of their findings to classrooms. They conclude 
that although research in homes can and has informed 
teaching, the social contexts of homes and classrooms are 
different, therefore resulting in different experiences and 
interactions. This suggests the need to research literacy in 
classroom contexts.

Research in Classrooms
Learning is both personal and social. Children socially 

construct their knowledge of literacy as they interact with 
others, be it families, teachers, or peers, within their 
communities. McLane and McNamee (1990) indicate that 
"children learn about literacy most easily when reading and 
writing are embedded in daily classroom activities" (p. 115) .

Roskos (1991) studied pretend play in preschool children 
through nonparticipant observation, ethnographic interviewing 
and the analysis of children's writing. This research in a 
preschool classroom suggests that literacy experiences should 
become a part of the daily activities of preschools.

Kantor. Miller and Fernie (1992) conducted research in a 
university laboratory school. They found literacy events in 
almost all classroom locations, and literacy being used for
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different purposes by both children and teachers. In another 
preschool classroom ethnography, Cochran-Smith (1984) found 
that through informal literacy events children learn the 
purpose and the power of print.

Some school based research has focused on reading, while 
others have focused on writing. In studying reading. Clay 
(1979) observed five-year-old children reading in school 
contexts. Her research suggests that children's concepts of 
reading are developed as they explore books on their own or 
with others, and not through the teaching of isolated skills.

McLane and McNamee (1990) suggest that "regardless of 
what reading is going on at home, reading to children in 
school helps them learn to read and to interpret for 
themselves" (p. 77). Molina Iturrondo (1994b) conducted 
research in Head Start classrooms in Puerto Rico. She 
explored the relationship between story reading and 
children's concepts of print by comparing two groups of Head 
Start children in classrooms where the curriculum was based 
on reading readiness. One group of children was read to 
three times a week during four months, while the other group 
was not. Molina Iturrondo concluded that story reading is 
important in helping children develop knowledge of print.

Research conducted by Hubbard (1989) in a first grade 
classroom focused on the children's meaning making through
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the use of various sign systems, in particular, writing and 
drawing„ In another ethnographic research conducted by Dyson 
(1989) in a kindergarten and primary classroom, she also 
documented children moving across and "interweaving" 
different media as they construct their own "multimedia 
texts”.

Rowe (1989) researched literacy events in a preschool 
classroom and documented young children using literacy and 
becoming authors as they socially interacted with others. 
Building on Vygotsky's sociocultural theories, Dyson (1993) 
also helps us understand the connections between children's 
literacy and their social lives. Through rich descriptive 
case studies, she provides portraits of children using 
literacy to accomplish "social work" in the sociocultural 
context of their classroom.

Many of these researchers (Dyson, 1989, 1993; Harste, 
Woodward & Burke, 1984; Rowe, 1989) suggest that literacy 
development does not occur in fixed, linear stages.
Children's prior experiences with print seems to be crucial 
to the research conducted by Harste, Woodward and Burke 
(1984). In fact, the researchers identify experience to be 
the underlying factor in the differences found amongst 
children. They suggest that literacy development depends on 
the particular circumstances that children experience, in
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other words, on the opportunities that children have to 
engage in literacy events. Interestingly, research conducted 
in the late '50s by Durkin (1966) with young successful 
readers also showed that an important factor in their success 
was the access that the children had to literacy materials.

Researchers suggest that there is more than one route to 
literacy learning (Y. Goodman, forthcoming; Kantor. Miller & 
Fernie, 1992). Kantor, Miller and Fernie (1992) suggest that 
there are "diverse paths to literacy", while Y. Goodman, 
refers to "multiple roads to literacy". They contend that 
children do not develop literacy in the same manner.

McLane and McNamee (1990) concur with Goodman, Y.
(forthcoming) and Kantor. Miller & Fernie (1992). They 
further indicate that "although the course of learning to 
write [and read] is not the same for all children, it is not 
a random one. It reflects children's cognitive developmental 
level and as well as their particular experiences with 
written language" (McLane & McNamee, 1990, p . 38). in other 
words, literacy learning deals with the child's active 
construction of literacy knowledge within particular socio
cultural contexts.

The research reviewed informs current beliefs about 
children and literacy, contradicting former views of reading 
readiness. Children are no longer expected to sit and wait
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in a readiness "waiting room" (Goodman, Y., 1990), rather 
they.are seen as actively constructing literacy knowledge 
within the contexts of their families, cultures and 
classrooms.

Whole Language Classrooms
It is this research which serves as part of the basis of 

whole language philosophy and of the creation of whole 
language classrooms. Whole language educators are informed 
by constructivist and sociocultural perspectives of children 
and literacy. Thus, the research presently reviewed informs 
what takes place in whole language classrooms, in particular, 
early childhood classrooms. Research has demonstrated that 
children come to school with much knowledge about literacy 
and that they actively construct their knowledge of literacy 
within the sociocultural contexts of their homes and 
communities.

Smith (1971) has suggested that children learn to read 
by reading and to write by writing. In order for children to 
do so, classrooms should become rich literacy environments in 
which children have many opportunities to experience 
literacy; to engage in real reading and writing. A goal of 
whole language classrooms is to provide multiple 
opportunities for children to engage in real reading and
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writing much like the reading and writing that takes place 
outside of schools. In whole language classrooms children 
are invited to join a community of readers and writers 
(Gundlach, 1983), or in Smith's (1988) terms, to join the 
"literacy club".

In whole language classrooms children learn through 
active participation in literacy events. They learn from 
demonstrations by their teacher and more capable peers, and 
through their own exploration and use of literacy. McLane 
and McNamee (1990) indicate that "young children need more 
competent writers [readers] in order to master the 
complexities of the writing [and reading] process, but they 
also need room to find their own voice in writing [and 
reading]" (p. 58). This is precisely a goal of whole 
language classrooms.

Whole language educators believe that if schools are to 
support children's continued growth in literacy, teachers 
must respect the literacy knowledge and experiences that 
children bring, and provide access to the variety of literary 
materials and opportunities that children have access to in 
their homes and communities. Thus, in whole language 
classrooms literacy is embedded into the social life of the
classrooms.



Researching Early Literacy in Puerto Rico
Research in early literacy needs to be situated within 

children's specific sociocultural and linguistic contexts, in 
an attempt to understand the complexities of literacy in the 
lives of children as unique individuals, members of 
particular communities (families and classrooms). As 
evidenced in the literature review, research in early 
literacy in Puerto Rico is only recently beginning to take 
place.

This research is an ethnographic case study situated in 
a whole language kindergarten, the first study of its kind to 
be conducted in Puerto Rico. I attempted to learn about 
children as interpreters and producers of literacy not by 
studying the children nor their products in isolation, but by 
coming to understand children in their own right: as people 
whose literacy is embedded in their personal, familial, 
social and emotional lives. By becoming a participant 
observer at El Kindergarten de la Universidad de Puerto Rico 
during the course of the 1994-95 school year, I learned about 
the children's literacy interpretation and production, and 
most importantly, I learned about the children as people with 
social and emotional lives that impact their literacy 
learning. The following chapter provides a detailed account 
of the research methodology employed in this dissertation.

35
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH IN A KINDERGARTEN IN PUERTO RICO

The purpose of this study was to document a specific 
group of Puerto Rican kindergarten children's experiences 
with literacy in a whole language classroom, as well as the 
children's literacy growth during the course of the school 
year.

To review, the main question guiding this research is:
In what ways do Puerto Rican children interpret and 
use literacy within the sociocultural content of a 
whole language kindergarten?
The subquestions that I explored were the following:

1. What sociocultural understandings of and experiences 
with literacy do the children bring to kindergarten?

2. What is the role of literacy in the kindergarten 
classroom?

3. How do the children build on the literacy resources 
that they bring to school to respond to the literacy 
experiences that they are expected to engage in?

4. in what ways do the classroom literacy experiences 
support the children's continued growth in literacy?

In an attempt to answer these research questions, I 
conducted an ethnographic case study. In this chapter I first
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present a rationale for conducting such a study. Later, I 
outline the research design and methodology, including the 
methods utilized for collecting data, as well as the 
procedures followed for the analysis of the data.

Why an Ethnographic Case Study?
At the time I was planning to conduct this research I 

was participating in a research project with Dr. Luis Moll 
and Joel Dworin, a fellow doctoral student, dealing with 
early biliteracy development (Moll, Sdez Vega, & Dworin, 
forthcoming). For the purpose of that project we decided to 
create case studies of children who were simultaneously 
becoming biliterate. Because we were interested not only in 
the children as bil.iterate individuals but also as persons, 
we decided that using ethnographic case study methodology 
would serve our research purposes best.

This research experience with Moll and Dworin enabled me 
to choose a methodology that would best help me find answers 
to my current research questions. Because my goal was to 
create thick descriptions of children as literacy 
interpreters and users, and because I was interested in 
documenting children as persons, I decided that an 
ethnographic case study would be more in tune with the 
purpose of the research.
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In conducting this investigation, I wanted to document 
children learning within the context of their classroom 
during the course of a school year. Ethnographic case 
studies enable researchers to study learning and development 
"as it unfolds over a period of time" (Wilson, 1979, p. 448) . 
It allows for close examination of day to day events. 
According to Dyson (1995) case studies reveal ordinary 
experiences which otherwise may be overlooked.

According to Bromley (1986), ah ethnographic case study 
allows researchers to get "as close to the subject of 
interest as they possibly can, partly by means of direct 
observation in natural settings, partly by their access to 
subjective factors (thoughts, feelings, desires)" (p. 23). 
Getting the perspectives of the participants, in particular 
the children and their teacher, was precisely the priority of 
this research.

It was my intent to construct "thick descriptions" 
(Merriam, 1988, p. 11) of children engaged in literacy events 
within the sociocultural context of their classroom.
According to Merriam (1988), an ethnographic case study 
allows for a sociocultural interpretation of the unit of 
analysis, which in this case is the children and the 
classroom.



. The Research Design
In conducting this research I became a participant 

observer in the kindergarten classroom at La Escuela 
Elemental de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, the university 
laboratory school. The focus of the research is on the 
kindergarten children and their involvement in literacy 
within the sociocultural context of their whole language 
classroom. Through the use of field notes from participant 
observation, teacher, student and parent ethnographic 
interviews, samples of children's writing, transcriptions of 
videos of literacy events, and document analysis, I was able 
to elicit answers to my research questions, resulting in in- 
depth case studies of the classroom and three of the 
kindergarten children.

Duration of the Research
The research took place over a period of a school year 

(1994-1995). For the purpose of this study, the school year 
was originally divided into three observation periods. I had 
planned to become a participant observer in the kindergarten 
classroom one month at a time, during the beginning, middle 
and end of the school year, for a total of three months in an 
eight month school year (see Table 2.1).

39
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Table 2.1
Original Participant Observation Schedule

OBSERVATION PERIOD TIME OF YEAR DATES

First Observation Beginning
Period (100 hrs.)

August-September 
1994

Second Observation Middle 
Period (100 hrs.)

J anuary-February 
1995

Third Observation End
Period (100 hrs.)

April-May 
1995

The decision to divide the observations into three 
periods, was an attempt to sample within the case with 
respect to time (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983). The periods 
of observation chosen represented different periods during 
the school year, which would enable a close look at the 
transformation of the children's literacy knowledge and 
engagement across time.

The proposed schedule had to be altered due to 
unexpected circumstances. Before traveling to Puerto Rico 
for the second observation period, I suffered an accident 
resulting in a fractured foot which had to be immobilized 
with a cast. At the time, my biggest concern was obviously 
the completion of my research. Thus, I let the orthopedic
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surgeon know that I had very important plans, and that I had 
to travel to Puerto Rico within a week. I'll never forget 
his response "I'm afraid you won't be able to travel for at 
least six weeks. . . . "  I could not believe this was 
happening to me. What would happen to my research?

As the days went by my concern was greater. I felt I 
had lost all I had planned for. I was desperate, and 
immediately contacted the classroom teacher, Laura Santiago 
Diaz (Laura). She reassured me that she would keep 
children's work and would gather data to the extent that it 
would be possible for her.

I received a lot of support from my mentors in searching 
for alternatives. In conversations with Yetta Goodman and 
Luis Moll, they suggested that I find someone to gather data 
until I was able to return to the classroom. I tried to find 
a student at La Universidad de Puerto Rico who would be 
interested in becoming a paid research assistant. However, I 
was unsuccessful. At the time, a friend and colleague who 
had recently completed a masters degree in education at the 
University of Arizona was returning to Puerto Rico. He was 
well aware of my research and knew how much it meant to me. 
Thus, Arturo Morales Ramos agreed to become a research 
assistant. His role was to be a participant observer in the 
classroom during the month of February. He agreed to take
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field notes of the classroom events and to mail the 
transcriptions of the field notes to me weekly.

Prior to Arturo's participation in the research I made 
sure he was aware of the purposes of the research and the 
methodology used to gather data. I shared with him my 
research proposal, which we discussed. I also showed him the 
data I had collected during the first observation period 
which included transcriptions of field notes and interviews, 
copies of children's writing and school documents. We 
engaged in many conversations in which he was able to raise 
questions about the research and I was able to respond to 
them.

In March I was able to travel to Puerto Rico to continue 
with the research as a participant observer in the classroom. 
During the time I had been absent from the research site, the 
children had prepared and mailed get well cards for me. They 
were not only aware of the reasons I had not been in their 
classroom but were also aware of the reasons I had become a 
part of their classroom community. When I arrived in March, 
as I was walking towards the school entrance, the children 
were also approaching the entrance from another direction. 
When they saw me, they began to run towards calling out in 
multiple voices: *jMaestra Ruti!, /Ya sS escribir!e jYa s6 

leer!" (Maestra Ruti!, I can write! I can read!). As they
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got closer their pronouncements got louder and were 
intermingled with the children's hugs and kisses....

The following schedule (Table 2.2) represents the actual 
calendar followed in conducting this research.

Table 2.2
Participant Observation Schedule

Observation Period Dates Hours

First Observation August -September 116 hours 
Period (6 weeks)

Second Observation February 76 hours
Period (research (4 weeks)
assistant)

Third Observation March 
Period (4 weeks)

76 hours

Fourth Observation April 
Period (2 weeks)

38 hours

Research Methodology: Data Collection 
and Analysis

Five sources (field notes from participant observation, 
interviews, writing samples, videotapes of literacy events, 
and documents) were used to gather the data. All of these 
sources served for "triangulation" of the data.
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Triangulation, according to Hammersley and Atkinson (1983), 
is "an attempt to relate different sorts of data in such a 
way as to counteract various possible threats to validity of 
our analysis" (p. 199). Data derived from one method was 
analyzed with the use of data from another source.

As is expected in this type of research, the analysis of 
the data began at the same time the data collection was 
initiated. As Merriam (1988) has indicated, “the process of 
data collection and analysis is on-going and recursive" (p. 
123) . ,

The primary data sources were the field notes, the 
interviews and the children's writing samples. Videotapes of 
literacy events and documents were secondary sources. They 
served to confirm or disconfirm the data obtained through the 
primary sources.

Participant Observation
During the observation periods I was a participant 

observer in the classroom on a daily basis, following the 
class schedule from 8:00 when school starts, to 12 noon when 
the children leave. A total of three to four hours of 
observation took place daily.

As the former kindergarten teacher in this classroom, 
and a teacher educator, I had some experience to bring to the
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classroom. That experience was acknowledged by the classroom 
teacher, and sharing it was part of our initial agreement. 
Much dialogue between the teacher and myself had taken place 
for over a year prior to the beginning of the research. My 
intentions had always been made explicit to the teacher in 
order to insure that my role was not misunderstood, that I 
was not considered an expert or intruder going into the 
classroom to direct or evaluate the teacher's work. Through 
negotiation the teacher and I decided what my role would be.

My role as a participant observer ranged from being a 
passive participant to an active one (Spradley, 1980) . I did 
not intend to be a marginal observer in the classroom. In 
fact, my intention was to become part of the classroom 
community. Thus, my role varied from being an observer at 
times, and being a participant at others. In doing so, there 
were times in which I took on the role of a teacher by 
working with children as requested by the children or their 
teacher. I became a collaborator, participating in classroom 
events, when appropriate. This dual role allowed me to gain 
insights from two different perspectives, that of a 
knowledgeable outsider, as well as that of an insider.

Parents, children and school personnel were informed of 
my presence in the classroom. Due to the nature of the 
school in which college students, teachers, university
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professors and others in the field of education visit the 
classroom, and are constantly a part of the classroom 
community, children saw me as another one of their "maestras" 

(teachers), calling me “Maestra Ruti”.
Arturo, the research assistant had a more passive role. 

He was more of an observer, although he did participate 
occasionally in classroom events. And, as will be 
illustrated later, he too became a part of the classroom 
community. His entrance into the research site, due to the 
reasons previously explained, was also negotiated with the 
classroom teacher and the school administration, to insure 
that it was acceptable for all the parties involved.

Field Notes from Participant Observation
As a participant observer I took detailed field notes of 

the classroom events. When possible, these field notes were 
entered directly into a computer. Whenever the nature of the 
event did not allow for that, the field notes were 
handwritten and later transcribed and entered into the 
computer. In the case that neither of the previous options 
was possible, due to my participation in a particular event,
I carefully wrote an account of the event shortly thereafter. 
Following the observation periods, fiedd notes were expanded 
and checked for accuracy. Once the field notes were



expanded, they were printed, and a reading was done for 
content analysis.

During the first observation period, in trying to 
understand the nature of the classroom and the children, I 
took what Spradley (1980) has referred to as the "grand 
tour". This strategy gave me a broad view of the classroom 
environment, the class routines, the teacher, the children, 
and the interactions that took place among them. It enabled 
me to get a handle on the diverse literacy events that took 
place in the classroom and the patterns among events. It 
also enabled me to get to know the children within these 
events.

During the second observation period, Arturo, the 
research assistant took detailed field notes of the classroom 
events. He either typed directly into the computer or used a 
note pad and later transcribed into the computer. Shortly 
after the observation periods, Arturo expanded the field 
notes and express mailed them to me weekly. During the month 
in which he was a participant observer, we had constant 
telephone conversations which enabled us to discuss his 
observations and provide direction to future observations.
In many respects Arturo served as a debriefer who shared with 
me his initial insights.

47
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During the third observation period, when I returned 
back to the classroom, observations became more focused. 
Theoretical sampling (Merriam, 1988) in terms of both the 
contexts and the people took place. I was selective in terms 
of which literacy events to observe and document throughout 
the school day. I also focused my observations on children 
who had the potential to become the case study children. In 
selecting the children for possible case studies, I took into 
consideration categories such as gender and origin (whether 
their parents were part of the university or the broader 
community). I also took into account the children's prior 
preschool experiences, in other words, whether they had 
attended a private, a public or a university sponsored 
preschool. In addition to these categories, theoretical 
relevance (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983) represented the basis 
for the selection. In other words, children whom I was able 
to learn from the most (Merriam, 1988), and who informed my 
research were selected for prospective case studies. These 
children became my ethnographic informants (Hubbard, 1989).

By the fourth observation period the pool for 
prospective case study children had been narrowed to eight. 
Therefore, observations were directly focused on them and on 
their engagement in literacy events. The prospective case 
study children were observed in a wide variety of classroom
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contexts, allowing for what Hammersley & Atkinson (1983) have 
labelled as context variability, in other words, sampling 
across events which were relevant to this research.

In the three observation periods in which I was the 
participant observer, the field notes were expanded after 
each observation period. As this process took place, so did 
the data analysis. In the case of field notes taken by 
Arturo during the second observation period, I began their 
analysis as soon as I received them in the mail.

During the initial analysis process the content and 
extent to which the field notes were accurate was analyzed. 
During that first reading (observation periods one and two) I 
wrote notes on the margins. These notes served as the basis 
for the developing of categories that began to emerge. 
Initially categories dealt with the nature of the class 
events, in other words, the what, when, how, where and who. 
The coding was based on the diversity and patterns of 
literacy events, home and school literacy connections, and 
references to literacy by the children. I then color coded 
the field notes, according to the different literacy events 
which took place in the classroom. Later, I created a table 
in which I described each literacy event. The table 
contained columns for the dates, the context, the specific



situation, and a column for insights and theoretical notes 
(see Appendix A).

I also made notes to myself as I began to see patterns 
in the children's participation in the literacy events and 
their perceptions of themselves as readers and writers.
These patterns were identified through their engagements in 
literacy events as well as in our conversations and data 
obtained from the first interview and the analysis of their 
writing samples. Thus, by the beginning of observation 
period three I had a clear understanding of the classroom and 
the children, as the field notes taken by Arturo served to 
confirm or disconfirm my theories with respect to the 
classroom and the children.

During the fourth observation period I had already 
narrowed the pool for prospective case study children to 
eight. Although I observed events in which all children 
participated, my observations were more focused on the eight 
prospective case study children, resulting in theoretical 
sampling. In analyzing the field notes I looked for patterns 
across children, assigning each of the eight children a 
color.

I prepared a table to which I transferred information 
from field notes about each child, enabling me to better 
handle the data (see Appendix B). It also facilitated the

50
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comparison of each child as a reader and as a writer across 
contexts. This table became a part of each child's "case 
record" (Patton, 1980), helping build a profile of each of 
the eight children. This data along with the data obtained 
through other sources enabled me to narrow the pool of 
prospective case study children to three children with very 
distinct personalities and very distinct literacy histories.

Ethnographic Interviews
The purpose of interviewing according to Patton (1980)

"is to allow us to enter into the other person's perspective"
(p. 196). Because the perspectives of the children, their
parents and their teacher were so relevant to this research,
I decided to conduct interviews with all the people involved.
By doing so, I was able to uncover information that I could
not have otherwise. As Patton (1980) describes

We interview people to find out from them those things 
we cannot directly observe. . . .We cannot observe 
feelings, thoughts, and intentions. We cannot observe 
behaviors that took place at some previous point in 
time. We cannot observe situations that preclude the 
presence of an observer. We cannot observe how people 
have organized the world and the meanings they attach to 
what goes on in the world--we have to ask people 
questions about those things, (p. 196)

Researchers working with young children recommend less 
structured interviews (Corsaro, 1981; Hatch, 1990) . This
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type of interview facilitates work with the children as it 
enables the researcher to focus on the child and on his or 
her meanings. Semi-structured interviews are "guided by a 
list of questions to be explored, but neither the exact 
wording nor the order of the questions is determined ahead of 
time" (Merriam, 1988, p. 74). This enables greater 
flexibility on the part of the researcher, allowing him/her 
"to respond to the situation at hand, to the emerging world 
view of the respondent, and to new ideas on the topic" (p.
74). This is precisely the highlight of this type of 
interview, that it is focused on "participants' concerns and 
issues" (Hatch, 1995, p. 200). Through a semi-structured 
interview one is able to find answers to one's questions from 
the point of view of the informants.

The gathering of this type of information could not have 
been possible through any other source. In conducting this 
research all the children, their parents and their teacher 
became ethnographic informants. However, some were more 
informative to the research. Some children for instance, 
were more willing to talk to me about literacy, to share 
their insights about their learning. This criteria was 
crucial in selecting the children who would become potential 
case studies, resulting in theoretical sampling of the 
informants (Merriam, 1988).
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According to Merriam (1988)„ "a good informant is one 
who can express thoughts, feelings, opinions, his or her own 
perspective on the topic being studied" (p. 76) (emphasis in 
original) . It was children who met this criteria, who became 
the eight prospective case study children by the end of the 
third observation period. Their parents also became 
important informants.

Table 2.3 illustrates the interviews conducted 
throughout the school year, before, during and after the 
observational research. Interviews with children were 
videotaped. Interviews with adults were audiotaped. All 
interviews were later transcribed.

Children Interviews
During the course of the research I conducted a total of 

three semi-structured interviews with the children. A 
structured interview utilized as data was conducted by Laura, 
the classroom teacher prior to the beginning of the school 
year, for a total of four interviews with the children (see 
Table 2.3). Each interview had a different purpose. In the 
case of the interview conducted by Laura, it focused on the 
children's knowledge of reading, writing and book handling 
prior to kindergarten. This interview was based on the work
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Table 2.3
Interview Schedule

Observation
Periods

Teacher Students Parents

Prior to school 
year

Informal 
conversations

Laura interviewed 
all the children- 
Structured: print 
awareness, book 
handling, 
knowledge of 
reading and 
writing

N/A

Observation 
Period #1 
August-
September 1994

Interview and
Informal
conversations

All children: 
Semi-structured 
Interview #1 and 
informal 
conversations

Parents of all 
children: 
informal 
conversations

Observation 
Period # 2 
February 1995

Phone
conversations

N/A N/A

Observation 
Period # 3 
March 1995

Interview and
Informal
conversations

All children: 
Semi-structured 
Interview #2 and 
informal 
conversations

Parents of all 
children: 
informal 
conversations

Observation 
Period # 4 
April 1995

Interview and
Informal
conversations

Prospective case 
study children: 
Semi-structured 
Interview #3 and 
informal 
conversations

Parents of 
prospective case 
study children: 
Interviews and 
informal 
conversations

May-December
1995

Interview and 
Informal 
conversations

N/A N/A
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of Goodman, Altwerger and Marek (1989) and Bobbi Fisher 
(1991) (see Appendix C).

Following is a description of the three interviews I 
conducted:

Interview I. In an attempt to uncover children's 
perceptions of reading and of themselves as readers I handed 
each child a wordless picture book and said to him/her "Voy a 
darte este librito y  quiero que me digas si puedes leerlo" 

(I'm going to give you this book and I want you to tell me if 
you can read it). This request was interpreted by the child 
in one of two ways: Can you read it or can it be read; in 
other words is it readable. This was done purposely. I 
wanted to see if the child attended to the illustrations or 
the print when approaching a text.

interview II. The second interview which took place 
shortly after I returned to the classroom in March, was 
"aimed at eliciting descriptions of experiences, behaviors, 
actions, and activities, that would have been observable had 
the observer been present" (Patton, 1980, p. 207). During 
that interview I asked the children to talk to me about a) 
what happened during the time I was absent, and about b) what 
they learned during that time, in other words, what do they
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know now that they didn't know (about/how to do) at the 
beginning of the school year.

The children knew that I really wanted to find out what 
had happened during the time I had been absent. They became 
highly involved in sharing details with me. The children 
shared what they believed to be the most important events and 
the most important aspects of their learning from their own 
perspective. This was the most authentic interviewing 
experience. I needed to find out what happened and the 
children knew it. Thus, they put all their efforts at trying 
to reconstruct the events that took place in the classroom 
during the months I was not present.

Interview III. The third and last interview was 
conducted with the eight prospective case study children 
only. The purpose of this interview was to have the children 
reflect on what they have learned throughout the year, and 
talk about their reading and writing. During the interview 
the children were asked to talk about the learning that had 
taken place throughout the year. They were asked to comment 
on their written products, in order to inform the analysis of
the data.
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At the beginning of the school year I participated in a 
meeting in which I explained to the parents the purpose of 
the research. All parents were asked to respond to a 
questionnaire at the beginning of the year, providing 
information on their children's experiences with literacy 
(see Appendix D ) . Informal conversations with parents took 
place throughout the year as the parents dropped their 
children off at school or picked them up. Interviews were 
scheduled in April with the parents of eight prospective case 
study children. I interviewed seven mothers and one father. 
Six parents were interviewed in school, one mother was 
interviewed on the phone and another one was interviewed in 
her home.

All interviews with parents were audiotaped and later 
transcribed. Parent interviews were also semi-structured. I 
asked parents to share with me what they considered to be 
relevant experiences in literacy throughout the year, to talk 
about their child's literacy development/growth, to compare 
their child's experiences in kindergarten with his/her prior 
experiences.

Parent Interviews
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Many conversations took place between Laura and myself, 
prior to the research, during the school year, and after the 
school year, on the phone and in person. I interviewed Laura 
in September, March and April. I also interviewed her in 
December 1995, six months after the data collection ended and 
I was writing the dissertation. Laura responded to various 
chapters her responses were taken into account as I continued 
to write.

Prior to the beginning of the school year, our 
conversations dealt with the planning of the research and 
with Laura's plans for the school year. Among other things, 
Laura gave me details of the interviews she was to conduct 
before the beginning of the school year. During the first 
observation period, the interview with Laura focused on 
issues relevant to the beginning of the school year, in 
particular the creation of class routines and literacy events 
as they unfolded. We also focused on the children and on 
Laura's initial perceptions of them. During the third 
observation period the interview focused on Laura's 
perceptions of the events that had taken place in the room 
during the time I had been absent, and on the children's 
engagement in literacy events. The interview held close to

Teacher Interviews
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the end of the school year, during the fourth observation 
period, was used to reflect on the school year.

All interviews were audiotaped (children's interviews 
were also videotaped). They were transcribed by Marilyn 
Lebrdn Crespo, who is a personal friend and a teacher at a 
public school in Puerto Rico. As she transcribed the 
interviews Marilyn shared her insights with me, serving as a 
peer debriefer. Once I received the transcription of the 
interviews I read for accuracy and content analysis. Since 
the transcriptions were code to match the audiotape and 
videotape counters, when I was in doubt, I returned to the 
audio or video tapes for confirmation or disconfirmation.
Then I wrote notes on the margins. As categories emerged, I 
began to color code. Some categories were different for each 
interview, while others remained the same across interviews. 
For instance, the child's perception of him/herself as a 
reader or writer was a category found across the interviews 
with children. In fact, the perspectives of the parents, the 
children and the teacher in regards to the children and 
literacy, served as a basis for coding and categorization of 
the interview transcripts.
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Writing Samples
The collection and analysis of writing samples provide 

evidence of literacy development over time. I collected 
writing samples from the beginning of the school year. These 
included literacy log entries, stories, letters, cards, other 
products created at the writing center and art center in 
school. I also collected some written products which were 
created at home when the children or their parents brought 
them to school.

The children were informed of my interest in their 
writing samples, and were asked for permission to photocopy 
their written products. As has been the case in previous 
research (Dyson, 1993), the children became collaborators.

All gathered writing samples were photocopied. Notes on 
the nature of the writing event were included both in the 
field notes, as well as on the back of the photocopies. The 
date and the child's reading of his/her creation were part of 
the information recorded on the back of the copy. Writing 
samples were coded as they were produced and obtained.
Initial coding was based on situational context, describing 
the circumstances under which the writing sample was 
produced, when and as part of what literacy event. Each 
writing sample was coded to establish the social context 
surrounding the creation of the text, such as the purpose of
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the creation and the child's attached meaning„ Some 
conversations during writing events were audio taped and 
later listened to for selective transcription, which became 
part of the documentation accompanying the writing samples. 
Writing samples were also coded in terms of the child's theme 
selection and the child's knowledge of the writing system as 
evidenced in the sample. The ongoing analysis of writing 
samples provided a basis for the theoretical sampling and 
final selection of the case study children.

Writing samples from collective literacy events were 
gathered as well. Samples of writing done in collaboration 
by large and small groups, such as charts were also 
collected. These were photographed as well as copied onto 
the field notes. Some were also included in videotapes.

When available, writing samples done outside of school 
also became part of the data. Parents were asked to keep 
their children's writing samples, both the ones brought home 
from school, as well as the ones created at home or in the 
community. They were asked to share the latter with the 
researcher, which some did. in particular, the parents of 
the prospective case study children were willing to share 
their children's written productions with me.

The teacher kept portfolios of the children's work with 
anecdotal data. These were made available to the researcher.
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particularly during the periods in which observations did not 
take place. With the help of Roxana Cintrdn Goytia, an 
undergraduate student in the College of Education, copies of 
all children's written products were made. In April, during 
the fourth observation period, only the products of the 
prospective case study children were photocopied.

I did all the analysis using the photocopies of the 
written productions. After I made a final decision as to 
which children would become case study children, and which 
samples I would use, I asked the parents to provide me with 
originals of their children's work. Patricia Castrodad, an 
undergraduate student in the College of Education did all 
final contacts with parents of case study children, and 
mailed me the originals of the children's work.

Videotapes of Literacy Events
In sampling across literacy events, some literacy events 

were videotaped. This videotaping enabled me to revisit the 
literacy events and the engagement of the children in them, 
allowing for more in-depth analysis. Some of the selected 
literacy events were ones in which all the children 
participated, while others focused on small groups or 
individuals. The decision of which events to videotape was 
made as the research unfolded. For instance, children were
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videotaped during DEAR Time. They were also videotaped while 
writing at the writing table, while sharing their written 
products with others, and while participating in class 
literature discussions. Whole class events were also 
videotaped. Read-alouds, literature discussions and webbings 
of theme studies were also videotaped. The categories that 
emerged from the field notes were used to analyze the 
videotapes. As a secondary data source, videotape 
transcripts served to confirm or disconfirm the data 
collected through field notes, interviews and writing 
samples.

Document Analysis
Documents served as supporting data, providing different 

perspectives: those of the parents, the children and the 
teacher. This data became especially important in providing 
information during periods in which observation did not take 
place. Documents analyzed included: questionnaires handed to 
parents prior to the beginning of the year, assessment and 
evaluation documents, such as student self-evaluations, 
parent evaluations and teacher observations and evaluations. 
Other documents include forms or evaluations developed by the 
teacher and official school documents.
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The kindergarten children's school files including birth 
certificates, health documents and other information about 
the children and their families were part of the documents 
collected. The analysis of these documents provided 
essential demographic data. These documents were studied 
towards the end of the first observation period, and the 
information was summarized for further use.

I developed questionnaires which I handed to the parents 
of all the children at the beginning of the school year.
These questionnaires dealt with their child's experiences 
with literacy prior to their kindergarten year. The parent 
questionnaires were analyzed at the beginning of the school 
year to establish the child's prior experiences with literacy 
as well as the child's current engagement in literacy events 
at home. The perceptions that the parents have of their 
children as readers/writers was also a category used to 
analyze the questionnaires. These were coded and along with 
the official document data served as a basis for preliminary 
profiles of the children.

Teacher generated documents also served as an important 
part of the data. Prior to the beginning of the school year 
Laura handed the parents questionnaires which provide 
information on the child's family composition, the home 
environment, and the child's health. Throughout the year she
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prepared many documents for the purpose of assessment and 
evaluation. Some forms were for her own use, such as 
observation records and evaluation forms. Others such as 
parent evaluation forms and self-evaluation forms were to be 
used by the parents and the children. All of the assessment 
and evaluation documents were used to provide the perspective 
of the children, their parents and their teacher. The data 
obtained from these sources was compared with the data 
obtained from the previous sources, such as field notes, 
interviews and writing samples.

Summary
In summary, a total of five data sources (field notes 

from participant observation, interviews, writing samples, 
videotapes of literacy events and documents) was used to 
elicit answers to my research questions. The data gathered 
from one source was constantly compared with data gathered 
from other sources, enabling for triangulation of the data. 
Through the data gathering and analysis, I attempted to 
create "thick'1 descriptions of the classroom and of three of 
the kindergarten children. The categories for the selection 
of the children emerged from the data itself. As has been 
mentioned earlier, theoretical sampling was used to select 
the case study children. These were children whose
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engagement with literacy best informs this research; children 
who became ethnographic informants.

A summary of the research in the form of a table is in 
Appendix E. Chapter 3 presents detailed information on the 
research context; the school and the classroom. It also 
includes information on the ethnographic informants; the 
teacher, the children and their parents.
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CHAPTER 3
THE CLASSROOM COMMUNITY 

AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC INFORMANTS

Prior to conducting this research I had been involved in 
research in three kindergarten classrooms in the city of 
Tucson (Sdez Vega, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995). Each classroom 
was significantly different from the other, and children's 
engagement with literacy was dependent on the nature of the 
classroom environment and the beliefs that the teacher held 
in regards to children and literacy. All of the previous 
research served as pilot studies enabling me to become an 
apprentice to ethnographic research.

Selecting a Research Site
In selecting a research site for this investigation I 

had three basic criteria: (a) that the research take place in 
Puerto Rico; (b) that it focus on early literacy, 
particularly in kindergarten; and (c) that it take place in a 
classroom in which children had many opportunities to engage 
in real literacy events, rather than in exercises that were 
supposed to "prepare them for reading and writing."
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I was searching for a kindergarten classroom where I 
could observe children engaging in literacy in order to 
document young children's growth in literacy over time. 
Therefore, the research site could not be a kindergarten 
classroom in which reading readiness was the basis for 
instruction; where children's prior knowledge of literacy was 
ignored. The classroom for this research needed to be one in 
which children actively made use of their literacy knowledge 
and experience by engaging in meaningful literacy events on a 
daily basis.

Thus, the research needed to take place in a whole 
language kindergarten in Puerto Rico. With the three 
criteria in mind, the potential research settings were 
narrowed to a handful of classrooms.

Access was certainly an additional factor in the 
decision making process. As the former kindergarten teacher 
at La Escuela Elemental de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, 
from which I am currently on a leave of absence, I have open 
access to the school. In addition, I maintain a close 
professional and personal relationship with the kindergarten 
teacher, Laura Santiago Diaz. Thus, I engaged in research in 
her classroom, which used to be my classroom, with the 
difficulties inherent in "making the familiar strange."



The Community 
The School

This research took place at La Escuela Elemental de la 
Universidad de Puerto Rico (EEUPR). This school is a special 
setting, it is neither part of the public school system, nor 
is it a private school. As a laboratory school which is part 
of the College of Education of La Universidad de Puerto Rico 
the school serves multiple purposes. As an elementary 
school, it provides education for close to 200 students from 
kindergarten through sixth grade. As a laboratory school, it 
serves as an observation and practicum site for courses in 
the Program in Elementary Education, and as a research site 
for the university community.

The teachers at the school have university faculty 
status and undergo the same promotion and tenure processes as 
the rest of their colleagues in other university departments. 
They are considered profesoras (professors) which is the term 
used to refer to university professors in Puerto Rico. As 
part of the Faculty of the College of Education, they 
actively participate in teacher education in Puerto Rico.
They have a major role in preservice teacher education, by 
offering ongoing demonstrations of curriculum strategies and 
techniques in their classrooms as well as teaching courses on 
methodologies in elementary education in the Department of

69
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Curriculum and Instruction. They also participate in 
inservice teacher education by presenting workshops and 
classroom demonstrations to educators that come from all over 
the Island to the school. In essence, this school which is 
part of the largest and most important university in Puerto 
Rico, has a crucial role in teacher education, both at the 
preservice and inservice levels.

The EEUPR has been considered a model school in Puerto 
Rican education. Many renown educators have been part of the 
school faculty. Some of them like Angeles Pastor (1966), 
Cecilia Arnaldi deOlmeda (1976, 1977, 1978, 1983), Mary 
Munoz de Torres (1986), Maria E. Forcelledo de Rodriguez 
(1970, 1976), and more recently, Daisy Ruiz (1996) have 
contributed to professional literature in education in Puerto 
Rico, in fact, the publications of Forcelledo de Rodriguez 
and Ruiz are based on their experiences as kindergarten 
teachers at the school.

Located to the south of the main campus, in Rio Piedras, 
the school is separated from the College of Education by a 
busy city street. The school is located between two other 
schools: the University High School and Escuela Mufioz Rivera, 
a public elementary school. To the rear of the school is a 
street and the Plaza del Mercado de Rio Piedras, a 
traditional produce market.
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The children that attend the EEUPR come from diverse 
communities, the majority from the San Juan Metro Area. They 
represent a wide variety of families and communities, as well 
socio-economic conditions, although the majority of the 
parents have some university level instruction. The majority 
of the children that attend the school are Puerto Rican, 
while others are Dominican or Cuban. Some years the school 
has children that come from other countries, including the 
United States, Latin American and European countries. These 
are children whose parents have come to the University as 
visiting scholars and, therefore, attend the school for part 
of their elementary school years.

Due to the nature of the school, the amount of 
prospective applicants, and the limited spaces available, the 
school has a complex admissions policy for kindergarten. For 
many decades the children had to undergo testing prior to 
being considered for admission. Later the children were 
selected randomly from the children who passed the test.
This is no longer the case. A recent change in policy has 
eliminated the test as part of the selection process.
Children are randomly selected from the total number of 
applicants.

The selection process takes place once a year. The 
parents must fill out applications and submit them with other
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requested documentation. Once the applications are in, 
children are divided into two pools representing their 
origin: University and Community. The children under the 
University pool are children whose parents are full time 
university employees, irrespective of their duties. The 
children under Community are those whose parents are not 
university employees. Fifty percent of the kindergarten 
children are selected from each pool of applicants.

As a result of the new admittance procedures, the 
children admitted to kindergarten represent a broad ability 
range and come from diverse socio-economical communities, 
although the majority of the school population is middle 
class.

Besides the change in admittance procedures, the school 
has been undergoing a major transformation of another nature 
in the last seven years: the move from a skills-based 
curriculum to a curriculum based on whole language principles 
(Edelsky, Altwerger & Flores, 1991; Goodman, 1986). This 
shift in paradigm was initiated in 1988 in the kindergarten 
classroom. The faculty has had many opportunities to learn 
about whole language and to get involved in the change 
process. In 1992, Ken and Yetta Goodman were invited to 
speak at the University. They visited the school and 
dialogued with the teachers who were working towards whole
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language (at the time kindergarten and first grade teachers), 
as well as with the rest of the faculty members. The primary 
grade teachers at the school have also participated in Whole 
Language Winter Workshops, held biennially in Tucson at the 
University of Arizona. They have also participated in 
inservice institutes and workshops offered by whole language 
advocates such as Adelina Arellano Osuna (from Venezuela) and 
myself.

As of the 1994-95 school year, the primary grades are 
all working towards whole language. Some primary teachers 
are conducting research in their classrooms. Many teachers 
have been offering workshops on whole language. In fact, 
some have presented at international forums, such as El 
Segundo Congreso de Lectoescritura de Las Americas held in 
San Jos6, Costa Rica in 1995.

It was in the kindergarten classroom where the 
transformation towards whole language was initiated. And it 
is precisely this classroom that is the setting for the 
present research.

The Classroom
The kindergarten classroom is the most well known 

kindergarten classroom in Puerto Rico. As I mentioned 
earlier books on kindergarten education have been written by
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former kindergarten teachers. This classroom is also the 
most visited classroom in the whole EEUPR. Education majors, 
teachers, administrators, and others visit this classroom on 
a daily basis. Because of these visitors the kindergarten 
teacher and the children are never alone. There are always 
other adults in the classroom; some are observers while 
others have more active participation in the classroom 
activities.

The classroom is a large room divided into play/work 
areas: Dramatic Play, Art, Listening Center, Library, Blocks, 
Manipulatives, Science, Writing, and Computer. It has a 
large meeting area where the children and their teacher 
gather for large group activities. Four large tables with 
colorful chairs are at the center of the room. The classroom 
also includes a bathroom, a small kitchen and an office for 
the teacher's use (see Figure 3.1).

The Ethnographic Informants
As I mentioned earlier, the classroom teacher, the 

children and their parents became ethnographic informants of 
the research. Their understandings, ideas and perspectives 
are essential to this study. Throughout the dissertation
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Figure 3.1. Map of the classroom.



many of their quotes are taken from field notes and 
interviews as well as citations from documents. In order to 
maintain the authenticity and integrity of the informants' 
perspectives, they are quoted in Spanish. For the benefit of 
non-Spanish readers, translations follow Spanish quotes and 
citations. When excerpts from interview and field note 
transcripts are used, Laura and the children's names are 
abbreviated. The abbreviations I assigned to each informant 
are listed in Appendix F.
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The Teacher
Laura Santiago Diaz is the kindergarten teacher at the 

EEUPR. She is an early childhood educator as well as a 
teacher educator. Besides working with her kindergarten 
children, Laura teaches a course in kindergarten education. 
She has been working towards whole language since 1991 when 
she attended the Whole Language Umbrella Conference (held in 
Phoenix, Arizona). Currently, as a teacher researcher, she 
is investigating authentic assessment and evaluation in her 
classroom.

I cannot write about Laura without being a part of what 
I am writing. We have known each other since 1983 and have 
maintained a close professional and personal relationship. 
Laura began working as the kindergarten teacher at the EEUPR
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in the 1982-83 school year while I was an undergraduate 
student in primary education. Due to my interest in 
kindergarten, I did many observations in Laura's classroom.
A year later I requested her to be my cooperating teacher 
during my practicum experience. It was she who inspired me 
to continue my education and work towards a Master's degree 
in early childhood education, which I did. After completing 
my Master's and working as an educational coordinator for 
Head Start in Puerto Rico, I was hired in 1988 as a 
kindergarten teacher at the EEUPR, where I stayed until 1992 
when I came to the University of Arizona to pursue a doctoral 
degree. Laura had then been teaching first and second grade, 
and primary science.

In 1992, Laura returned to teach kindergarten. At the 
time she had been working towards whole language for over a 
year. She was already implementing whole language practices 
at the UPR Nursery School where she had spent the previous 
semester working with four year olds. During the 1992-93 
school year, Laura and I maintained close contact. Laura 
shared with me what she was doing in her classroom, and I 
shared with her what I was learning as a first year doctoral 
student.

During the 1993 Spring Semester I was asked by some 
faculty members at the EEUPR to offer a Summer Institute on
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Whole Language to the faculty. The participation in the 
Institute was done on a voluntary basis, and Laura was one of 
the professors who participated. During the days of the 
Institute she enthusiastically shared with me the work 
created by the kindergarten children during the previous 
school year. I was impressed with the kind of writing that 
was taking place in her classroom, among other things. It 
was at that point that I told Laura about my intentions to 
conduct this type of research in a whole language 
kindergarten in Puerto Rico, and asked her to consider the 
possibility of her classroom becoming the setting for such 
research. Laura immediately responded affirmatively.
Despite her enthusiasm, I insisted that we continue talking 
about it. I wanted to make sure that we both understood, and 
that we were both able to negotiate our conditions concerning 
the research. And so, the conversation has never ended.
Since that moment we continue to dialogue, via telephone, 
letters and personally, regarding this research and many 
other professional issues.

The Children (and Their Parents)
There were 17 four and five-year-old children who came 

together every morning to share their lives in this classroom 
(see Figure 3.2). Their ages ranged from 4.10 to 5.10 at the



(The teacher, Laura Santiago Diaz; the children: standing: JosA Ricardo, Yessica, 
Francisco, Ingrid, Alexander, Angel, Luiscenia, JosA Juan, Diana; sitting: Roberto, 
Amanda, Armando, Aleshka, AndrAs, Laura Cristina, JosA Luis, Cristina).

VO
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beginning of the school year. There were nine boys and eight 
girls in the room. As Puerto Rican children, they all shared 
a common cultural heritage and the Spanish language. 
Physically they were as diverse as Puerto Ricans can be.
They represented the range found in the general Puerto Rican 
population in terms of size, skin color, hair color and 
texture, and eye color.

The children came from different communities and 
different family backgrounds. Family compositions varied, 
although four to five members per family represented the 
majority of cases. All but one child lived with both 
parents. Some children had older siblings, others younger 
ones and others had both. While the parents' level of 
education varied, the majority of them held undergraduate 
university degrees.

In a questionnaire handed to the parents prior to the 
beginning of the school year, they were asked to mention what 
they expected their children to learn in kindergarten. 
Eighty-eight percent of the parents' responses were directly 
related to literacy, reflecting the value they placed on 
literacy and their views about literacy learning.
Undoubtedly the parents in this class placed a high value on 
reading and writing. Some of the parents indicated that they 
expected their children to learn to:
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leer
leer y  escribir,
continuer destrezas de lecture y escritura, 
distinguir consonantes y vocales, 
mayor dominio de lo motor fino, 
reconocer palabras y  [gue] las lea, 
escribir,
mds destrezas en la escritura 
algunas vocales, 
reconocer las letras, 
reconocer vocales y  consonantes, 
trazar, escribir letras, [su] nombre, 
leer palabras.

read
read and write
continue reading and writing skills 
distinguish consonants and vowels 
greater mastery of fine motor aspects 
recognize words and read them, 
write
more writing skills
some vowels
recognize the letters
recognize vowels and consonants
trace, write letters, [his/her] name,
read words

The parents' responses were reflective of their views of 
reading and writing. Reading was seen as recognizing vowels 
and consonants, identifying words, identifying letters, and 
reading words. Writing was viewed as a motor skill, as 
writing letters, words, and name writing. This view is 
consistent with the view of reading and writing held by the 
general population in Puerto Rico. It is the view held by 
many educators, and it is the view that helps determine what
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takes place in the majority of the preschools and primary 
classrooms in Puerto Rico.

All the children had a prior preschool experience.
Three of the children attended Head Start preschools. Eight 
of them attended private preschools. The other six children 
were in a preschool program at the university, five at El 
Centro de Cuidado Diurno, and one at La Escuela Maternal.

Despite the fact that they had all attended a preschool 
program, their prior experiences with literacy were very 
diverse. Parents of all the children indicated in a 
questionnaire that their children liked to look and browse 
through magazines, books and newspapers. In particular, they 
liked to look at the illustrations found in them. The 
preferred books in most homes were story books,, mainly 
picture books.

At the beginning of the year all the children believed 
they were able to write. Their responses ranged from 
comments such as "estoy aprendiendo" (I am learning) to 
comments on writing letters. One child commented that 
writing was something he could do well. When asked to write, 
their writing ranged from drawing, writing strings of letter
like forms, writing strings of conventional letters to 
writing their names conventionally. When asked to read what 
they had written all but one child read what they had
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written, attaching meaning to their production, regardless of 
whether it was a picture or letters.

In terms of reading, their responses were different. At 
the beginning of the year most of the children (14) believed 
they could not read. Only three children indicated that they 
could read, qualifying their responses. One commented "solo 
las vocales" (only the vowels). Another indicated "no tanto" 
(not that much). While another child said he could read 
"algunas cosas" (some things). The children's perceptions of 
themselves as readers and writers parallel the findings of 
prior research (Goodman, Altwerger & Marek, 1989).

During the first interview I conducted, I handed the 
children a wordless picture book and asked them whether they 
could read it. I established two major categories as a 
result of the children's responses to the wordless picture 
book task: those who said they couldn't read it and those who 
read it. Two reasons were given by the children who . 
responded that they couldn't read. Some indicated that they 
couldn't read because the book lacked print. Others said 
they couldn't read because they didn't know how to read.

In the case of the children who "read" the story, once 
they were finished reading, I asked them to look at the book 
and to let me know whether they had read or told the story. 
Three types of responses resulted from this question. Some
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children did not notice the lack of print. Such was the case 
of Josd Juan, who after looking through the book indicated 
aTe lo lei" (I read it to you) . Another group of children 
noticed the lack of print, and later indicated that they had 
told the story and not read it. This was the case of Andris 
for whom having a wordless picture book created a cognitive 
conflict. "cDdnde estdn las letras? . . . i(D6nde estarlan 

las letras?" (Where are the letters? . . .  I wonder where 
the letters are), he voiced as he looked through the book in 
search of the letters. Thus, Andris concluded that he had 
told the story. A third category resulted from Amanda's 
response. She noticed the lack of print and developed a 
theory in which she differentiated between reading books with 
print and books without print. The difference, according to 
Amanda was in the speed at which she read. Obviously, she 
took more time reading books with "letras" (letters), and she 
read books without print such as the one at hand, much 
quicker.

The three children mentioned above, Amanda, Josi Juan 
and Andris are the children I chose for in-depth case 
studies. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present the case studies of the 
three children. The case studies are organized into the 
following four sections: (a) The Child as a Person, (b) The
Child's Experiences with Literacy Prior to Kindergarten, (c)
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The Child as a Reader in Kindergarten, and (d) The Child as a 
Writer in Kindergarten. The first two sections provide a 
description of the child and the literacy experiences the 
child has engaged in at home and in preschool before coming 
to kindergarten. The last two sections of each case study, 
which deal with the child as a reader and writer in 
kindergarten are an attempt to answer the following research 
subquestions:

1. What sociocultural understandings of and experiences 
with literacy do the children bring to kindergarten?

2. How do the children build on the literacy resources 
that they bring to school to respond to the literacy 
experiences that they are expected to engage in?

3. In what ways do the classroom literacy experiences 
support the children's continued growth in literacy?

After presenting each child individually in Chapters 5,
6 and 7, I present a cross-case analysis of the three case 
studies in Chapter 8.

A Glimpse at El Kindergarten de la Universidad
de Puerto Rico

El Kindergarten de la Escuela Elemental
Este es el Kindergarten de la Universidad
Los alumnos mds pequenos de la Escuela Elemental
Aqui reina la alegria, la paz y  felicidad
Trabajamos y  estudiamos
No cesamos de jugar.
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The Elementary School Kindergarten 
This is the University Kindergarten 
The youngest Elementary School students 
Joy, Peace and Happiness reign here 
We work and we study 
We never stop playing

As the children and their teacher, Laura joined their 
voices to sing El Kindergarten de la Escuela Elemental (The 
Elementary School Kindergarten), a new school day began.
This song was composed especially for El Kindergarten de la 
Escuela Elemental de la Universidad de Puerto Rico2. What the 
children currently sing is an adapted version of the 
original. At the time it was composed the children in 
kindergarten were the youngest "university" students. Today, 
they have been joined by three and four-year-olds at La 
Escuela Maternal, El Centro de Cuidado Diurno, and El Centro 
de Audioimpedidos. More recently, a group of infants and 
toddlers also joined the university community. While 
remaining the youngest Elementary school students, they are 
no longer the youngest University students as the song 
originally suggested. Thus, the song was adapted.

2 This song has never been published. It has been 
passed down from teacher to teacher for four decades. During 
the course of this research I made many phone calls to former 
kindergarten teachers in an attempt to discover who the 
composer was. Dr. Carmen Cintrdn de Esteves informed me that 
the composer was Camelia Ortiz del Rivero.
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As the children arrived at the school every morning, a 
sign-in notebook was waiting for them at the entrance of the 
room, where they were supposed to wait until the school bell 
rang. The children, who arrived with one of their parents or 
a close relative, signed their names in their very own way.
At the beginning of the year few children wrote their name 
conventionally, others close to convention, while other 
children said *Yo no s6 escribir" (I do not know how to 
write) . When this was the case I observed parents and 
caregivers showing a bit of concern and immediately providing 
some kind of assistance to the child so that he or she was 
able to sign-in. The assistance given took a variety of 
forms: writing the name for the child, writing it in dotted 
lines for the child to trace, writing it on another paper for 
the child to copy, or dictating the letters to the child.

Laura met the children in the classroom hallway, where 
she greeted them and their parents. Many children embraced 
their teacher. Hugs and kisses and many forms of affection 
were observed.

At 8:00 a.m. they entered the classroom and walked 
towards a large meeting area in the room. The children and 
Laura sat in a circle. While in the circle, Laura positioned 
herself in front of a bulletin board containing decorations.



and a calendar along with its artifacts. To the side was a 
large chalkboard.

Laura and the children sang Buenos Dias (Good Morning) 
and El Kindergarten de la Escuela Elemental. After singing, 
the children engaged in conversations about a wide range of 
topics. Many conversations had already begun and were 
extensions from conversations initiated in the hallway. The 
direction such conversations took were never predictable.
The children talked about their experiences and interests, 
bringing their social life into the classroom.

This marked the beginning of the school day. It was 
part of the daily routine that brought children and adults 
together every morning in this kindergarten classroom.
During the daily routines the children and their teacher 
participated in conversations, in sing-alongs, and in 
activities related to the calendar. For instance, they 
placed the corresponding numeral on the calendar and then 
wrote the date on the board. Much activity took place 
throughout the day. Figure 3.3 represents my translation of 
the classroom schedule.

Following the routine the children engaged in 
Actividades Literarias (literary activities). These 
activities revolved around literature. They included a read- 
aloud, which was preceded by a conversation and followed by a

88
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T i m e M o n d a y T u e s d a y W e d n e s d a y T h u r s d a y F r i d a y

8 : 0 0 - 8 : 3 0 R o u t i n e R o u t i n e R o u t i n e R o u t i n e R o u t i n e

8 : 3 0 - 9 : 0 0 L i t e r a r y L i t e r a r y L i t e r a r y L i t e r a r y L i t e r a r y

A c t i v i t i e s A c t i v i t i e s A c t i v i t i e s A c t i v i t i e s A c t i v i t i e s

9 : 0 0 - 1 0 : 3 0 A r t F r e e  c h o i c e / F r e e  c h o i c e / M u s i c F r e e  c h o i c e /

( 3 0  m i n ) S n a c k  ( I h r . ) S n a c k  ( I h r . ) ( 3 0  m i n ) S n a c k  ( I h r . )

S n a c k E n g l i s h P h y s . E d . F r e e  c h o i c e / E n g l i s h

P h y s . E d . 

( 3 0  m i n )

( 3 0  m i n ) ( 3 0  m i n ) S n a c k  

( 1  h r . )

( 3 0  m i n )

1 0 : 3 0 - 1 1 : 1 0 T h e m e  S t u d y / T h e m e  S t u d y / T h e m e  S t u d y / T h e m e  S t u d y / T h e m e  S t u d y /

C u r r i c u l u m C u r r i c u l u m C u r r i c u l u m C u r r i c u l u m C u r r i c u l u m

I n t e g r a t i o n I n t e g r a t i o n I n t e g r a t i o n I n t e g r a t i o n I n t e g r a t i o n

1 1 : 1 0 - 1 1 : 3 0 L u n c h L u n c h L u n c h L u n c h L u n c h

1 1 : 3 0 - 1 1 : 5 0 L E O  ( D E A R  

T i m e )

O u t d o o r  p l a y L E O  ( D E A R  

T i m e )

O u t d o o r  p l a y R e a d i n g  

G r o u p s  

( S h a r e d /  

G u i d e d  R d g )

Figure 3.3. Daily schedule.

discussion in response to the reading. On many occasions 
additional reader response experiences followed.

After literary activities the schedule was organized in 
a large, one and a half hour block of time. It was organized 
this way to accommodate classes taught by specialists, such 
as Art, Music, Physical Education and English which had a 
duration of 30 minutes each. Free choice activities and 
snack also took place during this large block of time.

During free choice time the children chose to work in 
one of 12 centers: Art, Science and Math, Dramatic Play, 
Writing, Listening, Library, Puppet Center, Manipulatives, 
Computers, Water, Blocks and Sand.
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After free choice and special classes, the children and 
their teacher engaged in theme study, in which the curriculum 
was integrated around a theme of interest for the children 
and the teacher. The selection of each theme studied was 
negotiated between the teacher and the children (Edelsky, 
Altwerger & Flores, 1991).

Lunch time followed theme study. The next block of time 
was dedicated to Lectura Espontdnea y  Original {LEO) 

(Spontaneous and Original Reading)3 on Mondays and Wednesdays. 
During this time the children chose books to read on their 
own or with some friends. They also chose a place in the 
classroom where they would read. On Tuesdays and Thursdays 
the children the children played outdoors. Reading groups in 
which children engaged in shared and/or guided reading took 
place on Fridays. The last 10 minutes of the day were 
dedicated to the final gathering in which accomplishments 
were celebrated.

In this classroom children talked, played, painted, 
sang, explored, read and wrote. Throughout the school day

3 in classrooms in the United States this is referred to 
as DEAR (Drop Everything and Read) Time. Because a literal 
translation would not work, Laura and I decided to explore 
another name for the experience. Thus, we searched for words 
that would best describe the kind of reading that the 
children were expected to engage in. The result of it was 
Lectura Espont£nea y  Original (LEO). "Leo" means "I read".
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children had many opportunities to explore literacy in large 
and small groups as well as on their own during the many 
experiences in which they engaged.

Literacy occupied a very important role in the social 
life of this classroom. It was embedded in everything they 
did. There were many instances during the school day for 
literacy events to take place. Children were expected to 
become active participants from the first moment. Therefore, 
as they arrived, they encountered literacy events in many 
classroom situations.

Children's literature played an important role in the 
daily life of this classroom. Stories, poems and songs were 
shared and enjoyed by the children and their teacher daily. 
The children also had multiple opportunities to engage in 
writing with and without their teacher.

Chapter 4 addresses the role of literacy in this 
kindergarten classroom. It presents an in-depth analysis of 
the classroom's literacy events, resulting in a case study of 
the classroom. The chapter is organized into two main 
sections: Reading Events and Writing Events. Each of these 
sections is divided into two subsections: Collective and 
Individual Events. The first refer to events in which the 
children participate in groups and the latter to events in 
which the children individually engage in literacy events.
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CHAPTER 4
LITERACY EVENTS IN THE CLASSROOM

In this whole language kindergarten children learned to 
value literacy as an integral part of their classroom's 
social life. Laura organized literacy experiences based on 
the belief that children come to school with much knowledge 
about literacy and many important experiences from home 
(Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979; Goodman, Y., & Altwerger, 1981; 
Heath, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Vygotsky, 1978). 
Children were invited into the classroom literacy club 
(Smith, 1988), as they had already joined such clubs in their 
homes and communities (Heath, 1983; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 
1988). The children's prior knowledge and experiences with 
literacy were acknowledged and became the basis for 
instruction.

Laura organized many social contexts in her classroom to 
support literacy learning and development. Throughout the 
school day children had many opportunities to explore 
literacy in large and small groups as well as on their own. 
They engaged in literacy events that were planned by Laura, 
in which all or small groups of children participated. They



also engaged in literacy events of their choice, with their 
peers or on their own.

For the purpose of analysis I classified the literacy 
events into two categories: Reading and Writing, according to 
the type of activity the children were engaging in. Based on 
the social nature of the events and on the participants 
involved, I then classified these events into two 
subcategories: collective and individual.

Collective events were those in which a group of 
children and an adult jointly collaborated in reading or 
writing. Individual literacy events on the other hand, were 
those in which children engaged in reading or writing on 
their own and sometimes with their peers.

In this chapter I present a detailed analysis of the 
different literacy events that took place in the classroom. 
With the use of field notes and transcripts of interviews I 
provide examples of different literacy events. This chapter 
is organized into two major sections which represent the 
categories mentioned earlier: Reading Events and Writing 
Events. These sections are further divided into two 
additional subsections: Collective and Individual Events. 
Figure 4.1 gives an overview of the literacy events that took 
place in this classroom during the 1994-95 school year.

93
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READING WRIT I N G
collective Reading collective waiting
(written & illustrated texts) (oral, written, and

illustrated)
• Read-alouds
• Tertulias Literarias • Daily News

(Conversations • Collaborative Books
about literature) • Collaborative Stories

• Comparing Literature • Recording Literature
(literary elements) Discussions

• Shared Reading • Writing about the World
• Shared Poetry (theme study)
• Shared Songs
• Reading about the World

(theme study)
individual Reading Individual Waiting
(written & illustrated texts) (oral, written, and

illustrated)
• Poetry/Song Notebook
• LEO (Dear Time) • Literature Logs
• Free Choice Centers • Free Choice Centers

- Classroom Library - Writing Center
- Listening Center - Computer Center
- Science Center - Science Center

• Lending Library - Art Center
• Story Writing

Figure 4.1. Literacy events in the classroom.
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Reading

Sharing Literature through Collective Reading 
Collective reading events took place every day in this 

classroom. Most of them took place during Actividades 
Literarias (Literary Activities). Literary activities in 
Laura's classroom were events in which the focus was on 
children's literature. During these events the teacher or 
another adult (student teacher or other undergraduate student 
from the university) read to the whole class or small groups 
of children. A conversation preceded and followed the 
reading, and one or more reader response experiences were 
planned for the children to engage in following the 
discussion. Figure 4.2 depicts the collective reading events 
of the classroom. These are addressed in detail in this 
section.

Collective Reading Events

• Read-alouds
• Tertulias Literarias

(Conversations about literature)
• Comparing Literature

(literary elements)
• Shared Reading
• Shared Poetry
• Shared Songs
• Reading about the World

(theme study)

Figure 4.2. Collective reading events.
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Prior to every read-aloud, the teacher showed the book 
to the children and asked them to predict what the book would 
be about. During February, La Mariauita Malhumorada (The 
Grouchy Ladybug) (Carle, 1992) became the focal text of 
literary activities for a few days.

On one occasion, Ileana, a student teacher read to the 
children. As she was holding the book in her hand, s some 
children began to predict: es una mariposa . . . es una 
mariquita . . . tquiSn apuesta a qua es una cucaracha? (It's 
a butterfly . . . it's a ladybug . . . who bets it's a 
cockroach?) . The children were guided by context cues on the 
book cover to predict what the book would be about. in 
making these predictions they were using their knowledge of 
how picture books work based on their previous experiences 
with reading.

Ileana let the children know that the author of this 
story, Eric Carle, was also the illustrator. She then read 
the story as she showed the children the illustrations.
During the reading of the story children commented on the 
plot, the characters, and details in the pictures.

Although La Mariauita Malhumorada is not a 
representation of Puerto Rican cultural heritage, Ileana 
ended the story using an expression that is very much a part 
of the Puerto Rican culture. It is an expression parents and
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teachers, at home or at school, use after almost every story, 
read or told: “Y colorin Colorado" to which all the children 
responded in unison in loud voices "Este cuento se ha 
acabado" (This story has ended).

Tertulias Literarias (Conversations about Literature)
As usual a conversation was generated after the story 

was read. Ileana asked the children to share their thoughts 
about the story. This forum provided the children with an 
opportunity to share their interpretations and connections.
It became a space for children to explore their unique 
personal responses to literature. For some children, like 
Luiscenia and Amanda, this meant the freedom to identify with 
the characters. With much excitement Luiscenia said, ";Yo 

quiero ser la mariquita!" (I want to be the ladybug!) .
Amanda also wanted to be a ladybug, but knowing that there 
were two lady bugs in the story, she made sure that she was 
very specific as she commented, “Yo quiero ser la mariquita 

simodtica" (I want to be the friendly ladybug), stressing the 
word simpdtica (friendly).

As they continued to talk, the children expressed their 
thoughts and ideas. They judged the characters and their 
intentions, in particular that of the main character, the 
grouchy ladybug. Roberto described her as “injusta"
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(unfair), because she didn't want to share. Amanda, on the 
other hand called her "egoista" (selfish). Josd Juan 
believed the grouchy ladybug to be "antipdtica" (unpleasant, 
disgusting). He further indicated that given the 
opportunity, he would not vote for the *antipdtica”, instead 
he would vote for “la mariguita simpdtica’’ (the pleasant 
ladybug) because “es buena y  eso no es guerra, no es pelear" 
(she is good and that is not war, it's not fighting). Jos6 
Juan's comment related to the overall theme being studied in 
class: peace.

The children positioned themselves within the social 
world of the text. They entered the imagined text and became 
a part of it. The reading experience became an intense, 
personal "lived-through-experience" (Rosenblatt, 1978) . In 
doing so, they contributed to a shared understanding 
(Sheppard, 1990), a collective interpretation of the text.

The conversation continued and Laura Cristina made a 
connection between the ladybugs in the imagined world of the 
story and people in the real world, at the same time she 
connected this book to one read previously during the school 
year: "Puede haber una persona simpdtica y  otra antipdtica, 

como el libro aquel de los nenes peleando, ague! libro gue 
lelmos . . . "  (There can be a pleasant and an unpleasant 
person. Like in that book about the kids fighting, that book
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that we read . . . ). Children's need to share personal 
experiences has been mentioned by Lehr (1991) as important in 
children's developing sense of themes. Laura Cristina made 
intertextual connections: with the real world, and with the 
world of books. Her response was created from the shadows of 
other texts (Barthes, 1975), those of the real and imagined 
worlds.

Laura Cristina's comment helped shift the focus of 
conversation from the imagined social world of the story to 
real social worlds. Children began to share personal 
experiences and emotions that related to the story plot.
They talked about occasions in which they and others had 
acted like the grouchy ladybug both at school and at home.
The literature shared in the classroom was "open to diverse 
readings" (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 133). Children were given the 
opportunity to bring their personal readings into the 
discussions about literature. In doing so, they were 
creating collective meanings which were limitless (Bakhtin, 
1981).

Comparing Literature
When classics of children's literature became the focus 

of literary activities, different versions Or variants of a
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story or tale were read aloud and then compared (Shephard, 
1990; Short, 1990).

In an interview with Angel (AN) during the month of 
March, I asked him to let me know what happened in the 
classroom during the time I had been absent. Angel 
immediately got involved in telling me about the stories they 
had read, and after retelling a story, he asked whether I had 
read El Patito Feo (The Ugly Duckling), and the following 
conversation took place:

AN: Td lelste El Patito Feo?
RS: Yo no me acuerdo si yo estaba aqu£ cuando leyeron

El Patito Feo. Creo gue no.
AN: Porque hay muchas versiones.
RS: jMuchas versiones! Explicame cdmo es eso de muchas

versiones.
AN: Pues que trajeron muchos libros del patito feo.
RS: &Qu6 hicieron con todos esos libros? CuSntame.
AN: Te voy a contar el libro segundo que lefmos. Que

habla unos patitos iverdad? entonces despu6s, es de 
cisne los patos, mira es, te voy a leer el primero.

RS: Si, porque no entiendo . . . .cuSntame, cuSntame.
AN: Pues verdad, una mami. que era cisne parid unos

patos amarillos, entonces salid uno que era gris 
verde tenia el pico amarillo y  nacid con las alas, 
entonces todo el mundo lo rechazaba.

RS: zPor qud lo rechazaban?
AN: Pues porque era as! . . . porque era feo.

Entonces, entonces despuds dl encontrd amigo y  
entonces y siguid jugando en la esquina y  ya se 
acabd.

RS: cCual versidn fue dsa?
AN: Ah, la segunda, yo te contd la primera. Ahora va la

segunda.
RS: Cudntame la segunda entonces.
AN: Que todos los patos vivlan en el [esjtanque verdad,

entonces unos patos amarillos que todos eran cisne, 
pero tambidn a uno lo rechazaban. 
cPor qud?RS:
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AN: Ah, porque nacid con la cabeza un poquito larga y
los otros tenian cabezas bajitas, entonces lo 
rechazaban y  encontrd cocodrilos, muchos 
cocodrilos, pero ya 61 estaba grande y  tambidn 
encontrd otro cisne.

AN: Did you read The Ugly Duckling?
RS: I don't remember if I was here when you read it.

The Ugly Duckling. I don't think so.
AN: Because there are many versions.
RS: Many versions! Explain what you mean by many

versions.
AN: Well they brought many books of the ugly duckling.
RS: What did you do with all those books? Tell me

about it.
AN: I'm going, to tell you the second book that we read.

There were some little ducks, right? Then later, 
its of swan, the ducks. Listen, I'm going to read 
you the first.

RS: Yes, because I don't understand . . . .tell me,
tell me.

RS: Well right, a mother that was a swan had some
yellow ducks, then came out a grayish green one, 
who had a yellow beak and was born with wings.
Then, everybody rejected him.

RS: Why did they reject him?
AN: Well. Because he was like . . . because he was

ugly. Then, then later he found a friend and kept 
on playing on the corner and it was over.

RS: What version was that?
AN: Oh, the second one, I told you the first one. Now

comes the second one.
RS: Tell me the second one then.
AN: That all the ducks lived in the pond right, then

some yellow ducks who were all swans, but they also 
rejected one.

RS: Why?
AN: Oh, because he was born with his head a bit long

and the rest had short heads, then they rejected 
him and he found crocodiles, but he was already big 
and he also found a swan.

Angel decided to share with me a story that was 
personally meaningful to him. Through his retelling, Angel
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demonstrated his growing concept of theme (Lehr, 1991).
Angel appropriated the language of the text, and made it his 
own (Bakhtin, 1981), "[populating] it with his own intention, 
his own accent" (p. 292). As he continued to talk he made 
intertextual connections by thematically linking the story of 
El Patito Feo with another story read in class. He referred 
to the story Sov un nino (I am a Boy) (Balzola, 1986), which 
he identified as also dealing with rejection:

AN: Ah, hay otra m£s qua as da rechazo.
RS: i.Tambidn as da rechazo?
AN: <rTu leiste qua un nene qua era gordito, un poco

gordito, se puso gordito y todos lo rechazaban 
porque era gordo y  una nena y  una nena lo ignora? 
cTti leiste ese cuento?

RS: Dlmelo, dimelo a ver si yo recuerdo.
AN: Era qua dice un mas, a un mas nacid entonces

despuds la mamcL la data leche,
RS: Ah, yo creo qua yo recuerdo ese cuento, eso fue uno

da los primeros cuentos qua ustedes leyeron.
AN: No uno da los tercero.

AN: Oh, there is another one about rejection.
RS: It's also about rejection?
AN: Did you read a story about a boy who was fat, a

little fat, he got fat and everybody rejected him 
because he was fat and a girl rejects him?

RS: Tell me it, tell me it to see if I remember.
AN: It was that it says one month, in one month he was

born then later his mother gave him milk.
RS: Oh, I think I remember that story. That was one of

the first stories you read.
AN: No, one of the third.

Indeed, different versions of El Patito Feo (Disney, 1992) 
had been read in the classroom. During four days, many



activities stemmed from this classical story. The story 
served as the center of many activities that were planned 
around it.

Reading one version. aVas a estar bien pendiente de 

todos los personajes de esfce cuento" (You are going to pay 
attention to all the characters in this story), said Laura to 
the children and then began to read. Laura Cristina had been 
lying down at the dramatic play area bed due to pain on one 
of her legs. When she heard the beginning of the story, she 
got out of the bed and crawled to the meeting area. Once the 
story was read, all the children joined Laura to say: Y

colorln Colorado, este cuento se ha acabado (And colorin, 
Colorado, this story has ended).

Studying storv characters. Laura (L) showed the 
children a chart on which they were to write the names of the 
characters of the version they had just read. The children 
began to name the characters as Laura wrote them on the 
chart. As she served as the children's scribe, she 
accompanied her writing by reading aloud the text being 
composed.

AN: La mamd
AK: Los patitos amarillos y  mamd pata
RO: Los cisnes
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AL: El gato y la gallina
RO: Eso parece un once (11) (en alusidn a la elle de

gallina gue L acaba de escribir)
L: Tienes razdn, pero es una letra gue suena como *11*
AN: El lenador
AM: La esposa del lenador

[Algunos ninos comentan gue es la lenadora]
L: Te voy a dar una orejita, vivian en la granja
NS: jlos animales de la granja!

AN: The mother
AK: The yellow ducks and mother duck
RO: The swans
AL: The cat and the hen
RO: That looks like an eleven (11) (in reference to the

elle in gallina)
L: You are right„ but it's a letter that sounds like

[y].AN: The woodcutter
AM: The woodcutter's wife

[Some children comment that she is a lenadora, a 
female woodcutter]

L: I'm going to give you a hint, they lived in the
farm.

CH: The farm animals!

Reading a second version. A second version of El Patito 
Feo (Cruise, 1992) was read aloud by Laura on the following 
day. She introduced the story by indicating that it was 
*otra versidn del Patito Feo, Es una versidn diferente" 

(another version of The Ugly Duckling. It is a different 
version). Laura read with intonation, modulating her voice 
to represent the voices of the different characters as well 
as to reflect the mood of the story. Laura also used her 
body as she read. In other words, she used gestures to 
convey the story's mood and the characters' feelings. Just
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as Laura gave life to the text, so did the children. As she 
read, they were actively engaged in the reading experience. 
They responded to the text through their facial expressions, 
their gestures, the positioning of their bodies, and their 
voiced comments.

As Laura read, she stopped to make comments and to ask 
questions that stimulated the children to think about the 
similarities and differences among the two versions. For 
example, when she read “cinco huevitos" (five little eggs), 
she asked, “iCu^ntos huevos habla en el otro?” (How many eggs 
were in the other one?) Alexander immediately responded 
“cuatro" (four). To what Laura replied, “En el otro eran 

cuatro y  en este son cinco. Ya encontramos la primer a 

diferencia" (In the other one there were four and in this one 
there are five. We already found the first difference).
Later on, when she read “jonk, jonk" (honk, honk) she asked,
“cPor gu6 dice jonk, jonk?” (Why does it say honk, honk?) . 
Diana responded, “Porgue era un cisne, porgue era un cisne" 

(Because he was a swan, because he was a swan) . To what Jos6 
Luis added, "Porgue era el Patito Feo” (Because he was the 
ugly duckling).

Interrupting the text. Both the teacher and the 
children interrupted the oral reading of the text. Laura
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interrupted the text to help the children make meaning of the 
text being read. This way the children were able to bring 
their own interpretations into the reading experience and to 
negotiate meaning making with their peers and teacher. Laura 
also stopped the reading to clarify terms that she believed 
could be ambiguous. She helped the children discover the 
meanings by attending to the context of the story. In 
addition, Laura interrupted the reading to focus on the 
illustrations as in the case of the following excerpt where 
by reading the illustrations the children made inferences 
about characters' feelings:

L: . iC6mo est£ el rostra de Mamd Garza?
AD: Estd muy enojada.
L: cPor qud tti crees gue ella esti. tan enojada?
F: Porque [el Patito Feo] se comid la cotnida de sus

hijitos.

L: What does Mother Heron's face look like?
AD: She is very mad
L: Why do you think she is so mad?
F: Because [the ugly duckling] ate her children's

food.
Laura was not the only person that interrupted the text. 

The children also brought in their comments about different 
aspects of the story. In some cases they were trying to make 
sense of terminology used in the story, as the following 
excerpt illustrates:

LC: cQud es atraer?
JJ: iDivertirlos?
LC: cSerd para divertirlos?
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JJ: Para atraerlos, para que se acerquen y  dispararle

LC: What is 'to attract'?
JJ: To entertain them?
LC: Could it be to entertain them?
JJ: To attract them, so that they come closer and [they

can] shoot them

In the above example Laura Cristina and Josd Juan 
collaboratively constructed the meaning of "afcraer". Jos6 
Juan served as a mediator for Laura Cristina. He also 
benefited from the experience. In trying to help Laura 
Cristina, he modified his original understanding. They 
helped each other, as they jointly made sense of the reading.

After reading about a wooden duck that showed up in the 
pond, Laura interrupted the reading so that the children 
could share their understandings, as shown in the following 
excerpt. The children considered the character's possible 
interpretation of the event, resulting once again in 
collective meaning construction.

L: cQud tv. crees que va a pensar el patito feo ahora?
AK: El se creyd que era de verdad y  ahora va a saber

que era de madera.
IN: Que va a llorar.
JL: Se cree que; es de verdad.
L: Eso lo pensaba desde el principio, y  pensaba que

era su amigo y que jugaba con 61.
F: Que no lo es.
AN: Que no es amigo porque le did.

L: What do you think the ugly duckling is going to
think now?

AK: He thought that it was real, and now he is going to
know that it was wooden.
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IN: That he is going to cry.
JL: He thinks its real.
L: That's what he thought at the beginning , and he

thought that it was his friend and that it played 
with him.

F: That he isn't.
AN: That it is not his friend because it hit him.

Exploring literary elements. Other experiences related 
to the reading of El Patito Feo followed. The children had 
opportunities to explore the similarities and differences 
between the different versions read. The children and their 
teacher collectively explored different literary elements. 
Tables were created to collect information on characters. A 
Venn diagram served to compare story characters and settings.

Reading and comparing variants. One version of a Puerto 
Rican tale La Cucarachita Martina (The Little Roach, Martina) 
(Ferr6, 1990) had been read earlier. After briefly 
commenting on La Cucarachita Martina. Laura began to read a 
variant of this tale: La Ratita Presumida (Proud Little 
Female Cat) (1990). She interrupted the reading to enable 
the children to predict the story outcomes. "tQu6 creen que 

va a pasar?” (What do you think is going to happen?), Laura 
asked. The children predicted that La Gat it a Presumida 
would eat the rat. She continued reading to find out at the 
end, that the children's prediction was confirmed. This
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confirmation triggered a conversation on animals that are 
eaten by other animals. Diana mentioned that “Los perros se 
comen a los gates" (Dogs eat cats). Luiscenia shared a 
personal story: “Yo tenza un pollito y  un perro se comid los 

pollitos" (I had a chick and a dog ate the chicks). In a low 
volume, almost inaudible, Jos6 Luis told a story about some 
fish that he had in a fish bowl, and one day one of them fell 
out of the bowl.
Once again children responded in personal ways. They brought 
their personal experiences into the reading experience.

Talking about Similarities and Differences. Laura and 
the children compared La Cucarachita Martina with its variant 
La Ratita Presumida:

Ambas tuvieron pretendiehtes gue le pidieron 
casarse con ella. 
i,En gud mds?
En gue se para en el balcdn.
Que aparece un gallo.
Y tambidn un gato.

LC: They both had a pretender—  that asked to marry
her.

L: How else?
F: In that she stands on the balcony.
JJ: That a rooster shows up.
D: And also a cat.

LC:

L:
F:
JJ:
D:
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Shared Reading
Another possibility in this room during literary 

activities was shared reading, where a big book was chosen 
and read to the class as a whole or in small groups. As in 
the case of regular sized picture books a conversation with 
an emphasis on prediction preceded the reading. The 
following is an excerpt from the first month of school in 
which the book Me crust a iucrar (I Like to Play) (Ada, 1993)
was shared.

L: El titulo de esfce libro es Me ousta iucrar y  la
autora es Alma Flor Ada, el ilustrador es Jon 
Goodell. Vamos a mirar la portada a ver de qud 
trees gue va a tratar este libro. (La portada 
muestra a unos niflos y  ninas jugando y  cuica con lo 
gue aparenta ser una serpiente)

JJ: De una culebra
AL: De una culebra
L: cPor gud piensas gue va a tratar de una culebra?
AL: LO gue pasa es gue como ellas son tan largas . . .

o o o

AK: De una serpiente
L: dPor gud tu trees gue va a tratar de una serpiente?
AK: (no escucho).
L: Oye, fljate gue el titulo dice Me ousta iucrar:
JJ: Maestra, pude ser gue estdn jugando como cuica y

estcin usando una culebra como cuica.
D: Yo pienso gue no va a tratar de una culebra.
L: cDe gud?
D: De unas ninas gue van a jugar por ahi en un par gue.

L: The title of this book is Me gusta jugar (I like to
play) and the author is Alma Flor Ada, the 
illustrator is Jon Goodell.

L: Let's look at the cover to see what you think this
book is going to be about. (The cover depicts some 
children playing jump rope with what looks like a 
snake)
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JJ: About a snake
AL: About a snake
L: Why do you think it's going to be about a snake?
AL: What happens is that Since they are so long . . .
AK: About a serpent (snake)
L: Why do you think it's going to be about a serpent?
AK: (inaudible)
L: Listen, notice that the title says: I like to play.
JJ: Teacher, it could be that they are playing like

jump rope and they are using the snake as a rope.
D: I think it's not going to be about a snake
L: About what?
D: About some girls that go to play somewhere, at a

park.
After the children made predictions based on the title 

and the illustration on the page, Laura read this patterned 
and rhythmical text. The book facilitated children's 
involvement due to its predictability which is represented 
both by the written and illustrated texts. On every page a 
child is playing with an animal whose name rhymes with the 
child's name. For example, the text on one page is: Con mi 

amigo Arturo jugamos con el canguro (With my friend Arturo, 
we play with the kangaroo)4. The illustration shows two 
children playing with a toy kangaroo in the foreground, while 
in the background there is a shadow of a real kangaroo. Both 
the rhyming, text and the illustrations help the children make 
predictions and read along.

4 In Spanish Arturo and canguro rhyme.
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Laura took advantage of this, and she read part of the 
text, and remained silent for the other part of it, inviting 
children to read by completing the patterned rhyming text.
When she read “Con mi amigo Arturo jugamos con el _____ ", the
children shouted: '/canguro!". They were using the context 
cues of semantics to complete the patterned text at the same 
time they revealed their knowledge of syntactics.

Looking surprised, Laura said to the children: “Pero si 

ustedes nunca han escuchado este cuento, iCdmo lo saben?"

(But if you have never heard this story before, how do you 
know it?). Laura Cristina responded, “El amigo tiene un 

nombre y  le ponen un nombre que rima con el nombre de la 

mascota'7 (The friend has a name and they give him a name that 
rhymes with the pet). To what Laura added, “fAh! Fijatey 

InSs, pez. Rima quiere decir que termina igual”. (Oh! Look at 
this, Inds, pez [fish]. Rhyme means that it ends the same 
way [she shows pages in the book]).

At the end of the story the text reads: “Ahora todos 

juntos nos reunimos y  les presentamos el magnifico, 

fantdstico, artistico, ex6tico-o-o-o . . .  (And now we all 
meet and present to you the magnificent, fantastic, artistic, 
exotic . . . ). Before turning the page the children shouted 
out their prediction: ‘‘;Circo!B (Circus!). To their surprise 
when Laura turned the page, they discovered that the word
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used by the author was zooldgico (zoo), and not circo as they 
had all predicted.

Instead of the animals being a part of the circus as the 
children believed, they are a part of a zoo. The children's 
prediction actually made more sense within the story than 
that which the author had chosen. After all, different 
people are playing with the animals in the story, a scene 
more likely to take place in a circus than at a zoo. The 
story ending seems to suggest a circus and not at a zoo. The 
children in this classroom had prior experiences going to the 
circus. They had heard the circus announcers use similar 
expressions. The children used a strategy that is used by 
good readers, they brought their prior personal and social 
experiences to make a prediction in this particular reading 
event. After all, "effective reading is making sense of 
print^not accurate word identification" (Goodman, K., 1994, 
p. 1094) . Their prediction although unsuccessful in terms of 
the author's intentions, was successful in terms of meaning 
construction.

The children highly enjoyed this particular book. It 
was the first big book shared in the classroom. "/Ay gue 
chulisnaqui!" (What fun!), commented Diana once the book had 
been read. "Yo quiero que lo leas otra vez" (I want you to 
read it again), said Andres with excitement.
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Verifying original predictions. Laura promised they 
would read it again, but first she asked them to comment on 
their original predictions. Filled with enthusiasm the 
children all spoke at once making it impossible to understand 
what they were saying. Laura reminded them that they could 
not be heard if they all spoke at the same time. Diana 
suggested that the snake on the cover would show up on every 
page. In order to verify Diana's suggestion Laura turned 
every page as the children looked closely for a snake to find 
there were no snakes throughout the book. Laura then asked 
whether the book was about a snake, as many had originally 
suggested. The children agreed that it was not about snakes, 
but about playing with different animals at the zoo. Laura 
asked, "iQuiSn fue la nena qua dijo qua iba a tratar acerca 

da una nina qua iba a jugar?" (Who was the girl that said 
that it was going to be about a girl who was going to play?), 
making a connection between the group's conclusion about the 
book, and Diana's original prediction: “Da unas ninas qua van 

a jugar por ah£ an un parque" (About some girls that go to 
play somewhere, at a park).

Joining in the reading. The story was read again and 
this time the children became more involved in the reading of 
the text. Laura read and waited for them to complete each
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page. Their enjoyment was evidenced by their active 
involvement, and their body language, including their big 
smiles, which in some instances turned into giggles.
Following this event Me austa iuaar was a book chosen 
frequently by the children when they had opportunities to 
make reading choices.

Shared Reading in Small Groups
Children also had opportunities to read in small groups 

with Laura or with one of the student teachers. On some 
occasions they shared the reading of a big book, at others 
each child had a copy of a small book, while at others they 
had both. In these small groups all the children wanted to 
read, they wanted to show-off their reading. Laura used 
these small group opportunities to record her observations of 
the children's reading growth and evaluation approximately 
twice during the year.

Small group shared reading gave children the opportunity 
to engage in reading in a more intimate way. It gave them a 
chance to participate in the reading of texts that they were 
capable of managing with little help. It gave the teacher 
the opportunity work with children more closely in order to 
attend to very specific needs. It also gave the teacher the 
opportunity to observe children as they interact with printed
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texts. In other words, it facilitated kidwatching (Goodman, 
Y., 1985), an essential aspect of assessment and teaching.

Shared Poetry
During literary activities and transition times 

throughout the day, Laura shared poems with the children. 
These were written on chart paper and were available to the 
children for use during free choice and transitions, such as 
when children finished their snacks and were moving to 
another activity. Following is an excerpt of the initial 
sharing of one poem Aleare ravo de sol (Happy Sun Ray) 
(Ferndndez Juncos, 1958). Laura showed the children the poem 
on a chart. She said, “Se titula Aleare ravo de sol. iDe gu6 

tretard este poema?" (Its entitled Happy Sun Ray. [I wonder] 
what this poem is about.). The children predicted responding 
in unison: "/Del sol!" (About the sun!). Laura continued,
"I/O escribid un autor puertorriqueno gue se llamaba Manuel 
Ferndndez Juncos, un puertorriqueno que escribia poemas para 

chicos y  para grandes. En este poeitia un nino le habla al 

sol" (It was written by a Puerto Rican author named Manuel 
Ferndndez Juncos, a Puerto Rican who wrote poems for children 
and adults. In this poem a boy speaks to the sun). She 
continued, "El nino le dice" (The child says):
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-Dios te d6 may buenos dlas 
alegre rayo de sol, 
tcdmo encendiste tan pronto 
tu fuego deslumbrador? 
Espantaste las estrellas, 
y  la luna se apagd, 
acostarte vi ayer tarde 
cHas dormido bien o no?

-Nunca duermo. De la tierra 
velando a los nifios voy, 
sin descansar un instants, 
ddndoles vida y  calor. 
Despierto a los pajaritos, 
doy al mundo animacidn, 
y  envuelto en mis esplendores 
llevo al gracia de Dios.

Conversations about poetry. After poems were shared for
the first time, a discussion followed. The following excerpt
depicts the discussion that took place after the initial
reading of Alecrre ravo de soli

L: cQud le dice el nibo al sol?
NS: Que nunca duerme.
L: iQuidn es el que nunca duerme? cEl nino o el sol?
NS: El sol, porque le estd dando calor a las plantas.
LC: El sol duerme.
NS: For la noche el sol no estd, asi que por la noche

el sol duerme.
L: Cuando es de noche y  nosotros creemos que el Sol no

estci trabajando nada, estd trabajando, estd ddndole 
luz al otro lado del globo.

LC: El sol se esconde.
L: A veces el sol se esconde pero, . . .
JL: En China, pues se pone de dla.
L: cCdmo lo sabes?
JL: Porque me lo dijo mi hermana. Cuando en Puerto Rico

se pone de noche, en China se pone de dla.
L: Y, cqud pasa cuando es de noche en China?
JL: En Puerto Rico es de dla.
LC: Y, cQuS pasa cuando en todo el mundo llueve, y  el

sol se esconde?
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AM: Pero aqui en Puerto Rico no cae nieve.
L: No, porque aqui en Puerto Rico vivimos en el

trdpico.

L: What does the boy say to the sun?
CH: That he never sleeps
L: Who is the one that never sleeps? The boy or the

sun?
CH: The sun, because it is giving the plants warmth.
LC: The sun sleeps.
CH: During the night when the sun is not there, so at

night the sun sleeps.
L: When it is night time and we think the sun is not

working at all, it's working, it's giving light to 
the other side of the globe.

LC: The sun hides.
L: Sometimes the sun hides, but . . .
JL: In China, well it becomes day time
L: How do you know?
JL: Because my sister told me. When in Puerto Rico it

becomes night time, in China it becomes daytime
L: And, What happens when it is nighttime in China?
JL: In Puerto Rico it is daytime.
LC: And, What happens when it rains in the whole world,

and the sun hides?
AM: But here in Puerto Rico it doesn't snow.
L: No, because here in Puerto Rico we live in the

tropics.
In talking about poems children also brought their 

experiences, their interpretations and their knowledge into 
the reading event. Rosenblatt (1978) has indicated that 
readers adopt different stances while transacting with 
different texts. Some take an efferent stance, paying 
attention to concepts and knowledge about the world, like 
Jos6 Luis who commented on the sun's position with respect to 
the earth. Others, take on an aesthetic stance, attending to
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"what he [she] is living through during his [her] 
relationship with that particular text" (p. 25). Such was 
the case of Amanda. She brought the conversation back to the 
poem when she shared with the group that the sun had spoken 
to her, telling her, a;0h! Amanda estd roncando". (Oh! Amanda 
is snoring!). Laura responded with surprise and 
acknowledgement of the connection between Amanda's "lived 
experience" and the poem they have just shared as a class by 
saying to Amanda: "Como en nuestro poema” (Just like in our 
poem).

Responding to noetrv through drama. On many occasions a 
poem or a story inspired a dramatization. This was the case 
of the poem Alecrre ravo de sol. A few days after the 
original reading Laura and the children recited the poem as 
they read it from a chart on a stand. She then invited them 
to respond to it dramatically. Laura encouraged the children 
to re-create the text. She said, "Tu te Jo inventas en tus 
propias palabras” (You invent it in your own words). Many 
children volunteered and got to be either el sol (the sun) or 
el nino (the child). In the excerpt presented below, 
Francisco (F) was the sun and Alexander (AL) was the child:

A: (fTtz duermes?
F: No, nunca duermo.
A: cPor gu6?
F: Velando a los niHos y  ddndole mucha animacidn.
A: Yo te vi acosteLndote anoche tarde.
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F: Yo nunca duermo,
A: Tu espantaste a las estrellas.
F: Espant4 a los pajaritos.

A: Do you sleep?
F: No, I never sleep
A: Why?
F: Watching the children and giving them a lot of

animation
A: Last night I saw you going to bed late
F; I never sleep
A: You scared away the stars
F: I scared away the birds

Celebrating life through poetry. In this classroom 
poems were frequently shared to celebrate life events. A 
special poem was related to losing a tooth: Mi vrimer 
dientecito (My First Little Tooth) (Cruz Ldpez, 1958), which 
was recited by the class when any child announced the loss of 
his or her first (or second) tooth. This happened to 
Armando, who during a conversation in which children were 
sharing the weekend events, said with a bright smile: “Me 

sacaron el diente" (They pulled my tooth). Immediately, 
another child suggested that the poem be shared to honor this 
event in Armando's life. Before doing so, some children 
commented on their personal experiences with loosing their 
teeth. Armando was asked to stand next to the chart as they 
all read and sang, and celebrated such an important event in 
Armando's life.
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Once they finished, Ingrid walked over to the chart and 
read the text that was written in smaller print at the bottom 
of the chart: “David Cruz Ldpez, puertorriqueno, eje, eje, 

eje" (David Cruz Ldpez, Puerto Rican, hee, hee, hee). Ingrid 
discovered the name and nationality of the author and was 
very pleased to have done as evidenced in her giggle.

Shared Sonas
Just like the poems were written on large charts, so

were the songs that the children and Laura sang. Songs were
used frequently to initiate daily activities, to facilitate
transitions, and especially to celebrate birthdays. For
instance, on Cristina's birthday the class sang Feliz
Cumpleanos, which is a Spanish version of Happy Birthday sung
in Puerto Rico:

Cumpleanos Feliz 
Te deseamos a t !
Cumpleands Cristina 
Cumpleanos Feliz

Another song followed, it involves more than a Happy Birthday
wish. This song represents a special blessing:

Feliz, feliz en tu dfa 
Amiguita que Dios te bendiga 
Que reine la paz en tu dfa 
Y que cumplas muchos m&s

Be happy, be happy on your day
my friend, may God bless you
may peace reign on your day
and may you have many more (birthdays)
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Songs were also used to connect to stories. For 
instance, prior to the reading of El Patito Feo. Laura shared 
the song Mi natito (My Little Duck) (Munoz & Pehato, 1970) 
with the children. The song had been written on a large 
chart. "Me dan ganas de llorar" (I feel like crying), 
replied Amanda as she heard the song, which was indeed sad. 
Laura announced to the children that a copy of the song would 
be placed in their Libreta de poemas y  canciones (Poem and 
song notebook) so that they could share it with their family 
at home. The children responded enthusiastically.

Reading about the World
On occasions, Laura chose literature related to each 

theme being studied in class for read-alouds. Selected texts 
became the focus of literary activities for a few days.
Based on children's suggestions, the first unit of study was 
about babies. How they develop inside the womb and how they 
are born were two aspects the children were very interested 
in learning about. Laura explained to the children how she 
gathered books for the theme study: “Me di a la tarea de ir a 

la biblioteca y  de buscar. . . . Uno de estos libros me lo 

prestd Maestra Ruti, el otro yo lo consegul en la biblioteca"' 

(I gave myself the task to go to the library and to look.
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. . . One of these books, Maestra Ruti lent me, the other one 
I found at the library).

Laura showed the children a book on the topic entitled 
Sov un nino (I Am a Boy) (Balzola, 1986). Following the 
pattern of other read alouds the children began to predict 
what the book would be about:

LC: Ese es de la distrofia muscular.
L: iPor gud til crees gue es de la distrofia muscular?
LC: Porgue ese nene, ese mismo gue estd ah I es del

mismo gue sale en las portadas de la distrofia 
muscular.

L: iDe gud tema crees gue va a tratar este libro?
AN: De los bebds.
AL: Del desarrollo de los bebds.
AM: Yo creo gue eso va a tratar de una serpiente.
L: cPor gud?
AM: Porgue eso gue estd ahf [senala ilustracidn] parece

una serpiente.
L: i.Qu6 serd eso?
D: Eso puede ser grama o pasto o algo asf.
AN: cQuidn es el autor, maestra?

LC: That one is about muscular dystrophy
L : Why do you think it's about muscular dystrophy?
LC: Because that boy, that same one that is here, is

the same on that appears on the covers of muscular 
dystrophy.

L: What topic do you think this book is going to be
about?

AN: About babies.
AL: About babies' development
AM: I think it's going to be about a serpent.
L: Why?
AM: Because that [points to illustrations] looks like a

serpent.
L: I wonder what that is?
D: That could be grass or something like that.
AN: Who is the author, teacher?
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Angel's question gave Laura a message "Let's stop 
talking and Start reading”. He knew that after every 
conversation on the book to be read, Laura read the names of 
the author and illustrator. This lead directly into the 
reading of the book.

Angel's question was answered. However, some of his 
classmates were interested in the specifics of the 
illustration on the cover of the book. The children 
discussed whether the child on the cover was a boy or a girl. 
Diana commented that she believed it was a boy, “porque si 

fuera una nina tendria que tener mucho pelo" (because if it 
were a girl, it would have a lot of hair). Laura Cristina 
confirmed Diana's comment by mentioning the book title,"De un 
nino, porque decia Soy un nino” (About a boy, because it said 
"I am a boy”). "Porque tiene el pelo corto" (Because it has 
short hair), added Ingrid.

Laura was concerned about equating short hair with the 
male gender. Thus, she commented, "Yo tengo una nina que 

tiene mucho pelo y otra que nacid casi calva" (I have a girl 
who has a lot of hair, and one that was born almost bald).
Her comment triggered the conversation to continue exploring 
the relationship between hair length and gender:

NS: Hay nihas que tienen pelo cor to.
D: Porque tiene pipl.
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LC: Porque las ninos tienen pane y  las ninas tienen
vulva, por eso as niha

L: Ayer yo astaba con el t£o da Laura Cristina qua as
un hombre y  tiene rabito,
Los niRos y  ninas se r£en y comentan antra alios.

LC: En una pelicula qua yo tango hay un hombre qua as
un papd y  tiene pelo largo. Y eso no as nada 
porque 61 as guapo y  todo y  as hombre. Eso no tiene 
nada qua ver.
Yo quiero decir algo m£s. Yo tango un amigo qua se 
llama Victor Luis qua tambidn usa monitos y  as un 
hombre.

CH: There are girls that have short hair.
D: Because he has a penis.
LC: Because boys have a penis and girls have vulvas»

that's why it's a girl.
L: Yesterday I was with Laura Cristina's uncle, who is

man and he has a pony tail.
The children laugh and comment amongst themselves.

LC: In a movie that I have, there is man who is a
father and he has long hair. And that's nothing, 
because he is handsome and everything, and he is a 
man. I have a friend whose name is Victor Luis who 
also uses pony tail, and he is a man.

Laura Cristina's strong argument seemed to satisfy her 
classmates, as no further comments were made. Laura read the 
book and once she was finished, she asked the children to 
comment on what they thought about the book

D: A ml me gustd mucho todas las pdginas da cuando el
nino nacid y  cuando jugaron.

L: cAN, qu6 fue lo m£s qua te gustd?
AN: Cuando se hicieron amigos, cuando se puso gordo.
IN: Cuando la mam£ (estaba) cargando al bebd.
AR: La parte en qua nacieron.
LC: A ml me gustd la parte cuando el nino y  la nina

estaban desnudos.
AL: A ml me gustd la parte cuando 61 nacid y  un hombre

lo agarrd por la pierna cuando 61 nacid.
L: cQuidn serla as a hombre qua lo agarrd?
LC: Serla la mamd.
NS: Serla el papd.
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AN: El doctor.
L: Cuando un beb& nace, lo agarran asi. £ Tu sabes por

gu6 lo agarran asi? Para gue la sangre corra por 
todo el cuerpo, para gue no se guede en las piernas 
solamente. Y le dan una nalgadita para gue el beb6 
llore y  para gue esos pulmones . . .

F: Yo tengo un hermanito desde gue nacid hace
caballitos

D: I liked all the pages where the boy was born and
when they played.

L: AN, what did you like the most?
AN: When they became friends, when he became fat.
IN: When the mother was carrying the baby.
AR: The part when they were born.
LC: I liked the part where the boy and the girl were

naked.
AL: I liked the part when he was born and a man grabbed

him by the leg when he was born.
L : Who could that man that grabbed him be?
LC: it could be the mother.
CH: it could be the father.
AN: The doctor,
L: When a baby is born, they grab him/her like that.

Do you know why they grab him/her like that? So 
that the blood can move around the whole body, so 
that it doesn't stay in his/her legs. And they 
give him/her a small swat so that the baby cries 
and so that his/her lungs . . .
A conversation about breast feeding, abdomen

growth, and other related issues followed:
AM: . . . en el derecho si, en el izguierdo no.

No me gustaba porgue la del izguierdo era mds suave
JR: Todita.
AL: Cuando yo naci gueria chupar. Yo estaba tan

desesperado gue yo tenia mucha sed.
LC: Yo tomd de las dos, del seno y  de vaca.
AL: Mami me lo contd cuando yo tenia 3 anos.
AK: Yo tomd toda la leche y  no le dejd nada a Naomi, 

[hermana] pero del izguierdo si le dej6.
IN: Me gustd la de la izquierda, pero de la derecha no.
AM: EL cuerpo de mi mami. estaba asi (muestra tamario de

barriga con sus manos) es, eeeestaba asi porgue su
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cuerpo estaba [de]sarrollando, estaba 
[de]sarrollando el cuerpo de mi hermanito.

LC: Este, mi papd, mi mamd, imaginate esto, mis dos
papds, mi mamk estd muy flaca y  mi papd se le pone 
la bariga asl (muestra con sus manos), gue parece 
gue va a tener un bebd.

AM: The right one, not the left one. I didn't like it
because the one from the left one was softer.

JR: All of it.
AL: When I was young I wanted to suck. I was so

desperate that I was so thirsty.
LC: I drank from both, from the breast and from the

cow.
AL: Mom told me about it when I was three years old.
AK: I drank all the milk and didn't leave anything for

Naomi [sister], but I did leave her some from the 
left one.

IN: I liked the one on the left one, but the one on the
right I didn't.

AM: My mom's body was like this (shows size with her
arms), iii, it was like that because it was 
[de]veloping, it was [de]veloping, my little 
brother's body.

LC: Mm, my dad, my mom, imagine this, both of my
parents, my mom is very skinny, and my dad's belly 
gets like this (shows size with arms),it looks like 
he is going to have a baby.

Eniovina Literature IndividualIv 
The children in this classroom had multiple 

opportunities to engage in individual reading experiences. 
During individual reading events children read on their own. 
They decided whether they would read alone or with others. 
They also chose what and where they would read. Figure 4.3 
illustrates the individual reading events that the children 
engaged in, which are presented in detail in this section.
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Poetry/Sona Notebook

Each child in the classroom had a Libreta de noemas v  

c a n c i o n e s. This consisted of a notebook in which the poems 
and songs shared in class were incorporated. Laura typed the 
poems and songs in large print and then glued a copy onto

Individual Reading 
(written & illustrated texts)
• Poetry/Song Notebook
• LEO (Dear Time)
• Free Choice Centers

- Classroom Library
- Listening Center

• Lending Library
II
Figure 4.3. Individual reading events.

a page in each child's notebook. The children took their 
notebooks home, illustrated the poems and songs and shared 
them with their families and friends. This was an experience 
highly valued by both parents and children. The latter felt 
proud of being able to read and perform poems and songs to 
their loved ones. They also liked to return to school and 
display their knowledge of their favorite songs and poems. 
After taking a copy of the song Mi oatito (My Little Duck) 
(Munoz & Pefiato, 1970) home, Angel (for whom the story of El 
Patito Feo became so important as evidenced by his retelling,
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earlier in this chapter), asked me if I wanted to hear him 
sing the song to me. With much pride he performed the song 
for me and some of his classmates who joined us when they 
heard him sing.

LEO (Lectura Oral v Esoontdnea)
Laura had been interested in incorporating into her 

curriculum a period of time in which everyone in the 
classroom read individually. It was a time for children to 
choose books and read on their own or with peers. Since 
Laura knew that I was familiar with DEAR (Drop Everything and 
Read) Time, she asked me to introduce it to the children. As 
I mentioned in Chapter 3, Laura and I decided to name this 
experience Lectura Espontdnea y  Original, as it describes the 
spontaneity and originality expected on the part of the 
children as they engaged in reading on their own.

Validating prior experiences. I talked to the children 
about what this period of time would be like and what was 
expected of them. Some children were concerned. *Yo no s6 

leer", (I don't know how to read), they said. I asked them 
to think about what they did with books when they were at 
home or when they visited the classroom library on their own. 
In other words, I asked them to think about what they usually 
did when they had a book in their hands. The children shared
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their experiences with browsing through books and looking at 
pictures. I asked them to consider what they thought about 
as they looked at the pictures. We talked about how when we 
look through a book we imagine a story as we look at the 
pictures. In essence we read the pictures, thus, making up 
our story, creating characters, settings and plots.

I then demonstrated various possibilities for them.
With a book in my hands I looked at the pictures, I commented 
on them, and made up a story. In my narration I included 
dialogue. In doing so, I asked for their help by showing the 
illustrations and asking them what they thought was happening 
in that particular scene, and what the characters might be 
saying. The children offered many suggestions. Through this 
experience I validated children's prior experiences with 
books and reading. Furthermore, I validated their current 
ways of transacting with books. I mediated between the 
children and the reading event by helping them articulate 
their use of books.

Trying it out. The children set off to choose the book 
they wanted to read. They could choose books from the 
classroom library (reading center), from the lending library 
collection and from the big book collection. Children could 
go anywhere in the room, including play areas. However, they 
were to interact with the books and not with the toys
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available at each center. They could read with others or on 
their own, and were encouraged to talk to each other about 
the books they were reading.

The children scattered all over the room. Andrds, Josd 
Ricardo and Cristina sat at the kitchen table in the dramatic 
play area. They each had a book in their hands. While 
Cristina and Josd Ricardo were browsing through their books, 
Andrds stood up and walked around the kitchen. He looked 
confused, somewhat disturbed by this new experience. Andrds 
walked over to the microwave oven, opened it, and put the 
book inside it. Jos6 Ricardo played with the pop-ups of his 
book. He looked enthused and smiled every time he made any 
of the animals in his book move. Cristina browsed through 
her book in silence making no noticeable gestures.

Alexander and Francisco sat on a chair in the living 
room. They each had a copy of the same book: Los cinco 
ausanitos (The Five Little Worms) (Avalos, 1991). As they 
looked through the pages, they commented on the 
illustrations. Laura Cristina and Amanda, who were sitting 
on the sofa, in the living room both had versions of the El 
Rev Ledn (The Lion King) (Disney, 1994). They both read 
aloud and made comments to each other.

Ydssica sat on the bed holding her book in her hands.
She looked around the room, apparently wondering what she was
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expected to do. Diana sat at one of the work tables in the 
center of the room. She sat with her hand on her face and 
had no book with her. As she looked around the room, she 
seemed upset. After walking around the room for a while, 
Aleshka and Ingrid each chose a book and sat at a table.

Josd Luis and Armando were at the listening center.
They were not using the headphones. They each had a 
different book in their hands. Armando was silently looking 
through his book. Josd Luis browsed through his book, and as 
he came to the end of the book, he said aloud, “Y colo r £ n  

Colorado, este cuento se ha acabado."

Angel was sitting on the floor next to the classroom 
library, holding a pop-up book. He was exploring it; he 
opened it, closed it, and was amazed by the pop-ups. Angel's 
enjoyment was obvious. A bright smile appeared on his face 
every time he discoverd a new pop-up. He played with them 
and fixed the ones that needed repair. Since he was close to 
the library, many children walked by him to put their books 
away and make new choices. However, Angel was so involved in 
exploring the unique illustrations of his book that he was 
oblivious to the movement around him. On his way to put his 
book away, Armando stopped to observe Angel play with his
book.
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Jos4 Juan and Roberto were on the floor with two big 
books. Josi Juan was carefully looking through a big book 
atlas, while Roberto read a big book version of Los cinco 
ausanitos (The Five Little Worms) (Avalos, 1991).

This was not a static scene. During the course of 10 
minutes the children moved about, chose new books, some read 
alone, some with other children. Some commented on the 
illustrations, others created their own stories. Some walked 
around or sat and did not get involved in reading, looking at 
books, inventing stories, or talking to others about books. 
Some played with the props in the different centers and paid 
little, if any, attention to the books they had chosen. Some 
were interested in getting on film, and to assure a close-up, 
they made sure their faces were close to the video camera 
lens.

Revisiting LEO. The following day, after a brief 
conversation about their experience with LEO, we all observed 
the video so that as a group we could evaluate the experience 
and offer suggestions for future times. We commented on what 
went well and what didn't go too well. The children 
themselves identified the acceptable and unacceptable 
interactions during LEO. For instance, looking at the book, 
playing with pop-ups, talking to others about the book, and 
pretending to read the book to oneself or to others
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(including dolls and imaginary characters) was acceptable. 
Unacceptable behaviors included walking around the room, 
sitting with no book, playing with dramatic play props 
(unless you were reading to a doll), focusing attention on 
the camera, or walking over books. In other words, we 
concluded that interacting with books was a must, while not 
interacting with a book was not a choice.

Trying again. After the discussion, it was once again 
time to engage in LEO. The children made their selections of 
books, location and partners (if any). Laura made sure she 
joined children who seemed unsure about what to do. She read 
to them and with them. Laura read and commented on the 
books. She encouraged the child's participation through 
reading along with her, or through commenting on the 
illustrations and/or plot. The teacher mediated the 
experience; she provided the support they needed as they 
could not do it on their own. Other children mediated as 
well as they talked about the book, serving as more capable 
peers (Vygotsky, 1978).

Gaining experience. As the year progressed and as the 
children had more experience with LEO, they became more 
involved with books. Twice a week, 20 minutes were dedicated 
to LEO. This experience gave them a safe place to explore 
books and to play at reading. It also gave the children
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opportunities to believe in themselves as readers. Children 
were able to choose to read alone or with others. 
Interestingly, throughout the year very few children in very 
few occasions chose to read on their own. instead, they 
chose to read with others. In doing so, they benefited from 
the interactions that took place during this time as they 
collaboratively constructed meaning.

Believing in oneself as a reader. During LEO, children 
became comfortable with reading. Even those, who seemed 
reluctant about reading at the beginning and believed they 
were not readers, engaged in reading during LEO. This 
engagement affected their perceptions of themselves as 
readers. Such is the case of Armando. At the beginning of 
the year Laura sat down with him on a few occasions during 
LEO and involved him in the reading of his chosen text. Two 
weeks after introducing LEO, Armando was reading on his own 
La dama v el vaaabundo (The Lady and the Tramp) (Disney,
1993) which he called "la dama y el perro" (The lady and the 
dog) . As he read the story in his own words, he occasionally 
pointed to the written text following a line from left to 
right. On the following day, Armando told Rocio, a student 
teacher, that he could read "El cuento del perro" (The story 
about the dog) . Armando was able to do by himself what he



was unable to do earlier; what he had been doing with the 
help of Laura before (Vygotsky, 1978).

Reading Purina Free Choice
Besides LEO, children had other opportunities to make 

choices about what they read and with whom. During one hour 
four days a week, children had free choice time. During this 
time they chose from the different classroom centers where 
they would work or play. There were two centers directed 
towards reading. These were the classroom library and the 
listening center.

The classroom library included a collection of diverse 
books both fiction and nonfiction. The children could sit 
comfortably on bean bag chairs and cushions available for 
them. Four children could visit the library at once. As 
they explored and read the books, they interacted with others 
showing the book they had chosen and commenting about it.

At the listening center there was a tape recorder with 
four headphones at a table. Commercial books and recordings 
in plastic see-through bags were placed on a book shelf next 
to the table. In some cases there were multiple copies of 
the books, while at other times there was only one copy. In 
the latter case, the children shared the book reading along 
as they listened to the audiotape. One child handled the

136
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book and was in charge of turning the pages and showing the 
other children the illustrations.

The Lending Library
Laura introduced the children to the classroom lending 

library which consisted of a collection of books that the 
children could choose from to take home and read with their 
relatives or friends. A special place in the room near the 
door was designated as the lending library. Two large 
shelves held the collection which included both fiction and 
nonfiction picture books» concept books and special format 
books such as pop-ups, “Parece una biblioteca" (It looks 
like a library) said Josd Luis, “porque tiene muchos libros” 

(because it has many books).
Book cards. Each book had a book pocket with a card on 

which the book title had been written in large print. Laura 
showed the children that the card inside the book pocket 
matched the book: “Vas a encontrar una tarjeta y  esta tarjeta 

tiene el titulo de este libro. Si este libro se titula Bebd 

Mickey iuecra a las escondidas (Disney, 1992) . La tarjeta 

dice Beb4 Mickey iuecra a las escondidas" (You are going to 
find a card and that card has the title of this book. If 
this book is entitled Baby Mickey Plays Hide and Go Seek, the 
card says Baby Mickey Plays Hide and Go Seek), Laura said as
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she showed the children the comparison between the card and 
the book.

Wall chart. On the wall was a large chart that read
PrSstamo de libros (Book Lending), where the children were to
place the cards of the book they were borrowing. Every day
as the children left the room, they could choose one book to
take home and bring back the next day. They could keep a
book at home for a few days if they wished to, however, they
could only borrow one book at a time.

Once the children chose a book they wanted to take home,
they were to take the card with the book title out of the
book pocket and place it on the lending library chart that
had pockets on it labelled with each child's name.

Demonstrations. Laura used a hypothetical example to
explain the procedure the children were expected to follow:

Vamos a suponer gue Laura Cristina se quiere llevar este 
libro. Ella va a coger esta tarjetita y  la va a colocar 
en su sobre, no en el sobre de JosS Ricardo. . . . Y 
cuando lo vaya a devolver, ella coge su tarjeta, la 
coloca en el libro y lo devuelve.

Let's pretend that Laura Cristina wants to take this 
book. She is going to take this little card and she is 
going to place it in her pocket [chart], not in Jos6 
Ricardo's pocket. . . . And when she is going to return 
it, she takes her card, places it in the book and 
returns it.

Laura asked Josd Juan to choose a book and role play • 
what he would do if he were borrowing it. She asked him to
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took the card out of the book pocket and placed it on the
chart, he said, "Saco un tarjeta de aqui y  la pongo aqui, en

mi sobre" (I take the book out of here and place it here, in
my pocket). The role playing continued as Jos4 Juan
pretended it was the next day and he was ready to return his
book. Aleshka also wanted to pretend and she too got to role
play the process and demonstrate it to her classmates.

Before they went back to the meeting area, Laura read
all the names of the children from the chart. She told the
children that she included a sticker of a little animal on
each pocket next to the child's name to help them find their
pockets. She also indicated that there was an extra pocket
in case she or I wanted to borrow a book.

Reading record. Once back at the meeting area Laura
handed the children a folder where they kept a record of the
books they borrowed. Laura explained:

Este cartapacio se va a quedar en casa. Solamente mami 
o papi lo van a enviar a la escuela en unas fechas [gue 
yo le indiqud] en una carta. En este cartapacio dice: 
Nombre del nino o de la nina [senala], titulo del libro, 
y  fecha de hoy.

This folder is going to stay at home. Only mom or dad 
are going to send it to school on the dates [that I have 
indicated] in a letter. On this folder it says:
Child's name [points], book title and today's date.
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Laura told the children “Si te da mucho trabajo escribir 
[el titulo y  la fecha], puedes pedirle ayuda a mami o a papi. 

Si tii puedes hacerlo solito, prefiero que lo hagas solito”

(If you have too much trouble writing [the title and the 
date], you can ask mom or dad for help) . One child asked if 
he could copy the title of the book. “Copiar, si, puedes 

copiar" (Copy, yes, you can copy), responded Laura.
The value. With great excitement Jos6 Juan asked 

“Maestra, iCudndo nos podemos llevar Ips libros?" (Teacher, 
when can we take the books [home]?). When Laura responded 
“Desde hoy" (From today on), Jos4 Juan showed a big smile 
while he applauded. The other children also applauded and 
said, "jEeeei!" In an interview Laura spoke about the value 
of the lending library: “Es una de las actividades que jamds 

prescindiria de ella. El enriquecimiento es increible, Es 

un Sxito. Los nihos no pierden el entusiasmo" (It's one of 
the activities I would never do without. The enrichment is 
incredible. It's a success. The children never loose their 
enthusiasm). She also believed this activity helped parents 
get more involved with their child's schooling experiences. 
Laura commented, “La recompensa de que ellos lean y  de que 

los padres se vean envueltos ha sido bien positiva" (The 
reward that they read and that the parents become involved 
has been very positive).
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Writing
Collaborative Writing

There were many events in the classroom in which the 
focus was on composing collaboratively. In such events Laura 
mediated by serving as the scribe of what the children 
composed and dictated. Figure 4.4 depicts the collective 
writing events that took place in the classroom. Examples of 
collaborative writing events are discussed in detail in this 
section.

Collective Writing
(oral, written, and illustrated)
e Daily News 
° Collaborative Books 
° Collaborative Stories 
° Recording Literature 
Discussions

° Writing about the World 
(theme study)

Figure 4.4. Collective writing events.

Daily News
At the beginning of the year Laura demonstrated to the 

children how she used calendar information to write the daily 
news. They also talked and wrote about the weather, and 
class attendance. Later on, the children dictated the
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information as Laura wrote on the board. On the second day 
of school Laura wrote Hoy es martes (Today is Tuesday). As 
she was writing she read aloud what she wrote. Laura let the 
children know early on, that they would soon be the ones in 
charge of writing the news on the board. She said, aEst6n 

bien pendientes, porque pronto voy a dejar de escribir la 
fecha, y, cSaben quienes la van a escribir? ;Ustedes!" (Pay 
close attention, because soon I will stop writing the date, 
and do you know who will write it? You will!) . Through this 
message Laura let the children know that they would soon take 
over this routine. Furthermore, she communicated that she 
had high expectations for them.

Demonstrations. As she erased the period at the end of 
the sentence Hoy es martes., Laura said, “Ddjame quitar el 

punto para terminar, y poner una coma" (Let me erase the 
period to finish, and put in a comma) . She wrote the comma 
and then added 23 de agosto de 1994 (August 23, 1994). Her 
writing of the text was always accompanied by the oral text. 
Laura finally placed a period at the end of the sentence as 
she said, “Ddjame escribir el punto” (Let me write the 
period).

Taking over. The structure of what was written on the 
Daily News was very predictable. The children knew what was 
to be written and became participants early on. In fact, at
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the beginning of the year the children dictated the Daily 
News and Laura served as their scribe. Later on, the 
children had more responsibility over what was written on the 
Daily News, as they began to write it on the board 
themselves. Laura indicated that during this year, children 
began to actively participate in the writing of the Daily 
News earlier during the school year as compared to what 
happened in previous years:

Este ano empezamos como para noviembre, quizes finales 
de octubre. Empezamos a darle la oportunidad de, yo por
ejemplo escribia: Hoy es ____ y  un nihito iba y
escribi el dia. (Luego yo escribia:) H a y ____  ninos
presentes), pues dejaba gue ellos escribieran y  
completaran palabras, no pretendia gue escribieran la 
oracidn completa, pero si se lanzaban a escribir 
palabras . . .
This year we began around November, maybe end of 
October. We began to give them the opportunity to, I for
example would write: Today is ______ and a child would go
and write the day. Then I would write: There are . 
children (present), I'd let them write and complete 
words, I didn't expect them to write the complete 
sentence, but they did "launch" to write words . . .
As the year progressed, the children took more

responsibility over the Daily News and what began as a
teacher directed event was transformed into one in which
children had an active role. In fact, it became not only an
event where children wrote the date and how many children
were present or how many were absent, but more importantly,
it became an event in which children had the opportunity to
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collectively learn about writing and the writing system of 
their language: Spanish.

Collective editing. Individual children wrote on the 
board and the group collectively participated in the revision 
of the written text. In the following excerpt Aleshka wrote 
the news relative to the class attendance, and Laura invited 
the children to edit what she had written:

L: Vamos a leer lo gue escribid Aleshka, lObserven
bien! Vamos a observer "ninos presentes", (pasa el 
puntero por debajo del texto)

JJ: Que las palabras van separadas.
L: Muy bien (explica brevemente)
JL: El palito de la n no estd (refiriSndose a la n)
L: En la palabra "niho" (sehalando en la pizarra), igud

pasa con la n?
Uno de los ninos o nihas (no fue posible identificarlo) 

sehala que dice *nino”
JL va a la pizarra y  edita la palabra niho,

L: Let's see what Aleshka wrote. Pay attention. Let's
observe "ninos presentes" (children present) (as 
she reads, she runs the pointer under the text)

JJ: That the words (should) be separated.
L: Very good (explains briefly)
JL: The stick over the n is not there (referring to

the n)
L: On the word "niho" (child) (points to the board)

What happens with the n?
One of the children (unable to identify) indicates that 

it says "nino"
JL goes to the board and edits the word "niho".

Observing children participate in this event gave Laura 
a clear picture of their growing knowledge of writing and the 
writing system. In other words, it enabled her to kidwatch
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(Goodman, Y., 1985) and to observe development as it was 
taking place place, in a Vygotskian sense.

Laura indicated that although this activity may seem 
traditional to some, she decided to keep it because of how 
much the children learned from it. Laura attributed the 
children's growing knowledge of the writing system in part to 
this experience. It provided the children with a clear 
demonstration of how one writes. Laura said, "Algo qua ha 

ayudado mucho a los nihos a an tender el proceso de la 

escritura es gue cuando escribo, demuestro, y  pienso en voz 

alta, es decir, verbalize todo lo que va ocurriendo"

(Something that has helped the children understand the 
writing process is that when I write I demonstrate, and I 
think aloud, in other words, I verbalize everything that is 
happening). By having the children participate in this 
event, Laura was making the writing process visible to the 
children.

This was the only literacy event in which graphophonic 
issues are addressed. In reference to this Laura indicated 
that "No se hace un proyecto de 4sto, pero se aprovecha este 
momento" (A project is not developed around this, but the 
moment is taken advantage of). Laura took advantage of what 
Goodman (Goodman, Y., forthcoming) has called critical moment 
teaching, where "the questions, often, come from the students
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and the teacher exploits the moments capitalizing on 
students' interests, raising new questions and extending the 
wonderment" (p. 1). Figure 4.5 demonstrates five instances

A. Aleshka observes Laura write the letter H and comments “esa es la 
que no hace ruido . . .  la que es asl, un palito y  un palito" 
(that's the one that doesn't make noise . . . the one that is 
like this, a stick and a stick) [as she traces it in the air] . 
Laura responds "^Saben como se llama esa letra? Cuando esta con 
4sta [c] suena como 'ch, ch, ch, porque la c la hace sonar. Pero 
cuando esta solita no" (Do you know the name of that letter?
When it's with this one [c], it sounds like ch, ch, ch, because 
the c makes it make a sound . . . But when it is alone it 
doesn't).

B. When Laura writes the names of the children who are absent, 
Roberto and Ingrid, she joins their names with an £ rather than a 
y. Laura explains that she is doing it because Ingrid begins 
with an I. Thus, she can't use a y as in other cases.

C . Yessica is writing the number of children absent, which is zero. 
Laura and other children give her hints:

AM: Es una bolita (It's a ball).
L: Se parece al circulo y  al 6valo (It looks like the circle and the

oval).
JL: A la de oso (Like the one in oso).
D. Ingrid reads miercoles (Wednesday) from the calendar and Laura 

asks her how she knows it says miercoles.
D: Porque empieza con la M  de mama (Because it begins with the M in

Mom) .
L: Las dos comienzan con la misma letra (Both start with that

letter).
JJ: Empieza como miel (It starts like 'miel').

Laura writes miel and miercoles to show the similarities.
E. The Daily News reads Hay 1 niho ausentes (There is 1 child 

absent). There is a discrepancy between the singular noun and 
the plural adjective. Laura asks “iQu4 tengo que hacer para que 
diga Hay un niho ausente?" (What do I need to do in order for it 
to say Hay un niho ausente?) . Jose Luis responds, “Quitarle una 
s" (Take off an s).

Figure 4.5. Critical moment teaching during daily news.
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during the Daily News in which the children or Laura focused 
their attention on some aspect of the written text.

Collaborative Books
During the course of the school year the children and 

their teacher collaboratively authored many texts. The Daily 
News was one such text, greeting and get well cards were 
others. They also author books: books as take offs of 
stories read in the classroom and books of shared 
experiences. Following is an example of one of the latter, 
in which the creation of a collaborative book spans over a 
four day period (see Figure 4.6).

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4
• W a l k  a r o u n d  t h e • C o n v e r s a t i o n  a b o u t • L a u r a  h a s  w r i t t e n • T h e  n a m e s  o f  t h e

s c h o o l :  o f f i c e s . t h e  e x p e r i e n c e o u t  t h e  t e x t  o n a u t h o r s  a n d

c l a s s r o o m s . • C o m p o s i t i o n  o f  a s e p a r a t e  p a g e s  ( t w o i l l u s t r a t o r s  a r e

l u n c h r o o m .  P h o t o s t e x t  f o r  a  b o o k  o n c o p i e s ) , e a c h  p a g e a d d e d  t o  t h e  b o o k s .

a r e  t a k e n . t h e  s c h o o l  w a l k c o n t a i n s  p h o t o s • T h e y  s h a r e  e a c h

• C o n v e r s a t i o n  a f t e r ( c h i l d r e n  d i c t a t e . • T h e  t e x t  i s  r e a d b o o k ,  p a g e  b y  p a g e .

t h e  w a l k t e a c h e r  w r i t e s )  

• C h i l d r e n  s u g g e s t  

t i t l e s  f o r  b o o k  a n d  

s e l e c t  o n e

a n d  t h e  c h i l d r e n  

a r e  d i v i d e d  i n t o  

t w o  g r o u p s  

• I n  e a c h  g r o u p  t h e  

c h i l d r e n  m a t c h  

p h o t o s  w i t h  e a c h  

p a g e  a n d  d e c i d e  

w h i c h  p a g e  e a c h  

w i l l  i l l u s t r a t e  

• E a c h  c h i l d  

i l l u s t r a t e s  a  p a g e  

f o r  t h e  b o o k

a n d  t h e  c h i l d r e n  

c o m m e n t  o n  

i l l u s t r a t i o n s . 

• T h e  b o o k s  a r e  

a d d e d  t o  t h e  

c l a s s r o o m  l i b r a r y  

c o l l e c t i o n .

Figure 4.6. The creation of a collaborative book.
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Dav 1 . In order for the children to get acquainted with 
the school and with the school personnel, Laura planned a 
walk around the school. Prior to the walk she told the 
children “Hoy vamos a hacer algo gue nos va a tomar macho 
tiempo, y  es gue vamos a dar una caminata por toda la 

escuela" (Today we are going to do something that is going to 
take a lot of time. We are going to take a walk around the 
school) . A conversation on how they were expected to behave 
and the reasons for such behavior followed. Laura then added 
"Voy a llevar mi cdmara, a ver si logro revelar las fotos 

rdpido. Porgue si puedo, mahana vamos a escribir un libro 

sobre nuestra escuela" (I am going to take my camera, and see 
if I can develop the photos quickly. Because if I can, 
tomorrow we are going to write a book about our school). The 
children were excited.

Their first stop on their walk was at the counselor's 
office, which is next to the kindergarten room. Josd Juan 
indicated, “Alii se va a hablar acerca de problemas 

familiares" (That is where you go to speak about family 
problems). Their next stop was at the school office. “Les 

guiero presentar a unas personas gue son las secretarias de 

nuestra escuela . . . nos pasan las cartas, nos ayudan a 
llenar papeles, nos ayudan a sacar copias . . ." (I want to 
introduce you to some persons who are our school secretaries
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. . . they write letters, help us fill out papers, help us 
make photocopies . . .), Laura said to the children. Next 
they visited the assistant principal's office and finally the 
principal's office. The children were intrigued by the 
figurines on the principal's desk. She told the children 
that most of the figurines were gifts from children and 
teachers. She then showed them a matroushka doll. “Esta es 

una muneguita gue adentro tiene muchas otras" (This is a doll 
that has many others inside it), she said as she took one 
doll out, and then another, and then another. The children 
counted with her in amazement: “;Cinco!a (Five!).

The school visit continued. They walked by the primary 
classrooms and then entered the school lunchroom. At the 
entrance Laura pointed to the menu posted. She read it to 
the children and said, “Miren, cuando guieran saber gud van a 

coiner, agui hay un mend" (Look, when you want to know what 
you are going to eat, here is the menu) . When they met the 
lunchroom personnel some children noticed that the lunchroom 
manager was carrying a counter in her hands. They asked what 
it was for and she told them that it was used to count the 
children that came to the lunchroom.

Next to the lunchroom are the Art and Physical Education 
classrooms where the children got to meet their teachers.
They then walked by the intermediate classrooms, and to the
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Music room, where they met their music teacher. On the way 
back to their classroom they visited El Centro Educative 
Individualizado, where they met the Special Education 
teacher, “la maestra gue ayuda a los ninitos gue necesitan 

mds ayuda” (The teacher that helps children who need more 
help). Once back at the room they commented on the visit.

Dav 2 . On the following day the children engaged in 
collaborative writing about the school visit. They talked 
about the visit and decided what they wanted to include in a 
book they were writing about it. As the children and Laura 
collaboratively composed the text, Laura wrote it on butcher 
paper. During the composing of the text, much revision and 
editing took place. Once they decided on the final text, the 
children read it to me. Laura told me that the children 
composed the text and that she just wrote it. With much 
pride the children let me know exactly what they each 
contributed to the text.

Laura reminded the children that she would bring the 
photographs on the following day, so that the book could be 
put together. She asked the children, “Y si nos faltan 

algunas fotos, c.gud podemos hacer?” (And if we are missing 
some photos, what can we do?). To what Laura Cristina 
responded, ”Escribir fotos” (Write photos) . ”cQud es eso de

escribir fotos? £C6mo le llamamos cuando escribimos fotos?”
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(What is to write photos? What do we call it when we write 
photos?), Laura asked. "Dibujar" (To draw), answered Laura 
Cristina.

Next it was time to decide on a title. The children 
suggested: Camino a la escuela, Alrededor de la escuela, 

Caminamos por la escuela and Paseo por la escuela (On the way 
to school. Around the School, we Walk Around the School, A 
Trip Around the School). Other suggestions were offered, but 
they were titles related to the classroom norms which they 
had dictated previously (for example: Caminamos [We walk]). 
Laura told the children that the title had to be related to 
the text, that there needed to be thematic cohesion. She 
said, “Si yo escribo un cuento sobre el circo no le puedo 

poner como titulo Las floras. Y si escribo sobre la escuela 

no lo podemos titular Disney. cPor guS? Porque no t rat a 

sobre Disney'' (If I write a story about the circus I cannot 
give it the title The flowers. And if I write about the 
school I cannot title it Disney. Why not? Because it is not 
about Disney). Thus, the suggested titles that were not 
related to the visit were discounted. The children voted and 
selected the title Camino a la escuela (On the Way to 
School). (Ironically, this is the title of a first grade 
basal.)
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Dav 3 . On the third day, Laura brought in pages of blank 
newsprint on which she had copied the text from the chart on 
individual pages. Laura showed the children double copies of 
each page and said:

Miren, les pas4 el texto, le faltan las fotos. Ayer 
revelS el rollo y  le cement6 a Maestra Ruti gue querla 
que pusieran a6.emi.s de las fotos, unos dibujos. Un grupo 
se va a reunir con Maestra Ruti y otro conmigo. Pueden 
anadirle cosas nuevas.

Look, I have written the text, its missing the photos. 
Yesterday I developed the film and I commented to 
Maestra Ruti that in addition to the photos I wanted you 
to make some drawings. One group is going to meet with 
Maestra Ruti and another one with me. You can add new 
things.

Before the division into two groups was made, Laura said, 
"Vamos a ser no sdlo los autores sino tambiin los 

ilustradores" (We are going to be not only the authors of 
this book, but also the illustrators). She continued, 
uiQuiin redactd este libro? No fui yo” (Who composed this 
book? It wasn't me) . The children responded proudly in loud 
voices, "jNosotros!" (We did!). “Eso lo dijimos nosotros y  

ella lo escribid" (We said that, and she wrote it) , insisted 
some of the children. They were becoming aware that 
authoring was much more than writing, it was composing. And 
that is what they had collectively done.

Laura showed the book-in-process to the children. She 
read the text to show that it was exactly what they composed
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the day before. The class was divided into two groups each 
of which worked on one copy of the book. In each group the 
photographs were passed around so that every child saw them. 
The children decided which photograph matched the text on 
each page. Once that was decided the children selected what 
page they would illustrate and went off to add their art to 
their book. Each page became a mixed media production.

Dav 4 . The first thing the next day, Laura showed the 
children their almost finished books, which had been stapled 
together. The children smiled, applauded, and giggled. She 
commented that we had forgotten to include something very 
important on the book covers, the names of the authors and 
illustrators. “;Qu6 van a pensar nuestros padres cuando lo 

vean sin nuestros nombres;" (What are our parents going to 
think when they see it without our names!), she said. “Que 

nadie hizo nada" (That nobody did anything), responded Diana. 
Laura wrote autores e ilustradores stressing the connective 
.£. As she wrote she said, “Autores e ilustradores, mira lo 

mismo que hicimos con Ingrid [en alusidn a las noticias], yo 

no puse y  ilustradores" (Authors and illustrators, see the 
same thing I did with Ingrid [in reference to the Daily 
News], I didn't put y  ilustradores) (see Figure 4.5, example 
B). Once again, Laura helped the children become aware of
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the conventions of the Spanish language in the context of its 
use o

Once the children added their signatures to the books, 
both books were shared with the class. The children were 
enthused about their authored product, but most of all they 
were interested in the illustrations, as evidenced by their 
comments. Later the books were placed in the classroom 
library to form part of the classroom collection. The 
children had ownership over what they collectively authored. 
They were proud of their accomplishments. The books became 
favorites of the children during LEO, free play, and 
transitions, and were share with relatives when they came to 
school.

Writing about the World
At the beginning of the year, Laura let the children 

know that they were to decide the themes to be studied 
throughout the year. She expected the children to share 
topics of interest. Instead, the children mentioned what 
they wanted to learn how to do. In other words, they wanted 
to learn how to read, draw, write, play, and so forth. Laura 
acknowledged their interests in learning what the children 
considered to be what you do at school by listing them on the 
board. She followed through on her own agenda by asking the
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children to share topics, and she constantly explained that 
she wanted to know what they wanted to learn about.

Throughout the conversation Laura explained the 
difference between what they wanted to learn to do, such as 
to paint, to draw, to dance, and what they might want to 
learn about. Despite her attempts it was difficult for the 
children to understand what was expected of them. After all, 
this was the first time they were being asked such a 
question, and in their repertoire of school knowledge, 
studying about "temas" (themes) did not seem to be one of 
them. Further yet from their experience, was the notion of 
them deciding what they would learn about. After all, school 
is a place where you learn "to do" things, such as read, 
write and play, not "about" things.

The next day, Laura and the children sat in a circle on 
the floor with a large piece of white butcher paper in the 
middle of the circle. She began by asking the children to 
remember all the things they mentioned the day before, that 
they wanted to learn, in other words, “Lo que quieren 

aprender a hacer" (what they wanted to learn to do) . The 
children mentioned, "a leer, a estudiar, abailar, a 

escribir, a bailar" (to read, to study, to dance, to write, 
to dance . . .). Once the children shared all that they 
wanted to learn to do, Laura said:
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TambiSn hablamos de unos temas, unos temas [acerca] de 
los cuales gueremos aprender. Voy a poner agui en el 
centre [del papel] Que- voy a escribir una preprint a? le 
pongo este signo [escribe el signo <;7, gue es de 
pregunta, [lee mientras escribe] dQud temas gueremos 
aprender, y  yo le voy a hacer un cerco a esta pregunta 
[hace un cerco]. Ay, me faltd algo en la pregunta, le 
puse signo al principio y  se me olvidd ponerle al final. 
Cuando hago una pregunta le pongo el signo al principio 
y  se lo pongo al final, asf del otro lado, con la 
barrigita para arriba [escribe ?], y  dste [senala £] 
para abajo.

We also spoke about some topics, some topics that we 
want to learn [about]. I am going to put on the center 
[of the paper] What- I am going to write a question, I 
write this sign [<-,], that is for questions [reads while 
she writes], <?What topics do we want to learn?. And I am 
going to make a circle around this question. Oh, I 
missed something on the question, I put a sign at the 
beginning and I forgot to put it at the end, this way, 
the other way, with the belly up [writes ?], and this 
one [points to <?] down.

She continued:
L: Ayer nada mds me dijeron como tres temas, uno de

ellos fue el cuerpo, gue me lo dijo Angel [escribe 
el cuerpo].

LC: Yo tambidn dije del cuerpo.
L: Entonces, del cuerpo guerfan aprender del cuerpo

por dentro [escribe por dentro].
Ah, tu [Jos6 Juan] guerfas saber de los bebds.

L: Yesterday, you only told me three topics, one was
the body, Angel told me that one [writes the body]. 

LC: I also said the body.
L: Then, about the body, you wanted to know about the

inside of the body [writes inside].
Oh, you [Jos6 Juan] wanted to know about babies.

Laura wrote as the children dictated their topics of
interest. A conversation took place off to the side of the
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circle between Jos4 Juan and Laura Cristina. Laura Cristina
brought it to the group discussion:

LC: Yo le dije gue los bebSs nacen de la cSlula y  41
[JJ] me dice gue no.

L: Bueno, pues vamos a poner el tema de la cdlula en
le tema de los bebSs y  averiguamos, lo podemos 
investigar

AM: De los beb4s gue nace de huevos
L: Beb4s gue nacen de huevos [escribe]
Mientras L escribe otros N  comentan:
NS: como los patos y las iguanas
AN: como los polios
JL: como los pollitos
NS: serpientes, pollitos, dinosaurios

[L los anota debajo d e - . . .  huevos]
AR: de los caballos
AL: del conejo
LC: de Lion King, de los leones
AN: elefantes
JL: caballos
D: la cebra
AM: gatos

LC: I told him that babies are born from a cell, and he
[JJ] says they aren't.

L: Well, let's put the topic of cells under the topic
of babies and we will find out. We can research 
it.

AM: Babies that are born from eggs. [Laura repeats and
writes]

CH: like the ducks
AN: like chickens
JL: like baby chicks
CH: serpents, chicks, dinosaurs {L writes below eggs].
AR: About horses
AL: About the rabbit.
LC: About the Lion King, about lions.
AN: elephants.
JL: horses
D: the zebra
AM: cats
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Other suggestions continued to be added to the long list 
of animals. There was doubt about where to place some 
animals such as wolves. The children wondered whether they 
should be placed under animals or under a new category such 
as monsters. Amanda insisted that they were monsters "porgue 
los lobos son malos y  atacan a las personas" (because wolves 
are bad and attack people). Some children disagreed. The 
conflict was resolved when Laura suggested that "los lobos" 

be added to the web connected to both animals and monsters.
Other suggestions such as water, the ocean, plants, and 

peace were added to the web. Once the web was completed, 
Laura showed it to the children saying, "Estos son los temas 

gue el grupo de kinder va a estudiar este ano. Si despuds a 

ti te interesa saber de otro tema gue no. . . .  Si durante 

este ano escolar se te ocurre otro tema gue a ti te interese 

aprender, tu me lo dices y  lo anadimos" (These are the topics 
the kinder group will study this year. If later you are 
interested in another topic that is not . . . .  If during this 
school year, you come up with another topic that you are 
interested in learning, you let me know and we will add it) . 
Laura added:

Este papel es tan importante para mi. iSaben por gud?
En este papel estd apuntado todo el trabajo de un ano de 
escuela. . . . Lo gue guiere decir gue este ano tenemos 
mucho trabajo. Me voy a volver loca de tanto gue
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tenemos gue hacer. iQuS mucho vamos a aprender este 
ano!

This paper is very important for me. Do you know why? 
On this paper is recorded all the work of one school
year. . . . What this means is that we have a lot of
work to do. I'm going to go nuts with all we have to
do. We are going to learn so much this year!

At the beginning of each theme study and throughout the 
duration of each one, Laura made sure that the children 
brought to school any resources they had at home on the 
focused topic. Laura asked the children whether they had any 
books on the topic, and if so, if they could bring them to 
school to share with others. She wrote the names of the 
children who offered to bring books to school on the board 
under the word libros (books).

Creating Texts IndividualIv 
During individual writing events the children in this 

classroom created written texts on their own. Figure 4.7 
depicts the individual writing events in which the 
kindergarten children engaged. These are presented in detail 
in this section.
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Individual Writing
(oral, written, and illustrated)
• Literature Logs
• Free Choice Centers

- Writing Center
- Computer Center
- Science Center
- Art Center

• Story Writing

Figure 4.7. Individual writing events.

Responding to Literature Through Literature Logs

Literature logs were used on some occasions after a 
read-aloud. In the literature logs children were encouraged 
to draw and write about different aspects of the story, such 
as a favorite character, or a favorite event in the story.
The children chose what they would draw and write about. The 
following is an example of children engaged with their 
literature logs after the reading of El Patito Feo.

The date was written on the chalkboard. Laura also 
wrote the title of the book on the board. Markers and 
crayons were placed on the tables. Some children were seated 
at tables, while others were on the floor. They were free to 
choose where they would work, and to move around as they
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needed to in order to make use of the resources that were 
available to them in the classroom, including their peers. 
Roberto, Andrds, Alexander, Armando, Angel and Francisco were 
seated at a table. Diana, Josd Juan, Amanda, Aleshka and 
Yessica were at another. Luiscenia and Cristina sat together 
at a smaller table. Josd Ricardo chose to sit by himself. He 
was later joined by lleana (student teacher) who brought the 
big book version of the story to the table *

Ingrid and Josd Luis sat on the floor in front of the 
chalkboard copying the title of the story and the date.
Ingrid was also using a picture from the story. She 
attentively studied it, and she went back and forth between 
the illustration, and drawing that particular scene in her 
log. Laura Cristina was nearby, sitting by herself at a 
small table in front of the chalkboard. She was also copying 
the date and the title from the board as well as using an 
illustration from one scene of the story to help her produce 
her own.

Angel moved to the floor to use a picture of the ugly 
duckling as the egg hatched. He put the picture between the 
pages of his log so that he was able to see through the page 
and trace the drawing. Angel traced one part, he then lifted 
the sheet, looked at the original, placed the page neatly 
over the original and continued in the same manner. Josd
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Juan also moved to the floor to look at the pictures as he 
drew his own.

Jos6 Luis sat next to Diana. He seemed hesitant about 
what to do. Diana encouraged him to take a risk at writing. 
“TiS te lo inventas, como dice estrella de mar, yo lo hice 

toditd, perfecto, y  tambi&n escribi. Como, ;invdntatelo, 

invdntatelo! Maestra Ruti, ^Verdad que yo me lo invento? 
iInvdntatelo!" (You invent it, if it says starfish, I did it 
all, perfect and I also wrote. Like, invent it, invent it! 
Maestra Ruti, right I invent? Invent it!), Diana insisted. 
She was encouraging Josd Luis in a similar fashion to how I 
had encouraged her some days earlier. It was precisely while 
tracing a starfish that I pushed Diana to try inventing the 
word she wanted to write. Diana now felt confident and was 
serving as Jos6 Luis' more capable peer (Vygotsky, 1978) .
She was successful at it, and for the first time Jos4 Luis 
invented his own spelling, reorganizing the letters of his 
name to produce a new text.

Free Choice
This classroom was organized into centers. Four times a 

week the children were free to choose the center at which 
they would work or play for an hour. There were many centers 
in the classroom and writing could be observed occasionally
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at the Art and Science, for example. However, there were two 
centers in which writing was expected: the writing center and 
the computer center.

Writing center. As mentioned earlier, during birthdays, 
many children wrote notes and cards for the birthday child. 
Josd Juan, Amanda, Josd Luis, Ingrid and Laura were at the 
writing center preparing birthday cards for Cristina.

Josd Juan was drawing balloons on the card he was making 
for Cristina. Suddenly he stopped and asked, utCdmo se llama 

la amiguita a la qua le voy a hacer la tarjetita?" (Who is 
the little friend for whom I am making the little card?) 
Amanda, who was also making a card for Cristina, responded to 
Josd Juan's question without lifting her crayon from her 
paper. . “Cris-ti-na del Va-lle," said Amanda as she was 
writing it on her paper. Josd Juan did not respond and 
continued drawing balloons. I asked Josd Juan if he was 
going to write Cristina's name on the card, "Yo no s6 
escribirlo", (I don't know how to write it), Josd Juan 
responded. I pointed out that Laura had placed a card with 
Cristina's name on the board, and asked, “cQuieres copiarlo?” 

(Do you want to copy it?). Ingrid who was also writing 
listened to my comment and asked, "iQuS quiere decir copiar?" 

(What does to copy mean?). Josd Juan responded, “copiar, 

copiar quiere decir hacer lo mismo que estd hecho.
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centiendes?" (to copy, to copy means to do the same thing 
that has already been done, do you understand?). Ingrid 
seemed satisfied with his response, and Josd Juan copied 
Cristina's name from the card on the board. As Josd Juan 
wrote, Amanda pointed to Cristina's name, which she had just 
written at the top of the card and said, “Mira, esta es la Ll5 

de Valle” (Look this is Ll (elle), in direct reference to 
Cristina's last name.

Amanda continued to write using a wavy line.to represent
a cursive text. As she wrote she read what she was writing:

Cumpleanos Cristina, 
felicidades a tu amor
de tu escuela elemental de Puerto Rico

Birthday Cristina
Congratulations to your love
from your Puerto Rico elementary school

She stopped and commented, “Le voy a poner colores" (I'm
going to use colors), as she looks for a variety of colored
markers. She then continued writing and verbalizing it:

para gue tti estds feliz con la postal 
y  gue, y  gue te portes bien agui 
por gue esto es una escuela muy linda

So that you may be happy with this card 
and that, and that you behave here 
because this is a very pretty school

5 '11' is a letter in the Spanish alphabet, which in 
Puerto Rican Spanish represents the [£] sound, similar to the 
English 'j '.
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(espSrate, me falta una) 
de la escuela elemental 
que alegria y  felicidad para que 
(;Ay Dios mio!, me voy a poner mds llorosa 
porque ella me diciS que mese acabd el espacio, 
pero si no me se acabd el espacio)

(Wait a minute, I'm missing one) 
from the elementary school 
that joy and happiness so that 
(Oh, my God!,I'm going to get tearful 
because she told me that I ran out of space, 
but I didn't run out of space)
As they continued creating the birthday cards they 

commented on what they were doing and what they were planning 
on doing:

L: Yo le voy a hacer floras tambidn.
AM: Yo tambidn
JJ: Mira, aba jo yo no voy a escribir mds globos.
L: cPor qud no escribes un mensaje como Amanda?
JJ: Ya tu verds lo que yo voy a hacer abajo

L: I'm going to draw flowers too.
AM: Me too.
JJ: Look, at the bottom I'm not going to write any more

balloons.
L: Why don't you write a message, like Amanda?
JJ: You'll see what I'm going to do at the bottom.

Ingrid who was done with Cristina's card, looked for the 
letters that were in the classroom mailbox and gave them to 
Laura. Ingrid commented that one letter was for Jos4 Juan, 
“porque tiene dos ' j (because it has two 'j 's). Josd Luis 
had finished drawing, and upon Laura's suggestion added para 
(for) and copied Cristina's name from the card on the board. 
Josd Juan finished his card and showed it to the rest of us.
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He pointed to what he had drawn and said, “Mira, Ssta es una 

cruz" (Look, this is a cross). He later explained, "Una cruz 

pa' qua la cuide Dios, como Karla (su hermana) hizo la der de 

Dona Fela"6 (A cross, so that God protects her, like Karla 
[his sister] made the one for Doha Fela).

Although the children were engaged in producing 
individual birthday cards, it was not a solo activity. The 
children spoke to each other, they assisted each other. They 
engaged in a dialogic process, participating in each other's 
creations.

Storv Writing
Story writing had a very special place in the life of 

this classroom. The first stories written had been done in 
collaboration. They were nonfiction and autobiographical, 
personal narratives in which the children and their teacher 
wrote about shared lived experiences. Another story genre 
written in class at the beginning of the year was the 
creation of new versions of known fairy tales.

6 Doha Fela is the pseudonym for Doha Felisa Rincdn de 
Gautier, a highly regarded and respected Puerto Rican woman. 
She had been active in politics, having been the first and 
only woman to date to become mayor of San Juan, the capitol 
of Puerto Rico. When this event took place, Doha Fela had 
recently passed away and the country mourned her loss.
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Laura constantly invited children to write stories, 
often when they were meeting, particularly by suggesting that 
the children visit the writing center where they could, among 
other things, write stories.

The writing center became a story writing center. To 
stimulate children's writing of stories, Laura placed blank 
books at the center, which consisted of five or six pieces of 
paper stapled together. Some books included an illustration 
on the cover depicting story characters, such as Pinocchio, 
or different animals or other objects children might be 
interested in. The children attended the most to books with 
illustrations on the cover. Such books provided ideas for 
the children to write about.

Influenced by their reading of different versions of 
stories, in particular fairy tales, the children created 
their own versions, some of which were similar to one or 
another of the versions they had read.

When different themes were being studied a great 
production of stories on that particular theme was evident. 
The study of peace for example, led many children to the 
writing of “Cuentos de paz” (Stories about peace).

During the second semester the amount of stories created 
in the classroom was great. Story writing became a major 
part of the literacy events that took place in the classroom.
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Moved by the children's interest Laura decided to take a risk 
at something she had never tried before. She wanted to 
explore a version of process writing in her classroom. Laura 
explained the process to the children. It was similar to 
what they had done in collaborative story writing. This time 
however, the children would work on individual stories rather 
than on group stories. The children had some days to explore 
topics and consider what their story would be about as well 
as to think about other story elements.

For the first time during the year, beginning at the end 
of March, a specific time during the day was set aside for 
writing. All the children sat at the tables where blank 
paper, pencils, markers and crayons were available. Like 
they had done previously at the writing center, the children 
began to draw and write their stories. Some had a clear 
picture of what their story would be about, the characters, 
the beginning and ending. Others, however sat and looked 
puzzled. Laura sat close to the latter children. She moved 
about offering suggestions and help. A lot of conversation 
took place as the children composed their stories through 
drawing and writing.

Over a four-week period, the children worked on their 
stories once or twice a week. With Laura's assistance the 
children created, revised and edited their stories, Laura
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asked questions to push children's thinking. Her questions
dealt with story elements. For instance, who are the
characters, what happens next, how will you finish your
story. Laura observed that the children understood what
stories were like and what elements were needed in a
narrative. She believed that the shared reading experiences
and the literature discussions contributed significantly to
influencing children's written stories. She commented:

He notado . . . [gue] ellos estdn bien claros en 
tdrminos de, gue el cuento lleva un principio, de gue 
tiene unos personajes, de gue hay un problema. Y cuando 
yo lo pongo a hacer el final de tu cuento, [yle 
pregunto] iC6mo guieres terminarlo?, Yo sd gue ellos me 
estdn entendiendo. . . . Ya habla una base de ese primer 
semestre.

I have noticed [that]» they are very clear that the 
story has a beginning, that it has some characters, that 
there is a problem. And when I have them make the 
ending of their stories, [and I ask] How do you want to 
end it?, I know that they understand me. . . . There Was 
a foundation from the first semester.

Weaving Possibilities for Literacy Learning 
In this whole language kindergarten as in many whole 

language classrooms, children had multiple opportunities to 
explore and learn about literacy in the context of its use 
(Goodman, K., 1987). They experienced reading and writing 
with others and on their own. The organization of the 
literacy events in the classroom provided a balance between
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the individual and the collective; between the personal and 
social.

The children brought their prior knowledge and 
experiences with literacy to the collective literacy events. 
The experiences that they gained through individual literacy 
events influenced their participation in collective events.
And, in turn, the experiences that the children engaged in. 

collaboratively supported their individual explorations with 
literacy. The children's participation in one type of event 
supported and was supported by their engagement in other 
events. Thus, the literacy events the children engaged ins 
reading and writing, collective and individual, suggest a 
dialogic relationship between them.

I concur with Dyson (1990) who proposes a weaving 
metaphor which "suggests how children's progression in any 
one activity is supported by their experiences in varied 
activities" (p. 4). In this classroom the children's 
participation in one type of literacy event influenced the 
children's participation and engagement in other types of 
events. The rich diversity of literacy contexts in which 
children in this classroom engaged in, enriched their 
possibilities for literacy learning and development.

Laura had high expectations for the children in her 
classroom. Rather than teaching towards what the children
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already knew, she used the knowledge that they brought, 
building on it, and taught at the zone of proximal 
development (Vygotsky, 1978), helping children learn about 
literature and literacy with her guidance and that of peers 
through meaningful interactions. At the beginning of the 
school year children were not able to use the strategies or 
the language to read and write. By having children 
participate in meaningful literacy events, they gained 
experience, and were soon able to use that knowledge,
"grow[ing] into the intellectual [and social] life of those 
around them" (Vygotsky, 1978,p . 88).

In an interview, Laura and I spoke about the children's 
story writing and about the influences they had in their 
writing. She believed that the collective reading 
experiences greatly contributed to their knowledge and use of 
literacy concepts and features in their writing. Laura 
described the process through which children have learned 
such literature concepts and features, which they in turn use 
in their writing:

En tSrminos generales creo qua captaron fcLcilmente los 
conceptos de titulos, porque se trabajaba siempre antes 
de comenzar la lectura de un libro, pues titulo, autor, 
ilustrador. Y as! mismo con la misma naturalidad 
habldbamos de los personajes sin tener que dar una clase 
de qud era un personaje. Sencillamente se hablaba que 
esto era un personaje, qud hicieron los personajes, lo 
mismo con lo que era un problema, la situacidn, el 
conflicto. Siempre se habld de una forma natural, no se
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introdujo de una forma estructurada. Nunca df una clase 
estructurada de 4stos son los personajes, 6sto es a lo 
gue me refiero cuando hablo de conflicto. . . .

In general terms, I think they grasped the concepts of 
titles easily because we always worked on them before we 
began reading a book, well, title, author, illustrator. 
And in the same natural way, we spoke about characters 
without having to teach a class in what a character was. 
We simply spoke about that which is a character, what 
did the character do, the same with the problem, the 
situation, the conflict. We always spoke naturally, it 
was not introduced in a structured way. I never taught 
a structured class on these are the characters, this is 
what I mean when I speak about conflict. . . .
Laura explained that talk about literature and literacy

was part of the ongoing social life of the classroom. It was
not taught as a separate class, in a structured format.
Rather, it became a natural part of the many conversations
that Laura and the children had about the literature they
read.

Laura continued, as she explained her attitudes and 
expectations for the children while participating in reading 
experiences:

Como gue asumi un poco gue el los lo conocfan (tftulo) y  
seguf utilizdndolo en forma natural. Y creo gue fue 
formando parte de ellos poco a poco. . . . Al principio 
. . . hubo unos cuantos ninos gue se les hacfa un poco 
diffcil comprender el concepto personaje (por ejemplo). 
Pero poco a poco, trabajando y  usdndolo todo el tiempo 
lo asimilaron hasta, yo creo al punto (de gue) en el 
segundo semestre todo el mundo comprendfa ese 
vocabulario y  todo el mundo lo manejaba de forma bien 
natural.
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I kind of assumed a little that they knew it (title) and 
I continued using it in a natural way. And I think that 
it became a part of them little by little. . . . At the 
beginning . . . there were a few children for whom it 
was a little difficult to understand the concept 
character (for example). But little by little working 
and using it all the time, they assimilated it, I think 
to the point (that) in the second semester everyone 
understood that vocabulary and everyone handled it in a 
very natural way.

As Laura explained, the children internalized the 
language and the structure of books. Through interactions 
with their peers and their teachers in socially valued 
literacy events, they appropriated reading and writing, 
processes, giving them their own "accents". As Bakhtin 
(1981) states;

The word in language is half someone else's.
It becomes "one's own" only when the speaker populates 
it with his own intention, his own accent, when he 
appropriates the word, adapting it to his own semantic 
and expressive intention. Prior to this moment of 
appropriation, the word does not exist in a neutral and 
impersonal language (it is not, after all, out of a 
dictionary that the speaker gets his words!), but 
rather it exists in other people's contexts, serving 
other people's intentions; it is from there that one 
must take the word and make it one's own. (pp. 292-294)

The many literacy experiences the children participated 
in provided diverse paths (Kantor. Miller & Fernie, 1992); 
multiple roads (Goodman, Y., forthcoming) to literacy.
Through diverse social contexts for reading and writing, both 
collectively and individually, the children were able to
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weave possibilities for literacy growth (Dyson, 1990). These 
possibilities in turn, also represented possibilities for 
social and personal growth.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 present indepth case studies of 
three children: Amanda, Jos6 Juan and Andres. In developing 
case studies of these children, I was able to learn from them 
as readers and writers, as they participated in literacy 
events and as they shared with me their own perspectives, 
interpretations and understandings about literacy.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY: AMANDA 

Amanda as a Person
Amanda was a five year old who lived with her mother, 

her father and a younger brother. Amanda also had an older 
sister, who did not live with her, but who came to the 
classroom frequently to visit Amanda. When her sister came 
to visit, Amanda got very excited, screaming her sister's 
name as she ran towards her open arms.

Amanda and her family were vegetarians. Amanda's mother 
made sure that the school lunchroom personnel as well.as 
Laura, her teacher, knew about it. Amanda was well aware of 
the food she was able to consume and that which she wasn't. 
When she went to the school lunchroom with her classmates, 
she reminded the lunchroom personnel, uYo no como c a m e ” (I 
don't eat meat). She did the same in the classroom whenever 
there was a special snack brought in by parents.

Amanda was highly verbal. She was constantly speaking 
to others and many times to herself. In the classroom Amanda 
participated actively in conversations and discussions. At 
the beginning of the school year, Amanda had difficulty 
waiting for her turn, and when she did get a turn to speak, 
she wanted to make sure she said everything she planned to 
say. Sometimes this resulted in incomprehensible speech
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because of the speed at which Amanda talked and the variety 
of themes she tried to bring in at once. "A veces se le hace 

diflcil mantenerse en el tema y  lo cambia" (sometimes it is 
difficult for her to stay on the topic» and she changes it), 
commented Laura.

Frequently, Amanda overgeneralized verb tenses, 
resulting in structures such as, ponid, instead of puso. 
Researchers (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979; Rowe, 1994; Whitmore 
& Goodman, Y., 1995) have previously suggested that contrary 
to common belief, children's overgeneralizations represent 
their growing knowledge of the linguistic system. In 
overgeneralizing Amanda was using the rules of the Spanish 
language to create a new form, one that is logical within the 
regular verb system. For example, if cogid is the past tense 
of coger and corrid of correr, why can't ponid be the past 
tense of poner? Amanda formed a hypothesis about past tense 
verbs, one that is consistent with the Spanish language.
This is great evidence of the constructive nature of the 
learning of grammar (Lindfords, 1980; Rowe, 1994). Children 
do not learn a language by imitating adults, instead they 
construct their knowledge of the grammar of their language.

Her overgeneralizations were not an issue of concern for 
either Amanda's parents or for her teacher. Of concern to 

both her parents and her teacher was the fact that she spoke 
in a very loud voice. Also, when she wanted to communicate
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something to the class, if no one was listening or if she had 
to wait for her turn to speak, Amanda got impatient and 
screamed what she wanted to say. Throughout the school year, 
Laura and Amanda's parents helped Amanda realize this and 
modify her behavior. During the month of September, Laura 
commented on her observations "estd tratando de controlarse" 
(she is trying to control herself).

When I conducted an interview with Amanda's mother, 
Amanda heard us comment on this very issue and she 
intervened, "Pero las maestras me dijeron gue hable bajito y  
ahora yo hablo asi, pero un poquito mds alto para gue los 

ninos me escuchen” (But the teachers told me to speak softly 
and now I speak like this, but a little louder so that the 
children will be able to hear me).

According to Amanda's mother, at times Amanda displayed 
herself as highly sociable, while at other times she was 
rather shy. This was not the case in the classroom where she 
was always sociable, trying to make friends with both 
children and adults. She was interested in other people and 
in their feelings, and was very empathetic towards other 
people's emotions. When something sad was brought up, one 
could observe her face turn sad as she made comments such as 
"Ay gue triste" (Oh, how sad).

Amanda got emotionally involved in the lives of others. 
In fact, Amanda was a caregiver. She was constantly worried
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about others and their feelings. When asked what she liked 
to do, in an interview with her teacher prior to the 
beginning of the school year, Amanda responded that she liked 
to take care of her mother and her brother.

Amanda was very "cariflosa" (affectionate/loving). She 
was continuously giving love to others; constantly seen 
hugging and kissing other children in the classroom, in 
particular Laura Cristina, whom she was very fond of. On one 
occasion, after talking about the classroom parakeets, Amanda 
walked over to Laura Cristina and hugged her saying, “De una 

vez por todas te voy a poner en una jaula" (Once and for all, 
I'm going to put you in a cage). Expressions like this one 
are commonly used in Puerto Rico to denote affection and 
love.

Amanda was also very affectionate to the adults in the 
classroom. Her teacher got many hugs and kisses from Amanda, 
and so did I. Martinez, the school custodian, who came into 
the classroom frequently, was considered “amiguito" (little 
friend) by Amanda. In fact, Amanda commented on Martinez 
teasing her, “Me gusta Martinez porgue 41 siempre me quiere 

coger mi merienda" (I like Martinez because he always wants 
to take my snack). This is very characteristic of the 
playful ways in which adults relate to children in Puerto
Rico.
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She was what we call "refranera", as she constantly used 
popular proverbs or sayings, something that is most common 
among adults. Many times Amanda reacted to what was spoken 
or read about with common Puerto Rican popular expressions. 
For instance, she held her arms above her head and said, “Ave 

Maria” (Hail Mary), as a sign of surprise or concern.
Amanda was a very imaginative child. During 

conversations and story reading she frequently created 
fantasies. Interestingly, her parents chose not to promote 
the belief in Los Tres Reyes Magos (The Three Kings)7 in 
Amanda. “No hemos estimulado esa fantasia, aunque la conoce 

por la publicidad" (We haven't stimulated that fantasy, 
although she knows it from publicity), commented Amanda's 
mother,

Throughout the year, Amanda expressed on multiple 
occasions her desire to have a pet. Later in this chapter 
two events will be described in which a cat shows up on the 
school grounds and later in the classroom. On both occasions 
Amanda displayed her interest, best described as passion, for 
a pet.

7 The Day of the Three Kings, January sixth, is one of 
the most important days of the Christmas celebration in 
Puerto Rico. On the Eve of Three Kings Day Puerto Rican 
children gather fresh grass for the camels of the Three 
Kings, which they place in shoe boxes underneath their beds. 
On the next morning they wake up to find the presents the 
Three Kings left them under their beds.
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Amanda's Experiences with Literacy 
Prior to Kindergarten

Amanda attended a Montessori preschool since she was a 
little over two and a half years old. Prior to that she had 
been cared for at home by her parents and relatives.
According to her mother, Amanda began writing at the 
Montessori preschool. As is expected in Montessori 
classrooms, her writing was phonetically based, with the use 
of wooden cursive letters.

As evidenced by interviews with both Amanda and her 
mother, reading was not a big part of the preschool 
classroom. Amanda indicated with discontent that there were 
no books available, and that stories were not read to the 
children, “En la escuelita . . . que yo estaba no lelan 

cuentos" (At the little school where I was at . . . they 
didn't read books) . Her mother was not too happy with this 
either. She wondered whether the absence of books was due to 
difficulty in finding books published in cursive print, to 
match Montessori's writing system.

Amanda's mother indicated that they made efforts at home 
to provide for the lack of books in preschool. The books 
available to Amanda at home were varied. They had many books 
which Amanda's mother and father read to Amanda and her
brother.
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Amanda liked to be read to at bedtime. She said that, 
“Papi. y  mamd leen cuentos, cuentos de hadas, de animales y  el 

de Lion King" (Mom and dad read stories, stories about 
fairies, animals, and the one about Lion King). On Sundays, 
she asked her parents to read the comics from the newspaper. 
Besides being read to, Amanda liked to look at books, 
magazines and newspapers on her own.

Amanda as a Reader in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Reading and about Herself 

as a Reader
Amanda began the school year believing she was a reader. 

She indicated that she was able to read "las palabras gue 
mamd me dice" (the words that my mom tells me). She believed 
that she learned to read at her preschool; in contrast to her 
mother's perception that Amanda was not a reader, because she 
didn't read on her own and her parents had to read to her.

In an interview that Laura conducted prior to the 
beginning of the school year, Amanda said that people read 
“para saber gue cuando uno va a los sitios no tiene gue estar 

rabiosos" (to know that when you go to places you don't have 
to be furious) . She further explained, “Imaginarse gue si 

van a un sitio y  no es, tomar tranguilos y en los 

restaurantes comamos bien" (Imagine that if you go somewhere
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and that's not it, we can drink in peace and eat well at the 
restaurants).

Amanda's comment probably originated in a personal 
intimate experience she had lived. Amanda knew the 
environmental function of reading. She tied this function of 
reading with the emotional effects reading or not reading can 
have on our lives. She knew that signs help us discover 
whether we are at the right places or not. Thus, according 
to Amanda, when one is able to read signs one can avoid 
getting upset.

When asked if she could read books that she had not
listened to before, Amanda responded in affirmative. She
also indicated that reading was easy and that reading books
was "importante" (important).

In an interview that I conducted at the beginning of the
school year, I handed a wordless picture book to individual
children and said, "Te voy a entregar este librito y  tu me

vas a decir si lo puedes leer" (I am going to give you this
book and you are going to tell me if you can read it).
Amanda immediately began to read,

Es, es un un nine jugando con el ratoncito. Habia un 
ratoncito que jugd con 61. Todos los dias estaba 
jugando. Eeeeer Todos los dias estaban jugando y  se fue 
y para encontrar lo ponid en su cabeza y y  empezd a 
caminar y lo ponid en una casita y ya. Era de noche y y 
61 se acostd a dormir. Se fue y ponid una una una se 
ponid una una de esta camisita de dormir y  empezd a 
dormirse y el ratoncito se dormid y empezd a gritar el 
ratoncito. El estaba asustado. Empezd a cogerlo y  a
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llevarlo al bano, a llevarlo y a decidir a su hermano 
gue tenia un ratoncito y  el ratonclto estaba muerto. Y 
se y  no y  y le construyeron una casita y  le ponieron 
alii unas flores para gue no se muriera. Y empezaron a 
decir ajMamd, hay un ratdn muerto!17 Y empezaron a 
gritar, a gritar, a gritar y  se fueron para la vista y  
se fueron a ver televisidn. Y color In Colorado, este 
cuento se ha acabado.

It's, it's a boy playing with a little rat. There was a 
little rat that played with him. Everyday he was 
playing. Mnvm, Everyday he was playing and he left and 
to find he put it on his head and and started to walk 
and he put it in a house and that's it. It was night 
time and and he went to bed. He left and he put a a a 
he put on a pajama and he began to sleep and the little 
rat fell asleep and he began to scream the little rat.
He was scared. He began to pick him up and take him to 
the bathroom, and to take him and to [tell] to his 
brother that he had a little rat and the rat was dead< 
And it and no and and they built him a little house and 
they placed some flowers there so that he wouldn't die. 
And they began to say "Mom, there is a dead rat!" And 
they began to scream, scream, scream, and they left for 
the watch and they went to watch television. And 
colorln Colorado, this story is over.
While Amanda's reading consisted of a response to the

illustrations, she used a "reading voice", which included
speech and emotion tied to it. She incorporated a story
ending "Y colorln Colorado . . . "  which is appropriate within
her culture.

After Amanda told the story, I asked whether she had
read it or told it to me. Amanda without hesitation
responded that she read it, although she acknowledged that
the book was missing letters. She further explained,

Pues si, si, si no hay letras yo lo leo tan rdpido 
porgue los libros, los libros gue tienen letras yo poco 
a poco pa- paso las pdginas para no, los gue tienen
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letras yo lo hago suavecito y  los qua no tienen letras 
como 6ste, a lo lo puedo leer mds rapidito.

Well if, if, if there are no letters I read it so fast 
because the books, the books that have letters I slowly 
t- turn the pages so that I don't, the ones that have 
letters I do slowly and the ones that do not have 
letters, like this one, mm, I can read it much quicker.

Amanda's response was consistent with her response 
during a book handling knowledge interview (Goodman, Y. , 
Altwerger & Marek, 1989) conducted by her teacher prior to 
the beginning of the school year (see Appendix E) . When 
asked to show where one should begin reading a picture book, 
Amanda pointed to the illustrations in the text. In Laura's 
observations for the month of September, she wrote, ‘'Lee el 

cuento segun lo que ve en las ilustraciones* (Reads the story 
according to what she sees in the illustrations).

As a reader, Amanda knew she could tell stories from 
looking at pictures. She also knew that most books have 
print as well. Thus, she developed a theory distinguishing 
between reading when there were "letras" (letters) and 
reading when there were none. For Amanda it was easier to 
read without letters, since letters added complexity to the 
experience of reading.

Her Love of Books
Amanda was used to being read to at home. According to 

her mother, Amanda “entiende muy bien y  mantiene toda la
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atencidn " (understands well and pays attention) while she 
was being read to. Some of the books she was read at home 
were much longer than those read at school. They are the 
kind of books that one would more likely expect to be read to 
or by older readers, such as Cuentos de animales fantAsticoR 
vara ninos (Stories of Fantastic Animals for Children) 
(Alvarez, 1984), which is part of a collection of Latin 
American stories. At times Amanda brought books from home to 
be shared at school.

Amanda's favorite story was El Rev Ledn (The Lion King) 
(Disney, 1994) which she also had at home. Prior to starting 
kindergarten Amanda had seen the movie. Whenever there was 
an occasion Amanda brought the Lion King into classroom 
coversations. Two copies of El Rev Ledn were available in 
the classroom library. At the beginning of the school year 
Amanda frequently chose one of the copies for reading during 
LEO.

Every day, Amanda took books home from the classroom 
lending library. Amanda was highly passionate about her 
reading choices. She decided previously what books she would 
select at the end of the school day. Surprisingly on her 
self-evaluation during the month of March, Amanda responded 
that she didn't like to choose books to take home. When 
asked why, she indicated that she didn't like the fact that 
she previously selected a book and then someone took it
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before she got to it. In fact, on many occasions I saw 
Amanda cry over a book that she. had planned to take home and 
one of her classmates had already taken. When this was the 
case, Laura and Amanda's mother, who picked her up daily, 
helped her calm down by offering other possibilities for 
choices.

On one occasion Amanda was very excited because she was 
going to take home the book about "Lady", a book she had been 
waiting to take home for days. When she showed me the book,
I asked her to talk to me about it. As she pointed to the 
book she showed me that “una Igmina" (a picture) and “el 
tltulo* (the title) were on the cover. She then continued, 
“Agul dice Lady, ilustraciones de Ampere” (Here it says Lady, 
illustrations by Ampers). Interestingly, "Ampers" is an 
illustrator created by Amanda. Ampers sounds more like an 
English name than a Spanish one. This was not surprising as 
many of the books read in the classroom were books in 
translation, whose authors' and illustrators' names were in 
English.

Entering the Text: An Emotional Endeavor 
Amanda got emotionally involved with the stories she 

read and those which were read to her. When a version of El 
Patito Feo (The Ugly Duckling) was being read, in the scene 
in which the ugly duckling was received by the mother swan.



Amanda applauded and said, “ jQu6 Undo!" (How beautiful!) . 
During a reading of another version of the story, in response 
to the rejection that his siblings had subjected the ugly 
duckling to, Amanda sadly said, "Es un pato U n d o  y  no lo 

tiene gue rechazar. Le tiene qua decir, "'Van, tu no eras 

feo'" (He is a cute little duck and you don't have to reject 
him. You have to tell him, "Come, you are not ugly").

Later during the year, while reading La Arana Desvistada 
(The Forgetful Spider) (Woodman, 1988), a story about a 
forgetful spider who loses her eight shoes on the way to a 
friend's party, Amanda comments ";Me desmayo, me desmayo si 
encuentro esos zapatos!" (I will faint, I will faint if I 
find those shoes!). As the spider's forgetfulness grew, so 
did Amanda's involvement in the story. She expresed her 
desire to enter the story and resolve the conflict "/Ay, qu£ 

despistadisima! Ay, si yo fuera y buscara todos los zapatos 

y  los encontrara." (Oh, how forgetful! Oh, if I would go and 
look for all the shoes and find them).

Amanda's desire to control the plot by being a part of 
it was expressed in response to many stories. Take for 
example, the story La Gallinita Roia (The Little Red Hen)
(Dan, 1990)„ Moved by the neighbors' unwillingness to help 
the Little Red Hen, Amanda said, "Yo motivaria a los amigos a 

ayudar. Si no lo hacen, yo me meto al cuento y  ayudo" (I
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would motivate the friends to help. If they don't do it, I 
will get into the story and help).

Amanda danced with the text. She had an intense 
personal experience (Rosenblatt, 1978) as stories were read 
to her. She shared her immediate reaction to the text as it 
was being read. Amanda was living the story. She wanted to 
get inside the text, to become a part of the story. 
Literature, according to Huck (1990) has the potential to 
"take us out of ourselves and return us to ourselves" (p.
12) .

Besides connecting to stories in a personal way, Amanda 
brought her prior experiences with reading into the current 
reading events. She connected the texts being read in class 
to texts she had read previously at home or at school. When 
reading La Arana Desnistada. Amanda mentioned that she knew 
another story about a spider. La telarana de Carlota 

(Charlotte's Web), a story, in which "se hicieron amigos un 
cerdo y  una arafia" (a pig and a spider became friends) .

Reading for Meaning
While Amanda was reading or listening to someone else 

read she was attentive to meaning. When miscues, "unexpected 
responses that [don't] match expected responses to the text," 
(Goodman, K., 1994, p. 1095) were made, Amanda did not 
interrupt unless these affected the meaning making of the
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story. For example, Amanda and a small group of classmates 
were reading a predictable text: La rosa hermosa (The 
Beautiful Rose) (Cowley, 1987). Diana was reading the story 
aloud. Page 13 says, "-jYa.se fue!-dijo el pato. -jQuizds 

otro dfa lo ver6!". Diana read "la verd" instead of lo verS. 
This produced a change in gender as in Spanish ip refers to 
masculine and Is to femenine. Amanda tried to help Diana by 
saying, "lo ver6” (stressing lo). However, Diana reread la 
verd. Amanda clarified, "No, no es la flor, es el gato" (No, 
it's not the flower [feminine], it's the cat [masculine]).
She made clear to Diana that the cat was the subject of the 
sentence, not the flower, acknowledging that when Diana read 
la. she changed the subject gender and thus meaning making 
was altered. This problem was created as a result of the 
process of translation. This text was originally written in 
English where it is the pronoun used to refer to the 
characters in the story: a flower, a caterpillar, a cat and a 
dog. In the English text one does not have to deal with 
gender. However, in Spanish all nouns carry gender and the 
pronoun used to refer to each noun must be gender consistent. 
Both the written and illustrated texts were created for an 
English reading audience. When the written text was 
translated to Spanish, it created confusion on the part of 
the reader; confusion that is nonexistent when the text is 
read in English.
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Reflecting on Her Reading
At the beginning of March, I conducted an interview in 

which I asked the children to tell me what had happened in 
the classroom during the months I had not been there, and to 
let me know what they had learned during that time. Amanda 
immediately and with much enthusiasm said, "S6 leer los 

cuentos, s6 leer tambiin en mi mente" (I know how to read the 
stories, I know how to read in my mind).

As the conversation developed, I asked Amanda whether 
there was anything that she was able to do how, that she 
could not do prior to kindergarten. Amanda told me,

Yo no podia en tender el cuento antes porque yo estaba 
chiquita, tenia cuatro anos . . . porque en mi escuela, 
en la escuelita de que yo estaba no leian cuentos y  no 
hacian nada. . . .

I could not understand stories before because I was 
small, I was four years old . . . because at my school, 
at the school where I went to before they didn't read 
stories and they didn't do anything. . . .

Amanda made a powerful connection. She was able to 
reflect on her ability to comprehend stories while she 
reflected on her inability to do so before. Furthermore, she 
made explicit what she believed to be the reasons for the 
difference. In the first place, Amanda was younger, and in 
the second, she identified the lack of experience with books, 
in particular with listening to stories as a contributing
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factor. Amanda identified what many researchers have been 
addressing for long: age and oppportunity or experience. In 
fact, Harste, Woodward and Burke (1984) argue that it is 
precisely experience what " . . .  makes the evolution of 
literacy predictable" (p. 23).

During the last interview which I conducted in April,
I asked Amanda to think about her literacy development 
throughout the year. In reflecting about the reading that 
she had previously engaged in, at the beginning of the school 
year, Amanda said, "Yo no sabia mucho a leer, solamente sonar 

las letras" (I didn't know how to read much, only sound out 
letters). I asked Amanda to talk to me about her reading 
now, to what she added, “Aprendo mucho, mucho, ahora aprendo"' 

(I learn a lot, a lot, now I learn).
Amanda revised her perception of reading since the 

beginning of the school year. Her own experiences with 
reading enabled her to come to a new conceptualization of 
reading. At the beginning of the year she read the 
illustrations and in the case of printed text she tried to 
phonetically decode. She later discovered that one can learn 
through reading. While she learns to read she also learns 
about the world around her. She is now reading for a new 
purpose: to learn. Amanda has discovered that written 
language is not an end in itself. Reading has now new 
functional possibilities for Amanda.
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Amanda as a Writer in Kindergarten
Beliefs about Writing and about Herself

as a Writer

Amanda began the school year believing she was a writer. 
This was evidenced during an interview conducted by her 
teacher prior to the beginning of the school year. Using 
circular lines, some of which resembled cursive letters, she 
wrote what she identified as words and read as: mariposa, 
caballo, oveja (butterfly, horse, sheep) (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1. Amanda# s initial writing sample.

Amanda mentioned that there were many people in her 
family who wrote at home, “Mi hermano, mi hermana, mami, 

papi, y  abuelo." She indicated that “escriben muchas cosas 
para aprender" (they write many things to learn) , and “para 
saber qud podemos hacer“ (to know what we can do) .

Writing Her Name

Amanda's signature in the class sign-in notebook during
a two week period reveals her exploration of her name (see
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Figure 5.2). The influence of a cursive script is evidenced 
in her letter formation. She was negotiating between the two 
systems: cursive and manuscript. In her name inventions 
Amanda played with the three a's in her name. She tried 
placing them in different places. Although an n8 is not part 
of her name, because of its similarity with an n, on some 
occasions Amanda substituted an n for then n in her name. 
Amanda spelled her name conventionally on September 6 and 7. 
However, she continued to explore possibilities, as evidenced 
by her signature on the days that followed. Sulzby, Teale 
and Kamberelis (1989) contend that "writing your name is an 
important way of showing ownership of things; learning to 
write your name emergently seems to be an important way of 
being empowered in the literacy process" (p. 73).

(

Negotiating Between Two Systems
As with her signature, the influence of cursive writing 

is evidenced in much of Amanda's writing. When we talked 
about her writing in March, Amanda reminded me that she 
"primero escribia en cursive" (wrote first in cursive) . And, 
that regardless of the fact that she was then writing in 
manuscript, she made it clear that cursive writing continued 
to be a part of her writing. She told me "todavia estoy

8 N n is a letter that follows the N in the Spanish 
alphabet.
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aprendiendo en cursivo* (I'm still learning cursive) . It was 
a resource she continued to use and develop. Amanda used 
cursive writing in some of her written productions and 
manuscript in others. For instance, when she wrote a 
birthday card for Cristina (see Figure 5.3) she used wavy 
lines to represent a cursive text.

Figure 5.3. Birthday card for Cristina.

While Amanda was writing the card for Cristina she 
accompanied her production of the text with oral language. 
The following is a transcription of Amanda's utterances that 
accompanied her cursive-like writing of a birthday wish for 
Cristina. She spoke quickly to keep up with her writing 
speed.

Cumpleaflos Cristina, 
felicidades a tu amor
de tu escuela elemental de Puerto Rico 
para que tu estds feliz con la postal 
y  que, y que te portes bien aqui 
por que esto es una escuela muy linda
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(espSrate, me faita una) 
de la escuela elemental 
gue alegrfa y  felicidad para gue 
(iAy Dios mio!, me voy a poner mds llorosa 
porgue ella me dicid gue mese acabd el espacio, 
pero si no me se acabd el espacio)

Birthday Cristina 
Congratulations to your love 
from your Puerto Rico elementary school 
So that you may be happy with this card 
and that, and that you behave here 
because this is a very pretty school 
(Wait a minute, I'm missing one) 
from the elementary school 
that joy and happiness so that 
(Oh, my God!, I'm going to get tearful 
because she told me that I ran out of space, 
but I didn't run out of space)

In her production there is a clear distinction between 
drawing and writing (Goodman, Y., 1986; Harste, Woodward & 
Burke, 1984). She wrote her message moving from left to 
right across the page and from top to bottom directionality. 
More importantly, however, is the fact that the language she 
used as she was writing suggests she had participated in 
similar literacy events previously.

In fact, Amanda had many experiences at home watching 
others and participating in the writing of cards for special 
ocassions. The adults at home used cursive writing to do so. 
Amanda used this knowledge to write her card for Cristina.
On the same card Amanda used a different type of script to 
write Cristina's name on the upper left hand Corner. The 
letter-like forms used for Cristina's name are similar to the
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manuscript used by Laura to write Cristina's and the other 
children's names on name cards, on the cubbies, and on the 
chalkboard.

Amanda used manuscript to participate in literacy events 
that were new to her. In other words, literacy events that 
were part of the kindergarten classroom life where manuscript 
was the conventional script. For instance, her literature 
log entries were written in manuscript. Figure 5.4 
illustrates the literature log entry for September 16, a few 
days before Cristina's birthday.

Figure 5.4. Literature log entry, September 16.

Teale and Kamberelis (1989) indicate that "children 
often move back and forth across different forms of writing"
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(p. 6), simultaneously holding different hypotheses about 
writing (Sulzby, 1985). Such is the case of Amanda. During 
the same week (9/16 and 9/20), Amanda shifted from one code 
to another, depending on the purpose of the product (Goodman, 
Y., 1980) and the familiarity with the genre. While she 
wrote her name conventionally, she used letter-like strings 
in her literature log (see Figure 5.4), and cursive-like wavy 
lines in the birthday card to her friend. Amanda used her 
known script (cursive) for known genres, and her new script 
(manuscript) for new genres.

If one looked at the products in isolation one might 
conclude that Amanda had regressed to a less mature script 
form (scribble) on the card. However, in deciding which form 
to use, Amanda made choices that were informed by her 
understanding of the particular social contexts and her 
knowledge of genres.

Writing as a Response to Literature
As the year progressed Amanda abandoned the cursive-like 

forms as she continued to work on the manuscript handwriting 
forms. Amanda's mother indicated that Amanda's writing in 
October consisted of "copiar palabras y  apellidos" (copying 
words and last names). In March she described Amanda's 
invented spelling as "legible" (legible). Her literature log 
entries provide evidence of Amanda's development from letter



like forms in October to copying in November, to inventing 
her spelling in February, with dictating to others being a 
resource she always had at her disposal (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5. Literature log entries.

Storv Writing

Amanda wrote many stories in the classroom. I asked her 
whether she created stories prior to coming to kindergarten. 
Amanda shook her head and said, "Pero, yo me los invent aba en
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mi mente" (But, I made them up in my mind). Amanda
demonstrated an understanding of authorship as an act of
creation that does not begin on the printed page. She
continued, "No los escribia. Solamente estaba pensando y

pensando y  se me ocurrid algo, escribir los cuentos" (I
didn't write them. I was only thinking and thinking and I
thought of something, to write stories). Storying was not
new to Amanda; it has been a part of her life.

Amanda had discovered that her thoughts, in particular
the stories she created in her mind could be written down.
She explained how this happened,

Pues se me ocurrid. Mi papd estaba triste porque yo no 
he eSquibido ningun cuento. Yo estaba haciendo unas 
cositas como unas laminitas, pero estaba haciendo 
laminitas en cursivo. Pero habla muchas cosas que a mi 
me gust aba, a mi me gustaba, lo mds que me gustaba era 
hacer libros.

Well, it ocurred to me. My father was sad because I had 
not written any story. I was making some things like 
little pictures, but I was making pictuers in cursive. 
But there were many things that I liked, I liked, what I 
liked the most was to make books.

For Amanda, "the having of a wonderful idea" (Duckworth, 
1987) was tied to a highly emotional event. Story writing 
was embedded in her social (Dyson, 1989a) and emotional life. 
As she said, "Lo mds que me gustaba era hacer libros (What I 
liked the most was to make books).

And so Amanda began to write stories, to make books, 
using the resources that were made available to her in the
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classroom as well as at home. Amanda's first authored books 
were versions of known stories, stories read collectively in 
class. Amanda indicated *[Me encanta!" (I love it!) in 
response to whether she liked to create new versions of known 
stories.

Writing Stories Based on Stories Read in Class

During the month of October Amanda wrote a book about a 
butterfly (see Figure 5.6) in response to two stories read in 
class: La Mariouita Malhumorada (The Grouchy Ladybug) (Carle, 
1992) and Yuvo. el nino cme no nodla llorar (Yuyo, the Boy 
who Could Not Cry) (Sennell, 1981). In her text, Amanda 
demonstrated her knowledge about the writing system. By

HA V \J / tv Zb
Figure 5.6. Story: La mariposa.
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using the same shapes and patterns repetitively, and 
reorganizing them, she demonstrated knowledge of writing as 
generative and recursive (Clay, 1975). In other words, she 
was coming to understand that words need a certain number of 
letters in various orders to represent different meanings 
(Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979).

Amanda's first book to be shared in front of the class 
was her version of a well known story: Plnocho (Pinocchio) 
(see Figure 5.7). Many different versions had been read and 
discussed in the classroom. At the end of one day, during 
sharing time Amanda read her book to her classmates. She 
began by showing her cover which had a picture of Pinnochio 
along with his name Pinocho (the cover had been provided by 
teacher) . She then read and showed each page of her authored 
and illustrated book:

Pinocho
Gepeto hizo un muheco de madera.
El hada azul le dio vida al muheco.
Pinocho se movid.
El zorro y  el gato lo llevaron al circo. 
Estrdmboli lo llevd a la cdrcel.
Fuiste un niho desobediente. Fin.

Pinnochio
Geppetto made a wooden doll.
The blue fairy gave life to the doll. 
Pinnochio moved.
The fox and the cat took him to the circus. 
Stromboli took him to jail.
You were a disobedient boy. The end.
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Figure 5.7. Story: Pinocho.

Amanda's invented spelling demonstrates that despite the 
relative graphophonic consistency of the Spanish language, 
there is still ambiguity. Examples include the inclusion of 
the h when it is not required, or the omission of it when it 
is required. Her invented spelling also demonstrated that 
she was becoming systematic. Despite the fact that she had 
other options, Amanda always represented the [s] sound with 
an £, the [$] sound as ll9. and the [i] sound as y. Her

9 Ll, 11 is a letter of the Spanish alphabet that 
follows the letter L. In Puerto Rican Spanish it represents 
the same sound as the Y followed by vowels.
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inventions were consistent with graphophonic relationships in 
Puerto Rican Spanish.

Once she had finished reading the book, Laura commented, 
"Ella es la autora e ilustradora del libro" (She is the 
author and illustrator of the book). Amanda showed her book 
again, this time focusing on the illustrations. “Miren la 

pecesita, el zorro, el gate. Estrdmboli lo llevd a la 

cdrcel" (Look at the little fish, the fox and the cat,
Stromboli took him to jail), said Amanda as she pointed to

' 'the pictures,
Ingrid commented, “Amanda sabe escribir muy bien"

(Amanda knows how to write very well). In response to 
Ingrid's comment Amanda walked over to her and gave her a 
kiss. .Other children also offered Amanda their support:

AL: Ella escribe muy bonito.
JJ: Me gusta mucho el libro.
IN: Ella dibuja muy bonito.
AK: Que ella le hizo la corona a la hada.

AL: She writes very nice.
JJ: I like the book a lot.
IN: She draws very nice.
AK: That she made the crown for the fairy.

Amanda was very excited as she heard her friends
She was all smiles (and giggles) , and in response she made a 
promise to her classmates, "Que todos los ninosgue me 
dijeron algo yo le voy a traer regal it os para Navidad" (That 
I will bring little Christmas gifts to all the children who
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told me something) . This was Amanda's way of accepting and 
thanking her classmates for their support. Since this was 
Amanda's first book published and presented to her 
classmates, she was photographed with her book in her hands 
as a celebration of her authorship.

After this event Amanda continued to write many stories. 
Some of her stories, like her version of Pinnochio, were 
take-offs of familiar ones read in the classroom. However, 
many stories authored and illustrated by Amanda were of her 
own creation. In Amanda'■ s own words, "De mi mente, es un 

cuento creative), gue uno hace gue el cuento lo tenga en su 

mente" (From my mind, it's a creative story, that one makes 
the story be in one's mind).

Connecting Stories to Life ,
Some of Amanda's stories had a running theme in common, 

one that was very close to her heart: pets. Amanda loved 
pets, however, she didn't have one. Throughout the year 
Amanda showed not only her great interest in cats and dogs, 
but also her deep desire to own one, both in conversations 
and through writing.

On a February morning, prior to the beginning of the 
school day, a cat was found wandering on the school yard.
The children were excited and during a conversation led by
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Dorcas (DO), a student teacher, Amanda (AM) brought the topic 
to the morning gathering:

AM: Habla un gatito gue estaba enf-
LC: El gatito no estaba enfermo, s61o tenia pulgas, es

como los mosquitos, a tl te pica y  te rascas. El 
no est£ enfermo.

AM: Solo tenia pulgas.
DO: Los gatos de la calle, uno no sabe lo que puedan

tener.
AM: Maestra, 61 no tenia collar.

AM: There was a cat that was si-
LC: The cat was not sick, he only had fleas, it's like 

mosquitos, you itch, and you scratch„ He is not 
sick.

AM: He only had fleas.
DO: Street cats, one doesn't know what they may have.
AM: Teacher, he didn't have a collar.

The conversation shifted to unrelated topics, and Amanda 
brought it back to the original topic: cats. She took it 
further, by offering a curricular suggestion:

AM: Yo quiero decir algo.
DO: cQu6?
AM: iSi podemos aprender de los gatos?
DO: Amanda, ya mismo viene la parte de los animal es y

ahi podemos discutir eso.
AM: Si, si, podemos explicar de los animales que hay en

Puerto Rico y  de los animales que hay en otros 
[palses] .

AM: I want to say something.
DO: What?
AM: If we can learn about cats?
DO: Amanda, the part on animals will arrive soon and we

can discuss that.
AM: Yes, yes, we can explain about animals in Puerto

Rico and in other [countries].
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Amanda's classroom was one in which children contributed 
to the ongoing theme studies. As described earlier (Chapter 
3), themes studied were based on the children's interests.
The themes suggested by the children were collected in a web 
at the beginning of the year. However, Amanda knew that new 
suggestions could be made as the year progressed. She knew 
that this was possible, because her classroom curriculum was 
permeable (Dyson, 1993b).

On the next day, the cat was once again on the yard, and 
this time, it was Ileana, also a student teacher, concerned 
about health and hygiene, who brought the issue to the 
morning gathering. While she was telling the children that 
they needed to be careful around animals they found outside, 
the cat walked into the room. And, of course all the 
children's attention was on this new visitor, who was taken 
out of the room by an education student who had been 
observing in the classroom. Amanda began to cry and Laura 
took her away from the group for comfort:

AM: i,Por gu6 se llevaron al gatito?
L: cQuS pas6, Amanda?
AM: Que yo quiero ese gatito de mascota.
L: Pero es que ese gatito estd enfermo.
AM: Yo no tengo ningun animal en mi casa.
L: Til tienes que hablar con tus padres.
AM: Pero es que nunca me regalan una mascota.

AM: Why did they take the cat?
L: What happened, Amanda?
AM: That I want that cat as a pet.
L: But that cat is sick.
A M : I don't have any animal at home.



L: You have to talk to your parents.
AM: But they never get me a pet.

Not having a pet of her own Amanda carried a white plush 
kitten to school every day. Her passionate interest in pets 
was quite obvious. Thus, it was not surprising that Amanda 
authored and illustrated books about pets. During the month 
of March, Amanda wrote two stories on pets. One story, 
another one, written at home was about dogs (see Figure 5.9). 
written at school was about a cat (see Figure 5.8), and
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Figure 5.8. Story: La gatita.

Amanda
Amanda
Amanda, little female cat and the girl.
The father gave her permission to play [at the] park! 
The end
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When I interviewed Amanda close to the end of the school 
year (April), I asked her to show me what she had written 
throughout the year. Amanda chose this book about cats to 
share with me during our conversation. She showed me the 
cover and said, “Esto es una de las gatitas. Agui dice 

Amanda, en la portada. Esta gatita se llama Amanda porque le 

ponl el mismo nombre* (This is one of the little cats. It 
says Amanda here, on the cover. This little cat's name is 
Amanda because I gave her the same name) . Naming the cat 
Amanda was yet another way of expressing the emotional ties 
between the written text and herself.

With great interest, Amanda continued showing me her
book:

Mira gue linda gatita la pint6. Amanda, la gatita 
encontrd una nena. El papi. le did permiso para gue ella 
pudia entrar al pargue, podian jugar en un pargue, Esta 
es la gatita, esta es la nina, este el papd.

Look at how cute I painted the cat. Amanda, the cat 
found a girl. The father gave her permission so that 
she could go into the park, they could play at a park. 
This is the cat, this is the girl, this is the father.

Amanda's spelling was close to conventional. She 
continued using a y  to represent [i]. She also used the £, to 
represent the [k] as in parce, which is conventionally 
spelled pargue. Amanda had knowledge of the use of 
exclamation marks, as she used one at the beginning of the 
sentence where the father gives the girl permission to play
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at the park. In this piece Amanda dealt with issues of 
space. While she wrote from left to right, when she ran out 
of space, she continued writing at the top. This was due to 
the fact that her illustration was a collage and there was no 
space to continue beyond what she had written.

Amanda had further plans for this book. She told me "Me 
faltan m£s p&ginas” (I'm missing more pages) . I asked her, 
"cQue mds te gustarla inclulr en ese cuento?” (What else 
would you like to include in this story). Amanda explained, 
"Aqui, qua la mamd fue al parque y vid a la gatita y  al papd. 

Y aqui cuando la gatita se acariciaron” (Here, when the 
mother went to the park and saw the little cat and the 
father. And here, when the little cat, they caressed).

Amanda had ownership over her story, it belonged to her, 
it was close to her heart. Writing her story was not a 
teacher led task, nor it was a one day event. Amanda had 
plans for furthering the plot to best fulfill her desires.

During the same interview, Amanda shared a book that she 
had written at home with the help of her father (Figure 5.9). 
The conventional spelling of the book suggests that Amanda 
had dictated the story to her father who served as a scribe 
and then Amanda copied it.

Lassie
Lassie found a little girl and was happy.
Miguel, Sarita's father gave her permission to have her
at home.
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When Iliana, the mother saw Lassie she was happy because 
Sarita had a new pet.
Lassie jumped up and licked Sarita. They were happy.

C.d.ritp. huC".

UoJ»;e br ihC*-' y LO-̂lV-.q.
.£*» he-ba-K f t Ik ? %___

Figure 5.9. Story: Lasie.

During the interview Amanda read the story as she commented
on the texts, both written and illustrated:

Lasie, Amanda. Este lo hice bien, este si gue lo hice 
bien. Lasie encontrd una niiia. Mira que U n d o  dibujo, 
mi papd me hizo un cuadradito. . . . Miguel el papd de 
Sarita le did permiso para que entrara hacia la casa.
. . . Iliana, la mamd de Sarita vi6 a Lasie y se alegrd
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porque ella tenia una nueva mascota. Lasie brined y  
lamid a Sarita, Estuvieron felices.

Lassie, Amanda. I did this well, I really did this one 
well. Lassie found a girl. Look at what a pretty 
picture, my dad made a small square. . . . Miguel, 
Sarita's father gave her permission to go into the 
house. . . . Iliana, Sarita's mother saw Lassie, and was 
happy because she had a new pet. Lassie jumped and 
licked Sarita. They were happy.

Amanda's retelling of the story was intertwined with 
comments about the ilustrations and the assistance she 
received from her father in creating her book. This time her 
story came to a conclusion, the mother sees the pet and is 
very happy about it, the dog caresses the girl, and "they 
were happy". This ending was similar to the one Amanda 
planned to write for her previous story about the cat named 
Amanda. It has the ending Amanda wished for her real world. 
Amanda used the freedom stories provide "to portray the 
fulfillment of El realistic desires . . ." (Britton, 1979, p. 
187) .

As the interview continued I tried to further explore 
the connections between Amanda's story and her life 
experiences, as evidenced by the following transcript:

RS: La nina del cuento, Sarita, <;se parece a Amanda?
AM: Movid su cabeza para responder que no.
RS: iNo? (fAmanda, tu tienes mascota?
AM: Contrario, no.
RS: Al contrario, tu no tienes mascota.
AM: Pero antes tenia un pajarito y  una pajarita, pero

se me escaparon.
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RS: c?e gustarla tener una mascota?
AM: Me gustaria, pero yo tenia una gatita dentro, pero

yo no sabia de quidn era y  era de una persona, pero 
ella se entrd. Ella vid gue era la casa y  despuds 
se entrd.

RS: cY se la devolvieron a la persona?
AM: No se la devolvimos porque ella, la gatita estaba

esperando y  ella esperaba y  encontrd a su dueno. 
Ella cazaba lagartijos, pero un dla se trepd en el 
drbol dos veces y tenia gue echar para aba jo y  
despuds ella se bajd solita. Yo creo gue se did un 
cantazo [dice con evidente tristeza].

RS: The child in the story, Sarita, does she look like
Amanda?

AM: Shakes her head.
RS: £.No ? Amanda, do you have a pet?
AM: No, I don't.
RS: You don't, you don't have a pet.
AM: But I used to have a little male bird, and a little 

female bird, but they got away.
RS: Would you like to have a pet?
AM: I would like to, but I had a little female cat

inside, but I didn't know who it belonged to and it 
belonged to a person, but she came in. She saw 
that it was the house and she came in.

RS: Did you give it back to the person?
AM: We didn't give it back because she, the little

female cat was waiting and she waited and found her 
owner. She chased small lizards, but one day she 
climbed on the tree twice and she had to get down, 
and then she came down by herself. I think she 
hurt herself [says with evident sadness].

Britton (1979) has suggested that children "are enticed 
by the freedom stories provide them--freedom to improvise 
upon what seems to be the "real world" and so construct 
temporary worlds in which anything can happen’’ (p. 187, 
emphasis in original). In fact, Amanda used the written 
world to act upon her real world. She constructed a world in 
which "anything can happen", including getting the
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opportunity to own a much desired pet. The imaginary world 
created by Amanda was embedded in her social world (Dyson, 
1989a). And, I must add, it was deeply embedded in her 
emotional world.

Writing for Publication
Throughout the school year, Amanda and her classmates 

had many opportunities to author and illustrate many more 
stories. Towards the end of the year, Laura was interested 
in having the children go through the process of writing 
their stories and later revising and editing them for 
publication (see Chapter 4) . Every child in the class 
authored and illustrated his/her own picture book. Amanda's 
picture book was La jirafa (The Giraffe). Figure 5.10 is a 
copy of Amanda's first draft, while Figure, 5.11 is a copy of 
her final published book.

On the first page notice Amanda's spelling of se 
encontrd al ledn. At the bottom of the page is Amanda's 
initial invented spelling: S coto e Ion, Amanda 
simultaneously held two different hypotheses: a syllabic 
hypothesis (one letter represents a syllable), and an 
alphabetic hypothesis (letters represent phonemes). She used 
one letter to represent a syllable, as in £ for Se en, 
pronounced as sen, in Puerto Rican Spanish. Her use of co
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for con, to for tro, demonstrates Amanda's use of alphabetic 
principles.

Figure 5.10. Story: La jirafa, draft.

The second time she wrote Se encontrd al ledn, her 
spelling was an edited version of the first sentence: Se 
encontro al leon. The third represents Amanda's revised and 
edited sentence, in which the subject, la jirafa, is added, 
as well as the accent over the q  in encontrd, and the final

/A hJo.
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Figure 5.11. Story: La jirafa, final version.

period. The accent over the o in le6n is missing, resulting 
in La jirafa se encontrd al leon.

On the second page there is evidence that Amanda had 
written Se coto and later edited her text resulting in the
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conventional spelling of the repetitive part of the text: La 
jirafa se encontrd. She maintained the spelling that 
resulted from the editing of the previous page. In the case 
of the new addition to this page, the animal, Amanda explored 
and invented her spelling resulting in one close to 
convention: rinoseronte for rinoceronte. Once again Amanda 
used the letter ^ to represent the /s/ sound in Spanish.
This is an invention one would expect to find in Puerto Rican 
children because in Puerto Rican Spanish, the & and ■£ 
(followed by e or i) have the same sound, in her invented 
spelling Amanda represented many sounds with conventional 
letters/spelling. In other cases the substitutions she used 
are letters that represent the same sound.

On the third page of her draft the giraffe, whom she now 
calls La beta (the female baby) finds her mother. Amanda's 
original construction is La beba Secoto csmama! jbienj Fin. 

The words la, beba, bien and fin are spelled conventionally. 
Mamci is very close to convention, as it is only missing the 
accent mark over the final £• In the words Amanda spelled 
unconventionally she used the syllabic hypothesis for some 
(cs for con su) and an alphabetic hypothesis for others 
(Secoto for se encontrd). Amanda's representation of Se 
encontrd as Secoto is close to the way it is articulated. 
Amanda heard one syllable in uniting one word with the 
beginning of another (Se encontrd became Seen- con-trd).
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She heard and represented three syllables rather than the 
conventional four.

Amanda also showed a growing understanding of 
punctuation marks. She demonstrated knowledge of the use of 
exclamation marks to denote emotion, as she used one when the 
giraffe finds her mother. In the Spanish language 
exclamation marks are placed both at the beginning and end of 
a sentence. When she wrote bien (good) Amanda used her 
knowledge and placed exclamation marks where appropriate, 
although one is unconventional.

In the final published version (Figure 5.11), her story 
was expanded. Through the revision process two additional 
characters were added: the hyena and the tiger. Dialogue was 
added as well: "iQuieres ser mi mami.?" (Do you want to be my 
mother?), is asked by the giraffe. The animals respond. No 
soy tu mamd (I am not your mother) . On the final page, when 
the giraffe finds her mother, Amanda also made revisions. 
Instead of bien, she wrote Se sintid feliz (She felt happy), 
an ending more similar to the endings in the stories she read 
at home and school.

The story was written during a time when the class was 
studying animals as part of their thematic studies. As 
mentioned earlier, one of Amanda's favorite stories 
throughout the whole year was The Lion King (both in movie 
and as a book) . Thus, it is not surprising that her story is
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on an animal theme, and that some of its characters are 
jungle animals, in particular those present in The Lion King: 
the lion and the hyena.

This story has many similarities to stories read in the 
room. It has a repetitive, predictable text like many of 
stories read in class, particularly during shared reading 
with big books and with multiple copies.

Both as a reader and as a writer Amanda had a personal- 
emotional involvement with the texts she read and with those 
she wrote. In reading, Amanda entered the world of the text. 
In writing, the text entered Amanda's life. Amanda 
demonstrated the embeddedness of literacy in her social
emotional life.
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CHAPTER 6 
JOSE JUAN

Jos6 Juan as a Person
Jos6 Juan was a five year old who lived with his mother 

and his 11-year-old sister. His parents divorced when he was 
a baby and he has never lived with his father, who lives in 
the United States. According to his mother, Josd Juan's 
father visited him when he was a baby, and recently, at the 
age of five. Since the last visit Josd Juan maintained a 
relationship with his father through phone calls.

Josd Juan was very attached to his mother and his 
sister. According to his mother Josd Juan “es loco con su 
hermana" (is crazy about his sister). Both his mother and 
sister were attentive to Josd Juan. They both helped him 
with his needs and celebrated his successes.

When I interviewed Jos6 Juan's mother, I visited their 
home in an apartment complex. Besides Josd Juan and his 
sister, there were other relatives in the home who came to 
visit. During the interview we were surrounded by Jose 
Juan's grandmother, a great aunt, his aunt and a cousin. The 
close relationship in this family was clearly evident during 
my short visit.

Since there were so many adults and youngsters in Jos6 
Juan's daily life, it was not surprising that he acted older
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than his age. He carried on conversations with ease and 
spoke to his relatives like an equal. "El habla como un 

viejo" (He speaks like an elder), said his mother.
Jos4 Juan was one of the oldest in his class. Indeed he 

was more mature than many children in his classroom. Jos6 
Juan displayed great knowledge of the world around him. He 
was very aware of conflicts and issues that were sometimes 
kept from children. He spoke about different topics, some 
were personal experiences while others were broader, such as 
news events and social issues affecting Puerto Rico.

His mother described Josd Juan's character as "un poco 
fuerte" (a bit strong). "El es bien dominante" (He is very 
strong willed), continued his mother. Having such a strong 
character caused Jos4 Juan to get into some trouble at 
school. His mother said, "La maestra me dice gue dl es bien 

bueno, pero gue 41 no sigue instrucciones" (The teacher tells 
me that he is very good, but that he does not follow 
instructions). I observed many instances in which JosA Juan 
did not want to do what he was expected to do in school, 
particularly at the beginning of the school year. As the 
year progressed JosA Juan gradually shifted from unaccepted 
behavior to behavior that was more expected.

Jos A Juan was a very sociable child. He was friendly 
and witty. He greeted his friends when he arrived at school, 
as well as the adults in the classroom. His aunt commented.
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"Lo gue icicis me gusta de 61 es gue ese nene tiene siempre como 

una alegria” (What I like the most about him is that this boy 
is always happy).

Besides enjoying basketball, Jos4 Juan was highly 
interested in popular media. He liked to listen to music, in 
particular, reggae. He also enjoyed movies and television. 
Jos6 Juan loved action heroes and supernintendo. He enjoyed 
watching cartoons, and indicated that alos muneguitos" 

(cartoons) were his favorite television shows. He shared his 
experiences, interest and knowledge of popular media with the 
class during both whole group and casual conversations.

Participating in conversations was something Jos6 Juan 
highly enjoyed. He was "parlanchin" (talkative). In his 
self-evaluation during the month of September, Jos6 Juan 
indicated that he liked to participate in class 
conversations. Later during the year, in another self- 
evaluation (in March), he said that talking was *lo mds gue 
me gusta" (what I like the most).

According to Laura, Jos4 Juan's oral expression was his 
fort4. In Laura's observation record during the months of 
August and September, she wrote, "Aporta mucho durante las 

conversaciones de grupo. Tiene buen vocabulario y  lo 

adguiere con facilidad. Puede emitir juicios, llegar a 

conclusiones y hacer inferencias. Hace excelentes 

conexiones" (Contributes a lot during group conversations.
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Has good vocabulary and acquires it with ease. Can make 
judgements, come to conclusions and make inferences. He 
makes excellent connections).

Jos4 Juan was well known for his use of idioms and 
metaphors. On one occasion while talking to Ileana (student 
teacher), he described his classmates' interest in the 
carpentry table earlier during the year. He said, "Esos 

nines son como hormigas al bizcocho" (Those children are like 
ants over cake) . On a day in which the children were not 
required to wear a uniform Josd Juan was wearing red and 
green clothes. When Arturo (research assistant) complimented 
him, Josd Juan commented, "Parezco un £rbol de Navidad" (I 
look like a Christmas tree) as he walked away smiling.

Jos6 Juan had a great sense of humor. A dramatic style 
complimented this sense of humor and his ability with 
language. He loved to act, he liked to take on roles, 
especially if these fit his flirtateous character. For 
instance, his favorite story was La Bella Durmiente (The 
Sleeping Beauty). "Porque hay un prlncipe" (Because there is 
a prince), he said as he took on the role of a prince.

Friends were very important to Jos6 Juan. Since the 
beginning of the school year Josd Juan talked about his best 
friend, Andres, a child from his Head Start classroom.
Despite the fact that Andrds had moved from Puerto Rico to
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the United States, he and Josd Juan keep in contact (this 
will be addressed later in this chapter).

Josd Juan's Experiences with Literacy 
Prior to Kindergarten

Josd Juan attended a Head Start preschool prior to 
Kindergarten. In an interview that Laura conducted prior to 
the beginning of the school year, Josd Juan indicated that 
his preschool teacher alee cuando puede* (reads when she is 
able to). Reading was infrequent in his preschool, not a 
priority, relegated for when there was enough time left over 
from other experiences.

According to Josd Juan's mother, "Le ponian pellculas y  

cassettes de musica" (They played movies and music 
cassettes). She also indicated that “lo mds gue le 
enfatizaban eran giras, jueguitos y cosas as£ . . . letras, 

los colores bdsicos, el abecedario y las vocales" (what they 
emphasized the most was trips, toys, and things like that 
. . . letters, basic colors, the alphabet and the vowels).

Josd Juan described his preschool "como si fuera un 
cuido, me ensenaban, era como una escuela" (like a day care, 
they taught me, it was like a school). He indicated that he 
was taught to create from recycled materials and to play 
music. According to Josd Juan, at his preschool he was given
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homework that consisted of "papeles para cortar" (papers to 
cut), which he cut “virado” (crooked)„ In response to 
whether reading or writing took place in preschool, Josd Juan 
indicated, "No mucho, pero ellos me declan las letras" (Not 
much, but they told me the letters).

Reading and writing took place at home. Josd Juan had 
many opportunities to observe his mother and his sister 
participating in literacy events as well as to be a part of 
such events. Karla, his sister, and his mom read to him when 
he requested to be read to. Sometimes they read to him at 
home, while other times they read at his grandmother's house.

Josd Juan chose the books he was read. His preferences 
were "libros de muhequitos" (cartoon books) . His mother 
indicated that he liked to be read to, and while a book was 
being read, he "escucha y  comenta" (listens and comments). 
Josd Juan also enjoyed browsing through books on his own. 
According to his mother, while he looked at books he "estd 
bien atento" (is very attentive).

At home Josd Juan wrote "cartas y  dibujos" (letters and 
drawings). He wrote letters to a friend who lived outside of 
Puerto Rico. Drawing was something he did frequently by 
himself or with his sister. Both Josd Juan and his sister 
loved to draw. In his own words, "Dibujar me gusta 

muchxsimo" (I like drawing a lot).
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Jos6 Juan and his mother shared the same goal for him 
during the school year. When asked what he wanted to learn 
in school, Josd Juan responded, aa leer y  escribir" (to read 
and write). In a questionnaire, in response to what she 
wanted her child to learn throughout the year, his mother 
wrote, "a leer y  a escribir" (to read and write).

Josd Juan as a Reader in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Reading and about Himself 

as a Reader
Jos4 Juan began kindergarten believing he was not a 

reader. In an interview with Laura prior to the beginning of 
the school year, he indicated that he ould not read, but he 
let her know that he wanted to learn, "quiero aprender".

According to Jos4 Juan people read "para que los nines 
aprendan" (so that children learn) . He believed that his 
mother and his sister read to him so that he eventually could 
learn to read on his own.

Reading for Jos4 Juan was "ver las letras" (seeing the 
letters). He believed that he would learn to read 
"explicando las letras" (explaining the letters) and that his 
teacher would have to teach him. He believed that it would 
be easy to learn to read because, as he explained his sister 
"aprendid bien rdpido" (learned very quickly).
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While his mother read to him, Jos4 Juan said he "escucho 
y  veo lo gue ella lee” (listens and looks at what she reads) . 
He focused on *los dibujos gue hay en el libro* (the drawings 
that are in the book) „ Looking at the pictures when he was 
browsing through a book on his own was something he highly 
enj oyed.

During the first interview that I conducted, I handed 
Jos6 Juan a wordless picture book and asked him whether he 
could read it. Jos6 Juan looked at the illustrations and 
began to tell the story:

Esto es de. . . . una casa gueeeeee un nino y  la mami., 
una flor sec- muere, un ratdn, un hamster se estd 
muriendo, el nino estd corriendo, ya estd el hamster 
muriSndose, el hamster murid, iba a buscar el nino, lo 
cogid, el nino y  era de noche y se lo puso en la cabeza. 
Y se (inaudible)

This is about . . .  a house thaaaat a boy and the 
mother, a flower, dies, a rat, a hamster is dying, the 
boy is running, the hamster is already dying, the 
hamster died, was going to look for the boy, he picked 
it up, the boy, and it was night time, and he put it on 
his head. And he (inaudible).

When he finished, I asked, me leiste ese cuento o me lo

contaste?" (Did you read me the story or did you tell it to 
me?). Josd Juan responded, “Te lo lei" (I read it to you). 
When I asked him to show me what he had read, Jos6 Juan 
showed different pages of the book he had just "read".
He had read the illustrations, without any attention to 
whether there was any print.
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Entering the Text: Personal and Social Connections
Jos6 Juan brought personal experiences into reading 

events. During the reading of the book El libro de los 
cerdos (Piggybook) (Browne, 1991), the children became 
interested in the illustrations. They attended to the many 
artifacts with pig motifs that are illustrated in the book. 
Roberto commented, “Mira, un vacito qua era nariz" (Look, a 
little cup that was a nose) as he points to a cup with a pig 
nose. Jos6 Juan clarified, “Eso as un vajilla de cerdos. Mi 

titi tiene, le gustan los lechoncitos [colecciona figuras de 

cerdos]" (That is a pig tableware. My auntie has some, she 
likes little pigs [collects pig figurines]).

In the story, the mother, tired of doing all the 
housework, abandons the home, making everybody in the family 
work to get the chores done. When mother comes back she 
rests while the others work. Some children found this to be 
unfair on the part of the mother. Jos4 Juan, however, 
disagreed, "Si es justo, porque la trataban como una 

sirvienta" (Yes, it is fair, because they treated her like a 
maid). Laura asked him why he felt she had been treated like 
a maid, to what Jos6 Juan responded in disgust, “Porque tiene 

que lavar, cocinar y  hacer todo" (Because she has to do the 
laundry, cook, and do everything).

Jos6 Juan responded critically to the text. He made 
connections between concrete experiences and books.
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Furthermore, he identified with and considered the internal 
reactions of characters. Josd Juan came to conclusions and 
made inferences based on the story text.

The conversation continued as Jos4 Juan suggested,
“Ahora ella puede sentarse a ver televisidn porque estuvo 

trabajando por un ano" (Now she can sit and watch TV because 
she had been working for a year), Diana sarcastically 
commented, "Oye, qu6 cdmoda. Ella ahl viendo televisidn bien 

cdmoda" (Hey, how comfortable. She is there watching 
television, very comfortable). Jos6 Juan reacted angrily, 
"Porque ella estuvo trabajando por [un] ano completo"

(Because she had been working for a whole year).
Josd Juan reconstructed the plot in a way that was 

meaningful to him. He extended his rationale by identifying 
the problem and commenting on what he believed the mother 
should do:

Yo pienso que el problema es que ellos no hacian na 
mientras su mamd trabajaba. . . . Cuando el papd y  los 
ninos comen papa y  galletas y se quitan los zapatos 
dejan todo regao y  tirao. . . .  Yo creo que ella ahora 
que estd tranquila en el silldn pues deberla dejar todo 
regao para que ellos sientan como ella se sentla.

I think that the problem is that they didn't do anything 
while their mother worked. . . . When the father and the 
children eat potato and crackers and they take their 
shoes off they leave everything scattered (messy).
. . . I think that now that she is calm in the chair 
well she should leave everything scattered (mess) so 
that they feel the way she felt. '
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Jos4 Juan was able to take the perspective of others 
(Lehr, 1991). In this case, he took the perspective of the 
protagonist of the story. He developed an in-depth analysis 
of the conflict present in the story. Furthermore, he had a 
sense of justice suggesting a solution that he believed was 
fair. Letting the other characters experience what the 
mother had experienced was his way of bringing equity into 
the plot.

After such a passionate discussion, Jos6 Juan wanted to 
make sure that everyone knew that at home, the case was 
different, he did participate in household chores, “En mi 

casa hay una puerta de cristal agarrado de una maderita y  yo 

agarro un liquido . . . para limpiar los cristales" (At home 
there is a glass door attached to a little piece of wood and 
I grab a liquid . . .to clean the glass).,

Jos6 Juan had been very involved both during the reading 
and discussion of the story. Coincidentially, I interviewed 
him on the same day. Jos4 Juan spontaneously did a retelling 
during the interview:

Es de una familia gue no ayudaba, as! como unos vagos, 
asi gue no trabajaban ni le ayudaban y  la mamd tenia gue 
hacer todo. Y este, una vez la mamd se fue de la casa y  
le dejd un papelito y ellos eran unos cerdos, y  era 
verdad y  ellos tenian unas mdscaras de humano, despuds 
ella volvid, entonces ellos tenian gue trabajar y  la 
mamd hacia lo gue ellos hacian. De lo gue hacia . . . 
el papd fregaba, los hi jos tendian su cama. [La mamd] f 
como ella es buena reparaba el coche, o sea, el carro.
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It's about a family that doesn't help, they were like 
lazy, so they didn't work nor help, and the mother had 
to do everything. And once the mother left the house 
and left them a paper and they were pigs, and it was 
true and they had human masks, then she came back and 
then they had to work and the mother did what they used 
to do. From what she used to do . . . the father washed 
the dishes, the children made their beds. [The mother] 
since she was good, she repaired the cache, in other 
words, the car.

This had definitely been a significant text for Jos# 
Juan. He had woven a rich interpretation into the retelling. 
During both the discussion and the retelling, Jos# Juan moved 
beyond the personal to broader social issues such as gender 
and family equity.

Attending to Language
Jos# Juan attended to many aspects of language. He paid 

close attention to language in books. In his retelling of El 
libra de las cerdos (Browne, 1991), he made sure he clarified 
his use of the term cache. This term is used in the text. 
However, Jos# Juan was well aware that it is not a term 
commonly used in Puerto Rican Spanish. Thus, he provided a 
synonym: carro.

On another occasion, during a read-aloud Jos# Juan 
noticed the word trateis in the text {No me trateis mal) . He 
knew that this is not a verb form used in Puerto Rican 
Spanish. It is used in Spain, where the book was published. 
He commented, *;Ah! Es americano porque dice trateis mal.
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Es como el rapero gue es como americano . . . porque dice 
trateis y  yo conozco un rapero gue dice as!" (Oh! He's 
American because he says trateis mal. He's like the rapper 
who is, like American „ . . because he says trateis and I 
know a rapper who says that),

Jos6 Juan's comment was in reference to a Latin rapper 
from the United States who uses the word trateis in one of 
his raps. Jos6 Juan was aware that trateis is not a term 
used in Puerto Rico, thus he identified it as a foreign word. 
Since the foreign country most known to Puerto Rican children 
is the United States and the rapper is from the United 
States, he concluded that the character in the book must have 
been American as well.

Dramatizing Favorite Texts 
Jos6 Juan enjoyed dramatizing favorite stories and 

poems. After reading the poem Aleare ravo de sol (Happy Sun 
Ray) (Ferndndez Juncos, 1958), the children dramatized it in 
the classroom. Jos6 Juan (JJ) along with his friend Diana 
(D) volunteered to represent the sun, and the child who spoke 
to the sun, respectively. Jos4 Juan and Diana recreated the 
text. Jos6 Juan's voice shifted from that of the five year 
old to that of the sun:

D: cTu siempre duermes?
JJ; No, estoy velando a los nihos.
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D: iPor gu6?
JJ: Estoy ddndole calor y animacidn al mundo.

D: Do you always sleep?
JJ: No, I am watching the children.
D: Why?
JJ: I am giving warmth and animation to the world.

In an interview I conducted in March, I asked Jos4 Juan 
to tell me about what had taken place in school during the 
months I had been absent. With much excitement, he told me 
about a dramatization in which he participated:

JJ: . . . Una vez dramatizamos La Cucarachita Martina.
Yo tuve qua hacer el perro.

RS: El perro, &c6mo haera el perro en esa
dramatizacidn?

JJ: Tenia que ladrar y hablar.
RS: Cu6ntame c6mo hacia, yo no estuve aqui, no se.
JJ: Yo ladraba y  decia "Cucarachita, qu4 bonita estds.

tQuieres casarte conmigo?” Asi decia.
RS: cCdmo ladrabas?
JJ: "Ju, ju". Era un perrito ddlmata.

JJ: . . .  One time we dramatized La Cucarachita
Martina. I was the dog

RS: The dog. What did the dog do in that
dramatization?

JJ: He had to bark and talk.
RS: Tell me what he did, I wasn't here. I don't know.
JJ: I barked and said: "Cucarachita, you look so

pretty. Do you want to marry me?" That's what I 
said.

RS: How did you bark?
JJ: Ruf, ruf. It was a Dalmatian.

After reading the story La Mariouita Malhumorada (Carle, 
1992), a small group of children that included Jos6 Juan, 
worked with Laura and Ibelis (IB), a university student. The 
children were asked to consider changes they would make to
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children were asked to consider changes they would make to 
the story. A large paper was used to record the children's 
suggestions. The following suggestions were offered:

AK: Que vaya con cada uno de los amiguitos
RO: Que le pida perddn a la otra mariquita y  comparta
JJ: Que comiera de la otra mat a y  as£ no se pelearan
AK: Que la mariquita malhumorada fuera a donde los

que se peled y le pida perddn

AK: To go with each one of the friends
RO: That she ask the other ladybug for forgiveness and

share
JJ: That she eat from the other plant and that way they

won't fight
AK: That the grouchy ladybug go to the ones that she

fought with and ask them for forgiveness
As the suggestions continued to flourish, Josd Juan said 

something to Laura in her ear, which she asked him to share
with the group. And so, he shared his idea:

JJ: Poner primero lo que dijo la Mariquita Malhumorada
y  lo que le contestd los otros animales.

RO: Que fuera a donde la otra mata y  le pida perddn y
compart an los dfidos.

JJ: Y le pida perddn a la Mariquita Simpdtica

JJ: First put what the grouchy ladybug said and what
the other animals answered.

RO: To go to the other plant, and ask her for
forgiveness and share the aphids 

JJ: And ask the friendly ladybug for forgiveness
Josd Juan suggested a shift in narrative style. He was
suggesting a possible dialogue. Laura responded by naming
what Josd Juan suggested, “Ahi podemos poner un didlogo" (We
could place a dialogue there).
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Jos4 Juan gave the specific dialogue he believed should 
be a part of the new text:

JJ: Estd bien, tu cage este dfido y yo cojo este otro
dfido

IB: Pero lo gue dice aqui es Mariguita Simp&tica
perddname

L: Si, pero escribe eso y  despuSs lo gue JosS Juan
dice.

IB: cQud fue lo gue tu dijiste JosS Juan?
JJ: Tu cojes una hoja y  yo la otra
L: Yo le anadiria algo como para cerrar el cuento
JJ: Mariguita Simpdtica diria “seremos ami gas”

Mariquita Malhumorada: "Si, para siempre" 
cviste? ese final estuvo chulo.

IB: La Mariguita Malhumorada dijo “seremos amigas"
JJ: ;No! Mariguita Simpdtica: seremos amigas y

Mariguita Malhumorada: si para siempre.
Maestra, yo tengo una idea gue la Mariguita 
Malhumorada diga si para siempre, si para siempre, 
seremos amigas, si para siempre.

L: Si, amigas para siempre.
JJ: Amigas para siempre

JJ: All right, you take one aphid and I take this other
aphid

IB: But what it says here is "friendly lady bug, forgive
me" ,

L : Yes, but write that and then what Josd Juan says.
IB: What did you say Jos<§ Juan?
JJ: You take one leaf and I'll take the other one.
L: I would add something, like, to finish the story.
JJ: The friendly ladybug would say "We'll be friends",

the grouchy ladybug, "Yes, for ever"
Did you see? That ending was cool.

IB: The grouchy ladybug said "We'll be friends"
JJ: No! The friendly ladybug "We'll be friends", and

the grouchy ladybug, "Yes, for ever"
Teacher, I have an idea, for the grouchy ladybug to 
say, "Yes for ever, yes, for ever, we'll be 
friends, yes, for ever.
Yes, friends for ever 
Friends for ever

L:
JJ:
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Reading for Meaning
Jos4 Juan was reading La rosa hermosa (The Beautiful 

Rose) (Cowley, 1987) with a small group of classmates. He 
read Senor Arturo for Senor Singh. Jos4 Juan knew that the 
text did not read Arturo, however, he wanted to make a point 
and did: “Yo digo qua 6se senor se parece a Arturo” (I say 
that that man looks like Arturo [indirect reference to 
Arturo, the research assistant, with whom, as mentioned 
earlier, Jos4 Juan developed a close relationship]).

AS he read the story La rosa hermosa. Jos6 Juan made 
some high quality miscues (Goodman, Y., Watson & Burke,
1987), which did not alter the meaning of the story. Table 
6.1 compares the expected responses to Jos6 Juan's reading of 
the text.

Table 6.1
Jos4 Juan's Miscues 

TEXT
(expected response) 

;Qu6 deliciosa!

(How delicious!) 

patio (yard) 

arrancd (pulled out)

READER
(observed response) 

iQuS deliciosa se ve!

(How delicious it looks!) 

jardin (garden) 

cortd (cut)

tal vez (maybe) quiz&s (maybe)
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As evidenced by the miscues produced by Josd Juan, he 
was meaning driven as he read. He substituted words and 
phrases in the text for words or phrases that were more 
significant for him. In fact, he used more complete sentence 
forms than the book. In all his substitutions the meaning 
was maintained, resulting in high quality miscues. After 
all, reading is about making meaning not about word for word 
accuracy (Goodman, K., 1994).

A Socially Constructed View of Reading 
Despite the fact that Josd Juan was meaning driven 

meaning when he was reading a story, he shared a view of 
reading that focused on graphophonic relationships.
Reflecting on how he had learned to read, Josd Juan 
explained: ,

La maestra me dice las letras. Yo aprendl a leer, td 
sabes gue yo aprendi las letras, yo las voy mencionando, 
cosa gue cimara empieza con ca yo digo ca-ma-ra, cdmara. 
. . . Si es un lobo, pues lllo-b-o, y  asi voy 
aprendiendo.

The teacher tells me the letters. I learned how to 
read, you know that I learned the letters, I mention 
them, like if camera starts with ca I say ca^me-ra, 
camera. . . . If it is wolf, well wooo-l-f, and that's 
how I learn.

Josd Juan's stated view about reading was reading 
letters, in other words, sounding out letters. This view of 
reading, while contrary to the reality of him as a reader.
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was in tune with the dominant view of reading in Puerto Rico. 
Despite the fact that in his classroom the focus of 
instruction was not on isolated letters, Josd Juan had 
socially constructed a sound/symbol view of reading (Harste & 
Burke, 1977). After all, literacy is not learned in a 
vacuum. Children learn to read within a broad social 
context, one that goes beyond the classroom walls. Their 
beliefs about literacy are constructed not only from their 
direct experiences, but from the beliefs and perspectives of 
those around them, including their parents and the society at 
large.

Josd Juan as a Writer in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Writing and about Himself 

as a Writer
Jos6 Juan began the school year believing he was a 

writer contrary to his view of himself as non-reader. During 
an interview conducted by Laura prior to the beginning of the 
school year, she asked him whether he could write. Jos6 Juan 
he responded, "Si, s61o s6 escribir mi nombre" (Yes, I can 
only write my name). He later wrote four letters [see Figure 
6.1]. When asked whether he could read or identify what he 
had written, Jos6 Juan identified his written text as 
"letras" (letters).
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Figure 6.1. Jos6 Juan's initial writing sample.

jos6 Juan's mother indicated in a questionnaire handed 
to her by Laura prior to the beginning of the school year, 
that at home he wrote "cartas y dibujos" (letters and 
drawings). She also indicated that he wrote his name.
In regards to both reading and writing, his mother indicated 
that Josd Juan "demuestra mucho interds" (demonstrates much 
interest).

During a book handling knowledge interview (Goodman, Y., 
Altwerger & Marek, 1989) Laura asked Josd Juan what is 
necessary to read a book. He responded, “Las manos, la boca 

y  la mente" (The hands, the mouth and the mind) . The hands 
to hold the book, the mouth to voice what is being read, and 
the mind to do the actual reading.

Social Relationships Mediated bv Writing 
Josd Juan had a friend whom he constantly talked about 

and who was the audience for much of his writing. In fact, 
the only name that Josd Juan was able to write at the 
beginning of the schoool year, other than his own was his 
friend's name: Andrds. Andrds was Josd Juan's preschool 
buddy, a very special person in his life. Josd Juan
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frequently shared his fond memories of their friendship. He 
recalled with excitement how they composed songs together in 
preschool:

Yo tocaba mtisica porque habla un £rea, entonces habla un 
amiguito que era AndrSs que cantaba una cancidn ah! de 
un tren, inventd . . .  por los dos. . . . Yo me la 
invents un poco hasta que los dos nos inventamos otra 
cosas y  lo hicimos,

I played music because there was an area, and then there 
was a little friend who was Andrds who sang a song about 
a train, invented . . .  by both of us. . . . 1  invented 
a little bit of it until both of us invented other 
things and we did it.
His excitement shifted into sadness when he remembered

that his friend was no longer close to him. He had recently
moved to Florida. This had caused Josd Juan deep sorrow.
However, Josd Juan had found a way to communicate with him:
through writing. In Josd Juan's words, “Nos vemos por

cartas" (We see each other through letters).
Jos6 Juan had written a birthday letter for his friend

Andris. In this birthday letter Josi Juan had drawn a
birthday cake with the numeral seven representing his
friend's age. He invented Andris' name including the accent.
He told me he was concerned because he had written to Andris
(Figure 6.2), yet he had not recieved mail from him recently.

Yo escribi una carta de siete anos, porque SI tenia seis 
ahos el aHo pasao. Entonces yo le escribi esa carta, 
pero SI me mandd una. Yo le mandS esa pero SI dijo, 
'Mira, JosS Juan no me ha mandao una carta, yo le mandS 
una y  el no me ha mandao'. Y le voy a decir a mami que 
lo llame para decirle, 'AndrSs yo te mandS la carta lo 
que pasa que no la recibi '.
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Figure 6.2. Letter Andres.

I wrote a seven-year-old letter, because he was six 
years old last year. Then I wrote that letter, but he 
sent me one. I sent him that one, but he said, 'Look, 
Josd Juan hasn't sent me a letter, I sent him one and he 
hasn't sent me one'. And I'm going to tell mom to call 
him to let him know, 'Andrds, I sent you a letter what 
happens is the letter, what happens is that I didn't 
receive i f  .

Jose Juan demonstrated an ability to remove himself from 
what he was telling me; to take the perspective of the other. 
He used direct speech as if Andrds were speaking to him, and 
he were speaking back to Andrds.

Ken Goodman (1996) indicates that genres "grow out of 
socio-cultural language uses" (p. 25). Letter and card 
writing was a genre with which Josd Juan was very familiar. 
According to his mother, it was the one genre he wroce at 
home with the help of his mother and sister, who at times
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served as his scribes. Jos4 Juan used letters to maintain 
his relationship with his friend Andr6s. The letters enabled 
Jos6 Juan to "see his friend" at a distance. Throughout the 
year Jos4 Juan continued to use writing letters both at home 
and at school to continue mediating his social relationships 
(Dyson, 1988).

During the interview with Jos# Juan's mother in their 
home, I found out that Jos# Juan had recently received a card 
from Andr#s. His mother commented, "Ayer precisamente le 
llegd una postal y SI estaba llorando. El es bien 
sentimental, si tu vieras la despedida de esos nenes. Eso 
era como para morirse. El lo querla mucho y lo extran.6 
muchlsimo*. (Just yesterday he received a card and he was 
crying. He is very emotional, if you would have seen these 
boys' goodbye. It was to die for. He loved him very much 
and misses him a lot). Jos# Juan further added, “Ruti, 
imaginate si lo extrabo gue hoy hast a llorS por SI, gue me 
puse a ver las fotos de SI y empecS a llorar" (Ruti, imagine 
how much I miss him that today I even cried for him, I was 
looking at his pictures and I began to cry). He then read me 
Andr#s' card.

Jos# Juan developed a close relationship with Arturo, 
the research assistant, who was in the classroom during the 
month of February. When I returned to the classroom in 
March, it was time for Arturo to leave. This upset Jos# Juan
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to the point that he cried. He did not want his new pal 
Arturo to leave. Thus, he was angry at me because he thought 
my return was the cause of Arturo's departure. I tried to 
comfort him with no success at all. Arturo sat down with 
him, and they had a long conversation. In tears, Jos6 Juan 
told Arturo that he was upset because every time he had a 
real good friend, he ended up leaving and that made him very 
sad. He continued telling Arturo about specific instances in 
which this had happened to him, including the case of his 
friend Andris. Arturo comforted him promising he would be 
back to visit (which he did).

After Arturo's visit, Josi Juan wrote him a letter (see 
Figure 6.3). Josi Juan's message was full of feelings of 
love towards his friend Arturo. This letter helped him 
maintain the relationship initiated during the month of 
February.

Table 6.3 demonstrates a comparison between Josi Juan's 
letter. Josi Juan was consistent in the spelling of Arturo. 
He represented the three syllables of Arturo's name with A w 
o. He continued to use the syllabic hypothesis to construct 
the rest of the message. In other words, he used one letter 
to represent a syllable most of the time. He always used the 
letter £ to represent the syllable te. In Spanish the letter 
name for t is equivalent to the pronunciation of the syllable 
and word te. There are some, although very few instances in
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which he used the alphabetic hypothesis. For example, when 
he wrote mu, es, ma, he conventionally represented those 
syllables.

Ficrnre 6.3. Letter to Arturo.
Arturo
Arturo
I love you.
On this day I am very happy.
I wish you a lot of luck.
And I love you more than anybody else.

As in previous research in other Spanish speaking 
countries (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979), the primacy of the 
vowel letters is quite evident in Jos6 Juan's writing.

Earlier during the school year Josd Juan wrote a 
birthday card for Cristina (Figure 6.4). On the card Josd 
Juan drew balloons, and a birthday cake with five candles and 
the numeral five. He wrote his name and copied Cristina's 
name from the board. There is a similarity between this 
birthday card and the one he created earlier for his friend 
Andrds (Figure 6. 2).

4 <4*6



Table 6.2
Invented and Conventional Spelling

Spelling Syllables

Invented A u o
Conventional Ar tu ro

Invented A u o
Conventional Ar tu ro

Invented t i e o
Conventional Te quie ro •

Invented Es t i a e ou e i
Conventional Es te di a es toy fe liz.

Invented t e s o mu a ue t
Conventional Te de se o mu cha suer■ te.

Invented i t  ie o ma e a n  e
Conventional y te quie :ro mis que a na die.

Figure 6.4. Birthday card for Cristina.
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During the month of April, Jos£ Juan made an Easter card 
for Laura (Figure 6.5). In this card there is evidence of 
his moving towards an alphabetic hypothesis. He represented 
many letter sounds with one symbol or letter. For instance, 
in the case of Laura, he wrote Laua, four out of the five 
letters in her name. In the word feliz, he represented all 
the letters resulting in a spelling close to convention. In 
general, his invented spelling was now (April) closer to 
convention than it was in his earlier writing, making it 
easier for others to read.

h\A<?S«+|u

Figure 6.5. Easter card for Laura.

Writing as a Response to Literature

When I interviewed Jos£ Juan in March in regards to
writing he indicated that “lo mds fdcil para ml es dibujar
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eso es lo m£s f&cil" (the easiest thing for me is to draw, 
that is what is easiest). Drawing was something he enjoyed 
doing, both at home and at school. In his first literature 
log entry, after reading Sov un nino (I am a Boy) (Balzola, 
1986) as part of the class study on the development of a 
baby, Josd Juan illustrated the nine months of development 
inside the womb (Figure 6.6). He put much effort into this 
drawing, attempting to get at details. As requested by his 
teacher, he added the date, specifically the year, 1994) to 
his drawing.

Figure 6.6. Literature log entry. Soy un nifto.

During the course of the year Jose Juan wrote in his 
literature log as a response to some of the read-alouds 
shared in class. Figure 6.7 illustrates five log entries 
that were created by Josd Juan from October through February.
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Jos£ Juan always drew in his literature log. He used 
different strategies to incorporate writing into his 
productions. Sometimes he copied from an adult produced 
text, from the chalkboard or from a book. At other times he 
dictated using an adult as a scribe, yet in other instances, 
he invented his own spelling. In reality, Josd Juan used a 
combination of these three strategies. For instance, in

H 4 '
%
3
Ln

d

Figure 6.7. Literature log entries.
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October (Figure 6.7a) while an adult wrote the title of the 
story and the date, Josd Juan copied the word gato (cat) 
playing with the font to produce a scary effect. In November 
(Figure 6.7b) the title of the story was dictated by Jos6 
Juan and written by an adult. In January (Figure 6.7c) he 
copied the title of the story, adding an invented accent 
(pudo), and the numeral 30 to represent the date.

In February (Figure 6.7d) for the first time Jos4 Juan 
took a risk at inventing spelling. Until then he preferred 
to either copy the written text he wanted to incorporate into 
his drawings, or use an adult as a scribe for what he wanted 
to write. In February Jos6 Juan's written text was a 
combination of copying and inventing. He copied the title 
and the date from the board. He added a sentence as a 
descriptor of his illustration: Cuano Pinocho bailo (When 
Pinocchio danced). His inventions of cuando and baild were 
very close to conventional spelling.

Storv Writing
During a self-evaluation interview in March, Jos6 Juan 

realized that he had very few pieces of work in his writing 
portfolio. This apparent discovery pushed Jos4 Juan into 
getting more involved with writing, in particular writing 
stories. Laura explained his sudden change:
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Ya p a r a  el m e s  de m a r z o  61 empezd a e s c r i b i r , a e s c r i b i r  
cosas gue se p o d l a n  leer. [Le] da un p o c o  de trabajo, 
p e r o  se lanzd. Como gue ha h a b i d o  un cambio d r d stico 
p a r a  los m e ses de febrero a marzo. Ha si do bast ante  
g r a n d e  el cambio en 61.

For the month of March he began to write, to write 
things that one could read. It is hard for him, but he 
[ . . . ] .  It seems like there has been a drastic change 
for the months of February to March. The change has 
been really big in him.

In an interview Josd Juan told me about a story he had 
written which he had titled: El botdn erne tenia forma de 

corazdn (The heart-shaped button) (Figure 6.8). He described 
the story, “Del botdn, los dos eran redondos, p e r o  uno era 

con forma de corazdn. (About the button, both were round, but 
one was heart shaped).

Figure 6.8. Story: El botdn que tenia forma de corazdn.

In constructing this story Josd Juan demonstrated his 
knowledge of the genre. He used story language such as 
beginning the story with Una vez (Once upon a time) . He also

^  a/,
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incorporated dialogue elements into the text, including 
expressions such as exclamd (exclaimed).

Once again the primacy of vowels is evident in his 
invented spelling. Table 6.3 illustrates a comparison between

Table 6.3
Spelling Hypothesis

Conventional
Spelling

Invented
Spelling

Hypothesis Used

pa-pd i a " a

Syllabic

u-na u-a Syllabic

vez bs Alphabetic

te-ni-a t-i-a Syllabic

au-tor aw-o Syllabic/alphabetic

di-jo i-o Syllabic

bo-tdn b-o
b-m

Syllabic
syllabic

for-ma o-a
fo-a
fo-m
fo-ma

syllabic
syllabic/alphabetic
syllabic/alphabetic
alphabetic

tie-ne e-ne
ie-ne

syllabic/alphabetic
syllabic/alphabetic

co-ra-z6n O—cl—O
o-a-so
o-a-sn

syllabic
syllabic/alphabetic
syllabic/alphabetic
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Jos6 Juan's invented spelling and the conventional spelling 
of some words he used in his story. It also provides 
information related to the hypothesis that Jos6 Juan used in 
his invented spelling. As evidenced in the table, the 
syllabic hypothesis is prevalent in his writing. In some 
instances a syllabic and an alphabetic hypothesis are 
combined. In the case of a monosyllabic word (vez), Jos6 Juan 
used an alphabetic hypothesis representing both the beginning 
and final letter sounds. He consistently uses the s to 
represent the /s/ sound, and the h to represent /b/ sound.

Authoring Brings Reading and Writing Together
Reading is part of the composition process. Sulzby and 

Teale (1985) indicate that "producing a written message 
brings together reading and writing processes" (p. 5). And 
in fact, this is what happened for Jos6 Juan. After all 
"reading and writing are not separate in the child's 
learning, nor do they develop sequentially. Instead, the two 
processes are mutually supportive . . . "  (Sulzby & Teale,
1985, p. 11).

As he wrote, Jos6 Juan whispered to himself; he voiced 
what he was writing as he was producing his text. After 
writing the story, Jos6 Juan tried to read it to me and found 
it to be very laborious. Rather than attending to meaning 
and telling me the story, he focused on graphophonic
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relationships. He insisted on sounding out every letter
resulting in utterances that even he was unable to
understand. This was quite frustrating for him.

Jos4 Juan later tried to explain what happened, "No pude

leerlo, porque cuando voy escribiendo es qua s6 leerlo" (I
couldn't read it, because when I am writing, that's when I am
able to read it). He continues, . . Es qua no entiendo lo
qua escribi. Cuando iba escribiendo entonces lo iba

entendiendo (It's that I don't understand what I wrote. When
I was writing it, then I was understanding it).

He indicated that as he was writing, it was easier for
him to read what he was writing, "Porque voy escribiendo las

letras, sondndolas. Entonces voy sondndolas y  voy sabiendo

qu.6 voy escribiendo" (Because I am writing the letters,
sounding them out. Then, as I am sounding, out the letters I
know what I am writing) . I continued to inquire and asked
him. why he thought it was so difficult for him to reread the
text he had just written. He responded:

Porque no estoy sonando las letras, se me hace dificil. 
Cuando estaba escribiendo se me hacia fdcil, porque 
cuando fcii escribes se te hace fdcil le- este hablarlo. 
Cuando vas viendo las letras, se te hace fdcil. A ml se 
me hace dificil ahora.

Because I am not sounding out the letters, it is hard 
for me. When I was writing it was easy for me, because 
when you are writing, it is easy to re- mm say it. When 
you are seeing letters, it is easy. For me it is 
difficult now.
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Many children cannot read what they- write. Sulzby,
Teale and Kamberelis (1989) indicate that "even when children 
produce readable invented spelling they do not always read 
conventionally from it" (p. 72). Such was the case of Josd 
Juan. in trying to read what he had written, his attention 
was exclusively on letter sound relationships. Thus, when he 
was going to read he could not attend to meaning.

Harste, Woodward and Burke (1984) found that older 
children frequently used graphophonemic cueing system because 
they were aware of the connections between letters and 
sounds. They found five-year-old children to abandon their 
meaning focus for a graphophonic focus as a result of 
schooling experiences and of their own concerns at the time. 
Ferreiro and Teberosky (1979) also found older children who 
encountered conflicts between deciphering and meaning. In 
such cases they have found a primacy of deciphering.

When Josd Juan was reading his own produced text, the 
graphophonic cueing system seemed to overpower the semantic 
cueing system, resulting in inefficient reading. This was 
not the case of his reading of patterned text created by 
other authors, when he was driven by meaning. Thus, Jos6 
Juan held two hypotheses simultaneously. Depending on what 
he was reading he was guided by a different cueing system. 
When he read texts produced by others, he focused more on the 
meaning or semantic cueing system. When he read his own
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texts, however, he attended to letter-sound relationships, in 
other words, to the graphophonic cueing system.

The Influence of Popular Media
When I interviewed Josd Juan during the month of March 

he announced with great excitement, “Yo estoy escribiendo un 

libro gue estd chulo, es del bizcocho que cogid vida" (I am 
writing a book that is 'neat', it's about the cake that came 
to life). He had been writing this story as part of a class 
experience in which children were to edit and revise their 
stories for final publications (see Chapter 4).
Unfortuhately, the draft for El bizcocho crue coaid vida (The 
Cake That Came to Life) got misplaced and no one could find 
it at home or at school.

In an interview in April as we were recalling the 
different stories he had written, I mentioned El bizcocho crue 
coaid vida. to what Jos6 Juan responded with evident 
disappointment, "El del bizcocho que cogid vida. [Mu]chacho 

me estaba quedando bonito. Me estaba quedando chdvere, yo 

estaba terminando" (The one about the cake that came to life. 
Boy it was turning out nice. It was turning out well, I was 
almost done). He then briefly told me the plot of the story, 
"Era de un bizcocho, que un cerditq llegd a su casa y  dijo 

'cquidn estd ahi?' Fue el bizcocho, el bizcocho que cogid 

vida. Hasta ahi lo dejd" (It was about a cake, that a pig
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arrived at his house and said 'Who is there? It was the 
cake, the cake that came to life. That's where I left it).

Ironically, El bizcocho cme cocrid vida. (Figure 6.9) was 
found at home in his class portfolio during the month of 
December 1996 as I was writing this chapter.

Figure 6.9. Story: El bizcocho que cogid vida.

Table 6.4 illustrates a comparison between Josd Juan's 
invented spelling and the conventional spelling of his 
produced text. With only two exceptions his written text is 
readable by others without help. Josd Juan used the 
alphabetic hypothesis to construct the majority of his text. 
He only used the syllabic/alphabetic hypothesis in a few 
instances.

On a later ocassion, while sitting in the hallway Josd 
Juan told me a more complex version of the story.

»
0
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Table 6.4
Spelling: Invented and Conventional

Spelling Syllables

Invented el Bi co sho o io i A
Conventional el biz co cho que co gid vi da

Invented Un ser Dio' lleo go A su Ka sa
Conventional Un cer do' lie g6 a su ca sa

Invented i e s no A :ieANo ;exclamd ?
Conventional Y el senor exclamd

Invented ;Ci en es ti a i
Conventional iQui 6n es td ahi?

Invented So i yo
Conventional So y yo.

Invented Co mo pu is t A blAR
Conventional c,C6 mo pu dis te ha blar?

Invented Co ji Bi DA
Conventional co gf vi da

Invented <LCo mo pu dis te A BLAR?
Conventional iC6 mo pu dis te ha blar

Invented So i L Se <as ta o io I A
Conventional so y el Co gid vida

Bueno era gue un cerdito como no cualquiera cerdito. 
Pero 61 llegd a su casa y  el bi- y  alguien le habld, y  
dijo 'iQuidn estd ah!?', entonces dijo el bizcocho gue 
cogio vida. Entonces dijo, entonces dijo el cerdito lo
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botd por un barranco. Entonces, entonces, digo, cerrd, 
lo metid en la nevera, entonces con candaos y  todo y  
entonces 61 se creia gue habla terminado. Pero abrid la 
puerta y  se acostd y  el gavetero dijo 'cdmeme'.
Entonces salid coriendo y le puso seguro a la puerta y  
entonces abrid la nevera. Entonces dijo 'cdmeme' cuando 
ya cerrd la puerta. entonces lo tird por el barranco. 
Entonces 61 vol- 61 vol- se lo tird a los cerdos. 
Entonces 61 salid en la mesa diciendo 'cdmeme' otra vez 
y  siempre hasta que lo tird por un barranco. Entonces 
le cayd encima y estaba pensando gue era un bizcocho 
bien rico. Entonces se comid el bizcocho sin sabdr gue 
como estaba sohando lo comid porgue se creia gue era un 
bizcocho de frosting y se lo comid.

Well, it was about a pig, but not any pig. But he 
arrived at his house and the c-, and someone spoke to 
him, and said 'Who is there?, then said the cake that 
came to life, then said, then said the pig, he threw it 
over a cliff. Then, then, I mean, he closed, he put it 
in the refrigerator, and then with padlocks and all, and 
then he thought he was done. But, he opened the door 
and went to bed, and the dresser said 'Eat me'. Then he 
ran and locked the door. And then, he opened the 
refrigerator and then it said 'Eat me' when he had 
already closed the refrigerator door. Then he threw it 
over a cliff. Then he ca-, he ca- he threw it at the 
pigs. Then it showed up at the table saying 'Eat me' 
again and always until he threw it over a cliff. And 
then he fell on top of it and he was thinking that it 
was a delicious cake. Then he ate the cake without 
knowing that as he was dreaming he ate it because he 
thought it was a frosted cake and he ate it.

Josd Juan was able to identify the sources of his 
stories which were influenced by the popular media. When I 
asked Jos6 Juan where the idea for his story had come from, 
he explained, "Ah, porgue yo vf unos muhecos de Tiny-Toons y  

pens6 en Tiny-Toon y  como dieron un episodic de eso lo hice" 

(Oh, because I saw some Tiny-Toon cartoons and I thought
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about Tiny-Toon. And since they showed an episode about 
that, I did it).

Jos4 Juan gave up trying to find the misplaced draft of 
El hizcocho one coaid vida and he began writing a new story. 
This time it was about a creature from Mars. In Josd Juan's 
words, “De un marciano gue era bueno, gue se queria llevar a 

los ninos para pellizcarlos [a ver] si eran como ellos"

(About a martian who was good, that wanted to take children 
to pinch them [to see] if they were like them). The 
influence of the popular media was evident as he continued, 
“Voy a poner El mundo Mermarc como Alf . . . . Un marciano ah£ 

marrdn gue come gato" (I'm going to put Mermac world like 
Alf. . . .  A brown martian that eats cat).

During a conversation, Josd Juan told me what his story 
El marciano cme no hacia nada (The Martian Who Was Harmless) 
was about:

Que unos ninos, [un] marciano los robd para verificar 
gue hacia en ese mundo, gue 61 no sabia de ese mundo.
Ah! vino un hombre bueno [y] le tird un proyectil. Al 
escapar, el marciano subid a su mundo gue hacia en ese 
mundo, bajd y, digo, le tird uno de sus rayos. El 
proyectil se did cuenta, porgue era un proyectil gue lo 
entrenaron para saber todo. Se cogid la nave, pero la 
nave tenia un protector y se rompid el proyectil. Y no 
hubo ningun remedio aungue solo gue se llevaran a los 
ninos no podian hacer nada. Tiraron diez, cien 
proyectiles. No funcionaron. Se fue con los ninos a su 
mundo. Le dijo al jefe 'Agui tiene los humanos' gue 61 
le pidid. Ahora le pidid mu- todo de un poco: gatos, 
hormigas, ranas, hojas y todo porgue ellos tenian un 
transmisor y  podian ver todo. Cogid todas las cosas. 
Ahora le pidid unos juguetes gue no se los pudo traer. 
Habian refuerzos. El con su nave tambidn se llevd a los
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refuerzos. El es proyector, proyectil. Los colores 
fcird. Ah I todos bajaron los marcianos. Soltaron a los 
ninos, pero en una cdrcel, especial para ellos„ Elios, 
ellos so- entraron a la tienda, pero no le trajeron los 
juguetes gue querian. Asi gue los llevaron a una cdrcel 
igual a los ninos, con los ninos. Le guitaron las 
pistolas a los marcianos para gue no escaparan. Le 
guitaron las pistolas por no traerie lo gue 61 pidid.
. . . La nifla gue atraparon, gue estaba encarcelada, un 
marciano escapd.y los pudo salvar a todos. . . . El, un
marciano gue vino, gue no lo habian encarcelado, gue gue 
lo despidieron pero para gue no me tier on en la red el 
salvd a sus amigos. Y y  se fueron a, y  la niha como los 
marcianos fueron tan buenos tan buenos con ella, ellos 
ellos loooo lo llevaron a su casa y  cada vez gue la mamd 
venia ellos se convirtieron en peluches.

That some children, [a] martian took them to verify what 
was done in that world, that he didn't know about that 
world. There came a good man [and] he shot a missile. 
When he escaped the martian went up to his world, what 
did he do in that world, he came down, I mean, he shot 
one of his rays. The missile noticed it, because it was 
a missile that had been trained to know everything. He 
took the spaceship, but the spaceship had a protector 
and the missile broke. And there was nothing that could 
be done, although, only to take the children, they 
couldn't do anything. They shot ten, a hundred 
missiles. They didn't work. He went, with the children 
to his world. He told his boss, 'Here you have the 
humans', that he had requested. Now he requested a lo- 
a bit of everything: cats, ants, frogs, leaves and 
everything because they had a transmitter and they could 
see everything. He took everything. Now he asked for 
some toys that he couldn't bring. There were 
reinforcements. With his spaceship he also took the 
reinforcements. He is projector, missile. He shot the 
colors. There all the martians came down. They let the 
children go, but to a jail, specially for them. They, 
they so- found the store, but they didn't bring the toys 
that they wanted. So they took them to the jail like 
the children, with the children. They took the guns 
from the martians so that they didn't escape. They took 
the guns away because they didn't bring what he 
requested. . . . The girl that they had trapped, who was 
in incarcerated, a martian escaped and was able to save 
them all. . . . He, a martian that came, that had not 
been incarcerated, that, that he was fired, but. so they 
wouldn't put them on the net, he saved his friends.
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And, and they went to, and the girl, since the martians 
were so good, so good with her they they, toooo took him 
to their house and every time the mother came they 
became plush toys.

Besides being influenced by a television program, as 
mentioned earlier, this story is influenced by some movies. 
Josd Juan explains,

Pues una vez yo vi una pelicula, cTu viste una pelicula 
de, de los marcianos chistosos gue tenian las antenitas 
qua hacia, tu viste la pelicula del robot numero cinco? 
Yo saqud [la idea] de una pelicula gue yo vi hace mucho 
tiempo y  pensd 'Oye, yo puedo hacer esa pelicula' y  me 
salid eso

Well, once I saw a movie. Have you seen the movie about 
the funny martians that had antennas that did, did you 
see the movie about robot number five? I took [the 
idea] from a movie that I saw a long time ago and I 
thought 'Hey, I can make that movie' and this is what I 
came up with.

On another ocassion he told me that his story had been 
influenced by other movies, “ Lo gue pas a es gue vi como una 
pelicula de un marciano verde, pero tambidn vi la de ET"
(what happens is that I saw a movie about a green martian, 
but I also saw one about ET) . Evidently, his story was both 
elaborate and very complex, as it was built from a variety of 
sources from the popular media. His story was an 
intertextual production.

Figure 6.10 depicts Josd Juan's draft of El marciano crue 
no hacia nada. Some of the text can be read by others as it
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was written using an alphabetic hypothesis. Such is the case 
with the first sentence:

e m A L S A o o i o A u n o s N I o s, which reads 
El marciano cogid a unos niHos.

(The martian took some children).

Figure 6.10. Story: El marciano, draft.

Figure 6.11 shows the story after it had been revised 
and edited with adult help.

The Martian
The martian that is harmless
The spaceship picked up the children and destroyed the 
missile.
He took the children. They asked him Who are you?
I am your friend. The End.
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Figure 6.11. Story: El marciano, final version.

The Richness and Complexity of Authoring

If one compares the final written text with the oral 
text produced earlier, one finds that there is a discrepancy 
between them. The written text lacks the richness of the 
oral storytelling. What Jos4 Juan wrote was only a part of
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the story. The oral text, the one produced through talk, was 
much more complex. Dyson (1988) contends that "worlds first 
discovered through talk and pictures do not easily fit on a 
page" (p. 24).

Furthermore, Dyson and Genishi (1991) have indicated 
that "the written worlds of kindergarten and early primary 
grade children often do not capture the stories enacted 
through talk and drawing" (p. 15). If we look only at the 
product, we miss the richness and the complexity of 
authoring. The written product does not do justice to the 
author's creation. Thus, the importance of the child being 
an informant in the research process (Harste, Woodward & 
Burke, 1984).

A Socially Constructed View of Writing ,
As my research informant, Josd Juan explained to me how 

he learned to write:
Poco a poco he ido aprendiendo, viendo las letras, las 
maestras me decian, como la M  de Martinez, la T de te 
quiero . . .  la maestra me va ensehando el sonido de las 
letras y  yo poco a poco voy aprendiendo.

Little by little I have been learning, looking at the 
letters, the teachers told me, like the M of Martinez, 
the T in te quiero (I love you) . . . the teacher is 
teaching me the letter sounds and I learn little by 
little.
Josi Juan acknowledged time as an important factor in 

learning to write. "Poco a poco he ido aprendiendo" (Little
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by little I have been learning), he said. He indicated that
he had learned letter sounds as they related to people in his
life and to important messages he wanted to convey. He
believed that his teacher had been teaching him letter
sounds. If by teaching letter sounds Josd Juan meant, what ,
traditionally teachers have done in kindergartens, focusing
instruction on isolated letter sounds, that was not what Josd
Juan's teacher did. However, if by teaching letter sounds he
meant helping him connect letter sounds to people who were
important to him, that was part of what his teacher did.

Josd Juan explained how he produced written texts:
Voy sonando las letras y voy sonando las qua s6 como la 
A la C, la E, la A, la M, la 0, la E, asi y  cosas asi. 
Las voy sonando y  digo pa p y escribo la p, a (sonido de 
la letra) y  escribo la a. Me estaba ensenando las 
letras desde agosto . . . las maestras".

I sound out the letters and I sound the ones that I 
know, the A, the C, the E, the A, the M, the 0, the E, 
and things like that. I sound them out and I say pa, p, 
a (letter sounds) and I write the a. They are teaching 
me the letters since August . . . the teachers.

Despite the fact that Jos6 Juan was in a whole language 
classroom, where the emphasis was not on graphophonic 
relationships, he seemed to hold a view of writing based 
precisely on letter-sound relations. He focused exclusively 
on one cueing system when he talked about his writing.

Josd Juan had a definite concept of what he believed 
reading was, and of what teachers should do to teach children
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to read. He had socially constructed the classroom he had 
been expecting, a traditional classroom. Using information 
from the broader society, Jos6 Juan had constructed a view of 
writing that was consistent with the dominant view of the 
Puerto Rican society.
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CHAPTER 7 
ANDRES

Andres as a Person
Andres was a five year old who lived with both parents 

and his eight-year-old brother. At home he frequently played 
with his brother and at times with his cousins. His favorite 
toys were bears, dinosaurs, and cars. At bedtime Andres said 
a prayer and on occasions he was read to.

Andres was considered by his parents to be 
* extrovertido” (outgoing). Laura considered him "juguetdn, 
chistoso, gracioso" (playful, humorous, funny). She 
indicated that *le gusta socializar* (he likes to socialize). 
Despite his small body size, Andres was very sure of himself 
and very independent.

Andres had traveled with his parents, around the Island 
(Puerto Rico), to New York and Disney World. He and his 
family engaged in activities together which fostered 
creativity. They filmed videos of their family trips and 
other experiences together.

Andres was a very creative child. He was known for his 
creations from the recycled materials he brought to the 
classroom art center for himself and others to use. Andris 
loved to draw. He included many details in his drawings. In
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the classroom he was known by his classmates for his 
elaborate illustrations and for his use of color.

His parents considered Andres a perfectionist. His 
father commented, "El siempre ha sido detallista" (He's 
always been into details). He further explained, "Si se le 

dahan [sus dibujos], como le pasd la semana pasada, gue 

alguien le pisd el papel pues 61 ya no lo quiere. Si la mano 

le salid mal y  no como el queria, pues ya no lo quiere" (If 
his drawings get messed up, like what happened last week, 
somebody stepped on the paper, he doesn't want it anymore.
If the hand turned out wrong, and not the way he wanted it, 
he does not want it any longer).

Andrds was very proud and protective of his work. When 
I asked Andrds to let me copy some of his productions, he 
insisted on asking what I was going to do with them. He was 
confused about what I meant when I said I would make copies. 
In fact, my insistence on photocopying bothered Andr4s. I 
explained the photocopying process and suggested that he come 
with me to make the copies, which he did. From that moment 
on, Andrds had a condition for allowing me to make copies of 
his work. "Si voy contigo” (If I go with you) he would say.



Andris' Experiences with Literacy 
Prior to Kindergarten

For two years prior to kndergarten, Andris attended El 
Centro de Cuidado Diurno de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, a 
day care center for children of university employees.
Andris' father described the center, a[En el] Centro de 

Cuidado Diurno prdcticamente no se enfatizaba esa drea de la 

lectura y  la escritura. Era mas bien juegos y  cantos. La 

parte esta de leer y  escribir no estaba contemplada" (At the 
Centro de Cuidado Diurno the area of reading and writing was 
practically not emphasized. It was more games and songs. 
Reading and writing was not contemplated).

Despite the fact that literacy was not a big part of his 
preschool experience, according to his father creativity was, 
as his preschool teacher fostered it by celebrating Andris' 
accomplishments. Andris' father commented "El es hdbil 
haciendo cosas. Eso era lo gue el maestro le decia en el 

Centro de Cuidado. A 61 se le daban las plasticinas y  61 

hacla miniaturas completas con sus cuerpitos, cabezas, 

orejas" (He is skillful doing things. That is what his 
teacher told him at the Centro de Cuidado. He was given 
plasticine and he made miniatures, complete with their 
bodies, heads, ears).

At home Andris engaged in many creative experiences as 
well. As mentioned earlier, he loved to draw. According to

269
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his father, Andres' writing prior to kindergarten, consisted 
of “Principalmente en dibujos, garabatos de dibujos, pero no 

de escritura" (principally drawings, scribbles of drawings, 
but not writing). He further indicated that Andrds wrote 
"garabatos” (scribbles) and that he liked to write "dibujos” 
(drawings). Occasionally he included graphic symbols such as 
letters and numerals in his creations at home.

In terms of reading, Andrds did not like to be read to. 
Thus, at home his parents did not read to him very often.
When he was read to, he prefered "cuentos cortos con 
animales” (short stories with animals). And, while he was 
read to he listened and asked questions. Andrds was 
interested in looking at newspapers and journals, especially 
"cuando tienen dibujos” (when they have illustrations).

Andrds as a Reader in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Reading and about Himself 

as a Reader
Andrds began kindergarten believing he was not a reader. 

However, when asked whether he would like to learn he 
responded with much enthusiasm, "Si, porque me gusta mds gue 

a Papd" (Yes, because I like it more than Dad) . When Laura 
asked why people read, Andrds indicated that he didn't know.

As creative a child as he was, it was not surprising 
that during the interview at the beginning of the school
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year, when I asked if he could read a wordless picture book, 
Andris responded, “Mmmm, y o m e l o  invento" (Mmmm, I'll invent 
it). And he did:

Habia una vez un nene [gue] se encontrd con un topo. 
DespuSs el topo, se le puso encima. El nene le juntd 
las manos y  lo puso en una caja. Despu6s querla coger 
su topo y  no estaba y despu£s siguid corriendo y  lo puso 
en su caja. Despuds, antes, despuds se murid este, el 
topo. Despuds lo guerian enterrar. La mamd lo enterrd. 
Y despuds [el nene] estaba solito y entrd. Ya.

Once upon a time there was a boy who found a mole. Then 
the mole, he put it on top of him. The boy put its 
hands together and put it in a box. Then he wanted to 
pick up the mole and it wasn't there and then he kept on 
running and he put it in a box. Then, before, the, it 
died, the mole. Then they wanted to bury it. The 
mother buried it. And then he [the boy] was alone and 
went inside. That's it.

When I asked whether he had read the story or told it, 
Andris responded, “Te lo contd" (I told it to you). He 
quickly changed his mind and said, “Ay, yo lo lei” (Oh, I 
read it). I asked Andris to show me what he read in the 
book. Andris began to look at the different pages of the 
book. He browsed through the book with puzzlement, and in a 
wondering whispering voice (as if talking to himself) he 
commented, “Ay, pero no tiene ningtln [pausa] zbdnde estdn 

las letras? [pausa] ^Ddnde estarian las letras?" (Oh, but it 
has no [pause] Where are the letters? [pause] I wonder 
where are the letters). Noticing his bewilderment, I asked 
whether this book could be read or told. This time Andris



responded “contarse", (told), with an obvious gesture and 
tone of voice, as if indicating, "of course".

Andrds knew the difference between telling a story and 
reading it. He knew that people read the letters, not the 
illustrations. This task created a disequilibrium for 
Andrds. "How can a book have no print?", he must have 
wondered. I believe that the task, in particular the 
question "if you can read this book," triggered his response. 
It established a zone of proximal development zone of 
proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978).

Telling stories by 'reading the illustrations' was 
something Andrds was good at and he enjoyed doing. "Le gusta 

inventar cuentos a partir de las Ictminas" (He likes to invent 
stories based on the illustrations), Laura commented.

At the beginning of the school year the children and 
their families put together a photographic essay including 
pictures of the children from birth to the present. The 
children's pictures were accompanied by captions indicating 
the child's age and the nature of the photograph. Each child 
presented his/her Libro del crecimiento (Growth book) to the 
class. When it was Andrds' turn, he talked through the book 
with intonation as if reading, "Aguz estaba recidn nacido. 
Agul estaba despuds del bano, tenia un anito" (Here when I 
was a newborn. Here I was after a bath, I was one year old), 
said Andris as he shared his book with his classmates.

272
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Reading on His Own
Andres had many experiences reading from the 

illustrations of books and magazines at home. And despite 
the fact that he told stories from books, when asked to 
engage in LEO, reading at school on his own, Andres seemed 
confused.

The first time he participated in LEO he was unsure what 
was expected of him. He walked around the room with a book 
in his hands, and finally placed the book in the microwave in 
the dramatic play area. He did not seem to be interested in 
reading. In fact, he looked bored. This was the first time 
he was asked to choose a book and read it on his own at 
school. It was a new experience for him, in a new context. 
Thus, it resulted in confusion for Andres.

However, this changed throughout the .year. He became 
involved in choosing and reading informational books during 
LEO. He read books on ants, a topic he was very interested 
in. He also chose, on many occasions, large format books 
available in the classroom such as an Atlas, and books on 
dinosaurs and sea animals. Nonfiction books attracted 
Andres' attention during LEO the most. The choices that he 
made at school during free choice and LEO, as well as the 
books that Andres chose to take home from the lending library 
were mainly informational, nonfiction books.
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According to Laura, Andrds “estaba leyendo.la l&mina y 

decla cosas con mucha Idgica* (was reading the picture and 
said things with much logic). His reading of informational 
text matched the genre. In other words, he "read" 
information, and did not create a story around such books. 
However, in the case of fiction, Andr4s read it as a 
narrative. Laura commented, "El llegd a tomar libros y  a 

inventar cuentos con ellos. Y eso 41 lo disfrutaba muchxsimo 

y  era muy creative. Era un nino tan creativo gue 41 

fdcilmente podia coger un libro e inventarse una historia"

(He got to take books and invent stories with them. And he 
enjoyed that very much, and was very creative. He was such a 
creative child that he easily could take a book and invent a 
story).

Participating Purina Read-alouds 
Andris' participation during read-alouds was limited 

when compared to the other children in his classroom. At the 
beginning of the school year Laura wrote in her observation 
record, “Se muestra inquieto durante actividades literarias. 

No presta atencidn" (He is restless during literary 
activities. He doesn't pay attention). In fact, in a self- 
evaluation during the month of September, Andris himself 
expressed he did not enjoy literary activities. He said that 
sometimes he was bored. This was not surprising, as Andris
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did not like to be read to. In his own words, aYo leo solo. 

No me gusta gue me lean* (I read by myself. I don't like to 
be read to).

However, during the month of November, Andris began to 
participate actively during read-alouds. According to Laura, 
he began to make predictions about the stories that were to 
be read and to participate in discussions after reading, 
providing details about the story.

During the months of March and April, the class was 
involved in a study on Peace. As a result of the study, many 
of the read-aloud books related to the topic of peace.
Andris became very interested in this topic. In April, 
during a self-evaluation Andris indicated that his favorite 
book was "Canones y  Manzanas* (Cannons and Apples) (Turin & 
Selig, 1987), a book on peace. .

Despite the fact that he became involved during read- 
alouds and enjoyed them, Andris continued to prefer choosing 
his own reading material. In a self-evaluation in March, 
Andris indicated that he liked to read “libros que yo 
selecciono* (books that I select).

Choosing to Engage in Literacy Events
During the first semester Andris preferred to go to the 

art and the block centers during free choice. Occasionally 
though, he chose to go to the listening center to listen to
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stories on tape. Reading and writing centers were not his 
choices. In March, however Andrds developed a great interest 
for such centers, and he was frequently seen at the writing 
center or at the classroom library.

In the interview that I conducted in March, I began by 
commenting that I had seen him at the reading center with a 
book in his hands, and ask, “ estabas haciendo con ese 

libro?" (What were you doing with that book?). Surprised by 
my question, Andrds responded with the obvious “iLeySndolo!" 
(Reading it!). He later made sure that he told me, “YO 

aprendl solo” (I learned by myself).
By March Andris believed he was a reader compared with 

earlier interviews when he mentioned that he could not read 
his own writing. He not only read books authored by others, 
but also books authored by himself. As will be seen later in 
this chapter, Andris was consistent in his reading of his own 
productions.

Andris as a Writer in Kindergarten 
Beliefs About Writing and About Himself 

as a Writer
Andris started kindergarten believing he was a writer.

He said he could write “muchas cosas" (many things). Andris 
believed that writing was “poner letras" (to put letters). 
When asked to write something he wrote four letter-like forms
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(see Figure 7.1). When asked to read what he had written, he 
responded very seriously, “Yo no leo lo gue escribo" (I don't 
read what I write).

Figure 7.1. Andres' initial writing sample.

Similar to what he said about reading, he mentioned that 
he didn't know what people wrote or for what purposes. He 
did indicate, however, that he had seen his father write, and 
that he used “papel [y] l£piz" (paper [and] pencil). 
Furthermore, he gave credit to his dad for teaching him how 
to write.

When Andrds spoke about writing as mentioned earlier, he 
sometimes referred to *poner letras*. However, at other 
times he referred to his drawing as writing as well. Despite 
the fact that in his productions which included writing there 
was a differentiation between the picture and the writing, 
the overall message was in the illustrations.

As discussed earlier, Andrds loved to draw, and in fact 
much of his meaning was expressed through his illustrations. 
After the school year had ended, Laura commented, "Dibujaba 

mucho, era un gran dibujante. Al hacer sus trabajos siempre 

estaba motivado a colorear, a usar colores bonitos' (He drew
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a lot, he was a great illustrator. When he did his work, he 
was always motivated to color, to use pretty colors). His 
father also commented on his ability to draw and in his 
creative use of color.

In October, on Cristina's birthday, Andrds wrote her a 
card (Figure 7.2). The card depicted birthday symbols which 
included a cake with candles, a numeral and balloons.
He also wrote his name on the card. This card demonstrated 
his knowledge of the birthday card genre.

Figure 1.2. Birthday card for Cristina.

During the month of January when I was unable to be in 
the classroom, the children wrote me get well cards. Andrds 
produced a card for me (Figure 7.3) in which he drew in 
detail a person with a cast using crutches, just like he knew

Creating Cards and Letters for Special Occasions
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Figure 7.3. Get well card for Ruth.

I was using. He also wrote his name on the card to insure 
that I knew who was sending it.

Andrds was very fond of Diana, one of his classmates; he 
liked her very much. During the month of February, he wrote 
her two letters (Figure 7.4) for Valentine's Day. He 
illustrated cupid with a heart on one card and a heart 
crossed by an arrow on both cards. In these cards Andres 
incorporated a written message in addition to his name. Both 
letters had identical written messages with the exception of 
the inversion of the names: his and Diana's (he drew an arrow 
indicating the change). Part of the message was readable: 
Amor (Love) and Te ciero (I love you) . Amor was written 
conventionally. Te ciero, was in invented spelling. In the 
case of both expressions, Andrds used a peer as a resource
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Fimire 7.4. Valentine card for Diana.

for the spelling, copying Amor and Te ciero. The rest of the 
message was invented by Andrds. The fact that the messages 
are identical suggest that Andrds knew the recursive and 
generative nature of written language.

Rpsnondina to Literature Through Drawing and Writing 
As I have mentioned earlier, Andrds excelled at drawing. 

This was shown throughout his literature log. Although he
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incorporated writing to his responses, "it [was] not the 
stuff of which his productions [were] made of" (Dyson, 1990, 
p. 17). The writing served as labels for his productions.
It was clear that the message was conveyed through the 
illustrations.

Figure 7.5 illustrates six journal entries which were 
created by Andrds from September through February.
Responding to El Patito Feo (The Ugly Duckling) in September, 
Andrds drew the ugly duckling as he was leaving home carrying 
a bag attached to a stick over his shoulder (Figure 7.5a).
He wrote his name and included part of the date: 1994, which 
he copied. He also incorporated a written message which 
included the letters v i, A a i t aa. Andrds used arrows to 
connect the written text to the illustrated character.

During the same month, he responded to Dumbo (Disney, 
1988) by illustrating Dumbo flying, and firemen holding a net 
on the ground (Figure 7.5b). He included the title of the 
story Dumbo and the date (month) , which he copied from the 
board. He began writing from left to right. However, when 
he ran out of space, he continued writing from right to left, 
using an arrow to connect sept with iembre. Although he 
wrote the latter in a mirror image, the letters are in the 
conventional orientation.

In October, Andris drew in response to El oso gue querla 
ser bianco (The Bear who Wanted to be White) (1980). He
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divided the page into two parts by drawing a vertical line 
(Figure 7.5c). To the left of the line, he wrote the date 
vertically: 4 de octubre, reorganizing it spatially. To the 
right of the line, he drew a bear with a bucket of paint and 
a brush in his hands. He added the bear's name: E o a with 
an arrow pointing to the bear. He drew another character 
peeking through the line, as if looking from behind with an 
arrow connecting the character to its name: OOR. Andres 
invented his punctuation by using non-alphabetic symbols such 
as arrows. He used the letters to “represent an essential 
property of the objects that the drawing as such [was] not 

able to represent: the name" (Ferreiro, 1984, p. 164) .
An illustration of an angry looking person threatening 

to kill a manatee, which is an endangered species, was drawn 
by Andr4s in response to Mat urn, el manat f ,(Mat urn, the 
Manatee) (Arraris, 1991), during the month of November 
(Figure 7.5d). Andrds copied the title {Matum, el Manatf) 

and the date (Hoy es midrcoles) from the board. In December 
(Figure 1 .be), Andris drew a Nativity Scene and also copied 
the date from the board (Hoy es lune de 1994) .

In a response to different versions of Pinocchio, Andris 
illustrated Pinocchio ready to be eaten by the whale (Figure 
7.5f). He copied the word Pinocho and the date (Hoy es 9 de 
febrero), which he began to write at the bottom of the page.
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Once again, Andres used arrows as punctuation, to connect the 
first part of the date with the final part of it„

Learning to write is a process of active meaning 
construction. When children were working in their literature 
logs, the date and the title of the story they were 
responding to was written on the chalkboard. The children 
were, encouraged to copy both the date and the title from the 
board. Like the other children, Andrds had been asked by his 
teacher to include the date in his literature log entries.
For Andrds, copying became an opportunity to invent. Take 
for example the date which he "copied" from the board. The 
date was always written on the board in the same format: (Hoy
es (day), (numeral) de (month) de (year). Andres was 
selective in terms of what part of the date he wrote in each 
log entry. Table 7.1 illustartes Andris' invention of the 
date in his literature log entries.

Andris also made decisions as to how he organized the 
graphics on the page. This is shown in the spatial 
organization column in Table 7.1.

When Andris copied the date from the board, he 
reconstructed it. This is evidence of the active nature of 
children as literacy learners. Writing is not a mechanical 
task. In this classroom, copying was not used as a way of 
having children practice through repetitive copying with 
immediate correction. Rather it was a resource that children
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Invention of the Date in Literature Logs

Date as 
Written on 
the Board

Date in 
Log Entry

Elements of 
the Date He 
Includes

Spatial
Organization

Hoy es 
viernes, 16 
de
septiembre 
de 1994.

1994 year Left to 
right 
inverts 4

Hoy es 
martes, 27 
de
septiembre 
de 1994

27 de
septiembre

Numeral and 
month

Left to 
right, right 
to left 
(mirror 
image)

Hoy es
martes, 4 de 
octubre de 
1994

4 de octubre Numeral and 
month

Vertical 
Top to 
bottom, and 
around

Hoy es 
midrcoles,
23 de
noviembre de 
1994

Hoy es 
midrcoles.

Day Left to 
right, left 
to right 
hyphen 
period

Hoy es 
lunes, 4 de 
diciembre de 
1994

Hoy es lune 
de 1994

Day and year Left to 
right 
Left to 
right period

Hoy es 
jneves, 9 de 
febrero de 
1995.

Hoy es 9 de 
febrero

Numeral and 
month

Left to 
right 
bottom to 
top
left to 
right
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had access to while they are writing. In the same way they 
were they copied the date in their literature logs, there 
were other instances in which children were encouraged to use 
print in texts such as books, charts and signs, as resources. 
Children knew that the classroom resources were made 
accessible to them and that they could use them as they 
needed to.

The focus of children's writing was not on correctness, 
or form. Rather, it was on children making meaning through 
writing. In the case of the date the children were asked to 
write it for a purpose, so that they could keep track of the 
work they did and their progress. Rather than focusing on 
the correct form, the children used the resources at hand. 
They made decisions as they used the information on the board 
to reconstructed the date. In an earlier unpublished study 
(Sdez Vega, 1994) I found children in Tucson, Arizona also 
reconstructing the date as they "copied it" from the board. 
This suggests opportunities for further research.

Expressing Knowledge in Unexpected Wavs
By the second semester many children in the classroom 

were inventing their spelling, demonstrating their knowledge 
of graphophonic relationships. This was not the case of 
Andrds, whose writing continued to be pre-alphabetic
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(Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1979). His writing, according to 
Laura showed no evidence of letter-sound relationships. This 
was of great concern to her.

Freedman, Dyson, Flower, and Chafe (1987) indicated that 
"when students express knowledge in unexpected ways, teachers 
may assume that they have no knowledge" (p. 11). According 
to Laura during read-alouds and class discussions, Andrds 
"era un poco inquieto y  no a tend!a ni prestaba atencidn" (was 
a bit restless and he didn't pay attention). She continues, 
"El sernestre pasado se distrala mucho y  yo creo que esa era 
una de las razones por las cuales no me estaba aprovechando 

como yo sent la que otros amiguitos hablan podido aprovechar 

el tiempo" (Last semester he was easily distracted and I 
think that that was one of the reasons he was not taking full 
advantage the way I felt other little friends had been able 
to take advantage of).

During the month of February Laura was very concerned 
about Andrds and three other children who she felt needed 
extra help. Thus, along with her student teachers, she 
decided to group those children together and tutor them. She 
explained uDecidimos incluir a AndrSs porque iba un poco 
lento con respecto a como iba movidndose el res to del grupo" 
(We decided to include Andr6s because he was a bit slow with 
respect to how the rest of the group was moving).
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The two student teachers took turns tutoring the four 
children. They worked with them for approximately twenty 
five minutes once or twice a week. This took place while the 
rest of the group was participating in literacy events such 
as shared reading in small groups or process writing (see 
Chapter 4). Unlike the literacy events that normally took 
place in the classroom, tutoring consisted of traditional 
letter-sound instruction. In Laura's words, the tutoring 
sessions consisted of instructing children in “cosas bien 
individuales, letras directas . . . eran bien aisladas"

(individual things, direct letters, they were very isolated).
Laura acknowledged the fact that the tutoring sessions 

were in dissonance with the rest of the classroom 
instruction. She said, “Las tutorlas nosotros empezamos un 

poco mds tradicional. No se trabaj6 con las mismas 

estrategias de lenguaje integral" (We began the tutoring a 
bit more traditional. We did not work with the same whole 
language strategies).

When I arrived in March the children had been 
participating in tutoring sessions for two weeks. I observed 
the sessions and talked to Laura and the two student teachers 
in an attempt to understand the nature and the purpose behind 
the tutoring.

Our discussion brought to the surface a discrepancy at 
two levels. The more obvious one dealt with instructional
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practices. The classroom was organized within a holistic 
paradigm. Yet, the tutoring sessions were organized within a 
different instructional paradigm, following a behaviorist 
model. When the children participated in these sessions in 
which they were taught letters and letter sounds in 
isolation, they were kept from participating in real reading 
and writing events with their "more capable" peers (Vygotsky, 
1978).

In addition, Andris' literacy knowledge was measured in 
comparison to other children, or in comparison to some 
unspecified convention. Despite the fact that he was seen as 
a great illustrator with lots of knowledge, this was not seen 
as a strength, as part of his literacy growth. Furthermore, 
his knowledge of the writing system as evidenced in his 
incorporation of writing into his productions was not 
acknowledged.

Although to this point I had not questioned Laura's 
instructional decisions, as this was not part of my research 
agenda, I decided that this time I had to speak to Laura.
And I did. I asked Laura many questions in regards to her 
decision and shared my initial insights with her. I told her 
that I felt she was operating on two different paradigms: one 
for the children that demonstrated more conventional 
knowledge of literacy, and another one for the children who 
did not demonstrate such knowledge. I shared with her my
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concern for the children who were being denied (even if it
was "only" once a week) the opportunity of participating in
real literacy events such as shared group reading and process
writing. In a conversation with Laura I shared my concerns: .

Yo siento gue al sacarlos a tutorla se est&n limitando 
las posibilidades de ellos participar de experiencias de 
lectura y  escritura en las gue los otros estdn 
participando. . . . Lo gue yo siento es gue mientras 
menos oportunidades tengan de participar, mds alejados 
van a estar de llegar a lo convencional, gue mientras 
mds experiencias tengan y mds participen en event os de 
lectura y  de escritura con otros pares, aungue ellos 
guizds no puedan hacer lo gue los demds pueden hacer, 
eventualmente lo van a poder hacer.

I feel that when you take them out for tutoring, their 
possibilities for participating in reading and writing 
events in which others are participating are being 
limited. . . . What I feel is that the less 
opportunities they have for participating, the further 
they will be from arriving at the conventional, that the 
more experiences they have and the more they participate 
in reading and writing events with other peers, even 
though they may not be able to do what the rest are able 
to do, eventually they will be able to do it.

Laura and I spoke among ourselves about this issue and 
at times we also involved the student teachers, Ileana and 
Dorcas, in the discussions. We tried to find alternatives to 
the tutoring sessions. Laura asked me for recommendations.
I suggested that the children participate in literacy events 
with the other children, where they would have opportunities 
to learn from their peers. I also suggested that the adults 
give the children the support they needed in the context of 
real literacy events. Tutoring sessions were discontinued
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and Andrds and his three peers once again participated with 
their other classmates in literacy events, such as process 
writing.

Interestingly, Andres had a different perception of 
himself as a writer than the teacher did. He had seen his 
growth as a writer. I interviewed Andris at the beginning of 
March and told him that I wanted to know any significant news 
that had taken place during the time I have been absent.
With much enthusiasm Andris announced, “Este gue yo si 
escribir” (That I know how to write). He continued, "Si 
escribir vaca, si escribir caballo, si escribir carit a" (I 
can write cow, I can write horse, I can write little face).
I ask Andris, “zCdmo aprendiste a escribir todas esas cosas?" 

(How did you learn to write all those things?), to what 
Andris responds "Lo aprendi [con] la maestra" (I learned it 
with the teacher).

It was during the month of March that Andris became very 
interested in writing, particularly in creating his own story 
books. It became almost an obsession for Andris. He visited 
the writing center daily where he created his own books. 
According to Laura "Este nino no ha guerido salir del drea de 
escritura. Lleva como dos semanas cOnsecutivas visitando 

esta drea todos los dias" (This child does not want to leave 
the writing center. He has been visiting the center every
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day for two consecutive weeks) . Laura commented on the 
nature of his stories:

Ha comenzado a escribir cuentos con mucho sentido,. con 
mucho orden y  secuencia. El no te salta de una temdtica 
a otra, no. El dice este es mi tema, este es mi tltulo 
y  61 se mantiene en un tema. . . . Y a pesar de gue la 
escritura es inventada, gue yo todavia no la puedo leer, 
cada vez gue yo le pido gue lea 61 te repite lo mismo.
El si sabe lo gue escribid, y  lee lo gue te escribid.

He has begun to write stories with a lot of sense» with 
a lot of order and sequence. He does not jump from one 
theme to another, no. He says this is my topic, this is 
my title, and he stays on the topic . . . and, although 
his spelling is invented, that I still can't read it, 
every time I ask him to read, he repeats the same thing. 
He knows what he wrote, and he reads what he wrote.
His father had also observed a change in Andrds.

"Ultimamente 61 ha tornado de escribir cuentos" (Lately he is
writing stories), he said. Just like the books he created in
school with the material available at the writing center, he
was now creating his own books at home. His father
commented, "Son una cantidad de panfletitos gue 61 mismo

hace, porgue nosotros le tenemos papel, grapadoras. El hace

sus propios libritos y  comienza a hacer un cuento" (They are
many little pamphlets that he makes himself, because we have
paper, staplers. He makes his own little books and he begins
to make a story). His father further indicated,
"Anteriormente no siempre escribia algo, ahora generalmente

escribe algo" (Before he didn't always write something, now
he generally writes something) . Furthermore, he commented.
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"El cuento es el mismo, aunque las letras no se puedan 

descifrar" (The story is the same, even though the letters 
can't be deciphered).

Andrds' father shared his theory as to Andrds' sudden 
interest in writing stories and making his own books. He 
indicated that Andrds was a perfectionist and that he refused 
to engage in something unless he believed he could do it 
well. When he did believe he could excel, then he became an 
expert, like he had done earlier with his drawing and now 
with his books.

Writing Stories
On March 10 Andris shared a book he had authored and

illustrated at the writing center (Figure 7.6), His book was
about a trip that he and his family had previously taken to
New York. He read his book:

Andres. Las vacaciones en Nueva York 
Estaba esquiando por una montana.
Mi hermano se creia que yo era el negro.
Fuimos a casa.
Fuimos de vacaciones a Nueva York.
Estaba en donde habia agua y ya se seed.
Ya estoy en Puerto Rico otra vez.
Fin.
Andris. Vacation in New York 
I was skiing on a mountain.
My brother thought that I was the one in black.
We went home.
We went on vacation to New York.
I was where there used to be water and it already dried 
up.
I am in Puerto Rico again.
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Figure 1.6. Story: Las vacaciones en Nueva York.

Andres wrote a book about a lived experience. In doing 
so, he demonstrated he was a "skillful interpreter[] of a 
movement-filled world, able to translate in [his] own ways 
the pieces of the action that are a part of [his] own world"
(Hubbard, 1989, p. 125).

In this piece he drew with much detail elements that 
were important in trying to convey his message. In the final 
illustration in which he is "in Puerto Rico again" he 
illustrated the Island of Puerto Rico from an aerial 
perspective, reconstructing his experience of seeing the 
Island from the plane. As in earlier productions he included 
arrows in place of punctuation, to connect the letters of his
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name and to identify himself among the two people 
illustrated.

Andres incorporated writing in his book. He knew that 
different letters say different things (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 
1979). He used a limited repertoire of recognizable letters 
to write the text. In doing so however, he wrote a v on the 
first page in reference to vacaciones. Later on, he wrote 
paz (peace) as part of a larger word. Andrds had written the 
word paz frequently. on other productions. This time it was 
attached to other letters representing something different, 
other than paz. This was common in the room. Other children 
also incorporated structures they already knew to create new 
ones. A word that was also known to Andres was Fin, which he 
placed on the last page and wrote conventionally.

Andris shared this book with his classmates. He read it 
to the class. Sulzby, Teale and Kamberelis (1989) contend 
that "by inviting children to read their own stories, we are 
inviting them to remember their compositions and to treat 
written compositions as stabler-fixed in time and space by 
the act of writing" (p. 72). When Andris read and showed his 
illustrations, everyone celebrated his production. Laura 
commented on Andris' recent interest in writing books. She 
said that he had so many books in his writing folder that it 
is almost full. With much pride reflected in his great
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smile, Andres let Laura and the class know that he planned to 
continue writing more, until his folder was totally full.

Laura commented, *Creo gue recibid mucho respaldo del 

grupo en sus escritos, porgue a 61 le encantaba compartir lo 
gue escribia y  le gustaba leerlo y  se sent fa bien feliz 

cuando iba y  lo lefa" (I think that he received a lot of 
support from the group in terms of his writing, because he 
loved to share what he would write and he liked to read it 
and he felt happy when he went and read it). As Dyson and 
Genishi (1991) contend "the social energy of the classroom 
community itself-the children's interest and involvement with 
each other's texts, may fuel their individual efforts" (p. 
13).

This was the first time Andres shared an authored and 
illustrated book with the class. The authoring of this book, 
lead to the authoring of many more. In an interview in 
April, his father commented that Andrds' perfectionist 
character was what kept Andris from creating stories prior to 
March tenth, and it was precisely responsible for his sudden 
interest and near obsession in creating books. His father 
commented that Andris got involved in experiences he felt he 
could excel at. For instance, at his preschool he made 
plasticine figures and became an expert at them. Earlier in 
kindergarten he became an expert at using recycled materials. 
Sulzby, Teale and Kamberelis, (1989) indicated that "it is
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important to be attuned to children's interests and talents 
and to make available opportunities to accommodate them" (p. 
78). It was precisely this what enabled Andrds to feel that 
he could excel at making books. Thus, he became an expert 
author/i1lustrator, establishing a place for himself in the 
classroom's literacy life.

Creating a Place for Himself Through Writing
Creating books almost became an obsession for Andres.

As has been mentioned earlier, he chose to work in the 
writing center every day. From March until the end of the 
school year Andres' interest in creating books was 
consistent. In fact, Andris commented that he didn't create 
books before "porgue no iba a escritura" (because I didn't go 
to the writing center). Later Laura commented, "Hasta el 

ultimo dia de clases ese nino mostrd una motivacidn increzble 

para lo gue representase . . .  la escritura" (Until the last 
day of class that child demonstrated an incredible motivation 
towards what represented . . . writing).

Andris wrote many books both at home and at school. ' 
Figure 7.7 illustrates a book he created at school on March 
21. This time it was not about his experience, but rather a 
cartoon-like creation, which was told through dialogue. He 
incorporated speech balloons to his illustrations. Andris
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explained his use of speech balloons, "Porque 61 estci 

diciendo asi, y  es por eso que le estoy poniendo una linea 

as£* (Because he is saying that, and that is why I am putting 
a line like that). This cartoon-like books brings Andrds 
drawing and writing together.
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Despite no apparent graphophonic relationship, Andris 
demonstrated great knowledge of the writing system. In 
Ferreiro's (1984) words, "Although none of the letters 
receive a stable sound value, one of the main principles of 
alphabetic writing is applied []: With a limited number of 
signs, different totalities are constituted by a combination 
of the elements" (p. 170). He was aware of the recursive 
nature of the writing system. Thus, he used a repertoire of 
letters and rearranged them to form different utterances.

Andris was also aware of the permanence nature of the 
writing system. He knew that the same word were always 
spelled with the same letters in the same order. Thus, when 
he repeated an expression, he used the same graphic 
representation. For instance, PUPllb was used to represent 
cQu4 te pass? on both of the occasions it showed up in the 
book. In the same way, Pllaea was used to represent Quiero 
mi diamante. Once again, he wrote the words Paz 
conventionally and Fin close to convention. Table 7.2 
captures a comparison between Andris' written text and his 
reading of the text. In his spelling, Andris used three 
hypotheses: pre-alphabetic, syllabic and alphabetic. 
Interestingly, in his writing there was a primacy of 
consonants as opposed to vowels as documented by findings by 
Ferreiro and Teberosky (1979). This may be due to the fact
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that there are four consonants out of six letters in his own 
name, including three in a row.

Table 7.2
Reading and Writing: iQuiero mi diamante I

Andrds' Written Text Andres' Reading of the Text

PUPllb
Pllaea

cQud te pasa? 
Quiero mi diamante.

PUPllb
Pllaea
PplrFt

<lQu £ te pasa?
Quiero mi diamante. 
Gracias por dirmelo.

a a a a 
~~ PAZ

Ja, ja, ja,
Estoy aci.
Bueno, lo importance es la paz.

TFadP
PFdllLlP

Tienes gue trabajar mucho. 
Me gusta trabajar.

FNI
PAZ

FIN
PAZ

During the month of March the children engaged in a 
study of ants. Andres became very interested in this topic. 
He observed ants, read books about ants, and talked about 
them. He also wrote a book about ants which became very 
popular in his classroom (Figure 7.8.).
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Figure 7.8. Story: La hormiguita.

Andres was very proud of his book, and he read it to me 
during an interview:

La hormicruita
El primer huevito que nacid dijo el papd y  la mamd. 
Fuimos a pasear.
Exclamd *iAh, no!'
cLes gustaron?, dijo el papd.
Otro bebd nacid.

The little ant
The first egg that is born said the father and mother. 
We went for a walk.
"Oh, no!" [he/she] exclaimed.
Did you like it?, said the father.
Another baby is born.
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Table 7.3
Reading and Writing: La hormiauita

Andres' Written Text Andrds' Reading of the Text

La Hormiga La hormiguita

Tpllbresll 
POPOP de mimi

El primer huevito que nacid 
dijo el papi. y la mamet.

Tragbz 
No ArRP

Fuimos a  pasear. 
Exclamd ";Ah, no!"

Rurecgb
POPOP

cLes gustaron?, dijo el 
papd.

Tabre Otro bebd nacid.

Once again, as illustrated in Table 7.3 Andres
i

dement rated his knowledge of the writing system. As he did 
before, he seemed to be operating on three spelling 
hypotheses: alphabetic, syllabic and presyllabic. Andres 
always capitalized the first letter. He wrote POPOP to spell 
papi. and mimi to spell mami. He not only was consistent in 
the spelling of these words, but chose the conventional 
consonants and used them repetitively demonstrating an 
awareness of the repetition of the syllables in both words.
He also wrote La Hormiga and No conventionally.
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During an interview at the end of April, Andris and I 
counted the books he had in his portfolio. Despite the fact 
that he took the majority of the books he authored home, 
there were 12 in his portfolio. All of them had been 
authored during the month of March. (He took home every book 
written in April.) During his self-evaluation in September 
Andris commented that he didn't like to author and illustrate 
his own books. His response was totally the opposite in 
March. Writing and illustrating his own books was now his 
favorite activity.

Andris' father commented that the stories he authored 
“generalmente son de cosas . . . gue 61 ha pasado. Algunas 

las altera, pero bdsicamente usa experiencias de cosas gue ha 

vis to o ha pasado y  hace su cuentito" (are in general about 
things . . . that have happened to him. He alters some, but 
basically he uses experiences of things he has seen or have 
happened to him and makes his little story). Las vacaciones 

en Nueva York (Figure 7.6) is an example of one such story 
based on his personal experience.

Dyson (1985) contends that "If children are given 
opportunities, they may combine drawing, and whatever writing 
strategies they have, to express their ideas on a range of 
topics" (p. 15). Such is the case of Andrds, who authored 
and illustrated books on a wide variety of topics. The 
themes for his books had their origins in more than personal
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experiences. For instance, some were based on popular media, 
about Ninjas and other characters from cartoons and movies.

Other book ideas originated as a result of the themes 
being studied in class, such as La hormiouita (Figure 7.8), 
and books he wrote about trees, drugs and peace. These were 
described by Andrds as “algunos qua escribl para aprender" 
(some that I wrote to learn) . Thus, Andrds was writing books 
to learn about the world around him.

Becoming an Expert on Dolphins
Towards the end of March the children participated in a 

theme study on animals. Each child chose an animal to focus 
on and become an expert. Later they were to present to the 
class on their chosen animal. Andrds chose the dolphins.
When I interviewed Andrds in April, one of, the books in his 
portfolio was about dolphins (Figure 7.9). I asked him where 
he got the idea for writing the book and Andrds responded 
"Porque yo debi estudiar de los delfinessssss y  hablar de los 

del fines" (Bcause I had to study about the dolphinssssss and 
talk about the dolphins).

Andrds read his book to me:
Vi e el del ffn.
Mi ra el pobre del fin.
El sol estd triste.
Shui, shui, shui
Auxilio
Shui, shui, shui, sh, sh, sh.
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I saw the dolphin.
Look at the poor dolphin. 
The sun is sad.
Shui, shui, shui 
Help
Shui, shui, shui, sh,sh, sh

" £ 0 A } C V f ci Ke flo
AUfeoOf

Figure 7.9. Story: El delfin. Book 1.
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As part of his focus study, Andrds authors three books 
about dolphins. A common thread was the suffering of the 
animal and a call for its protection.

The second book on dolphins (Figure 7.10) was described 
by his father:

Una historia parecida a la de la pellcula de Free 
Willy's pero en vez de una ballena era un del fin. Tiene
al delffn nadando, unos barcos con unas redes gue lo 
estdn buscando. Despuds tiene la red gue atrapa al 
delffn. Despuds tiene al delffn en un acuario.

A story similar to Free Willy's movie, but instead of a 
whale, it was about a dolphin. He has the dolphin 
swimming, some boats with snares are looking for him. 
Then, he has the snare that traps the dolphin. Then he 
has the dolphin in an aquarium.
Andrds reconstructed a text he had experienced

previously by changing the character to a dolphin, to meet
his particular interests. The similarity of this story plot
and that of the movie Free Willy is evident when one reads
his illustrated text. As his father explained, Andrds
illustrated different scenes of the story: the dolphin
swimming, a boat searching for him, the dolphin caught by the
snares, the dolphin in an aquarium, and finally the dolphin
set free, like in Free Willy.

Andrds used different elements in his illustrations,
such as arrows and movement lines. Like in the literature
logs and the letters he wrote, Andrds incorporated arrows
into his books. He used arrows for different purposes.
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Figure 7.10. Story: El delfin. Book 2.

In his own words, "Para saber . . . gue p asa algo, que va a 

ir  donde tiene que ser, . . . que va a virar a la derecha o a 

la i zquierda" (To know . . . that something happens, that its
going to go where its supposed to, . . . that its going to
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turn to the right) . His father also commented on Andrds' use 
of arrows, "Si el comienza una oracidn y  no la termina ah£ 61 

sigue con una flechita. Y si 61 escribe un nombre para 

indicar gue 6se es el gue 61 llama as! y  no el otro" (If he 
starts a sentence and he doesn't finish it there, he 
continues with an arrow. And if he writes a name, to 
indicate that that is the one that he calls that way, and not 
the other one). in other words, Andrds uses arrows to 
indicate identity and directionality, inventing non
alphabet ic symbols and punctuation.

In both Figures 7.9 and 7.10, Andres used a repertoire 
of letters, both upper and lower case. He also included a 
colon in one of the pages (Figure 7.10). Andrds wrote ji, 
ji, ji, to represent the dolphin's sound, which he read 
consistently as "shui, shui, shui". ,

Andris created yet another book on dolphins, this time 
as part of the writing process story writing in which the 
children were engaged in (see Chapter 4). In the classroom, 
children wrote drafts of their stories, which they later 
revised and edited. Finally, they wrote and illustrated 
their revised and edited versions creating final published 
products.

Andres' participation in the writing process project was 
originally at risk. Laura explained that she wasn't sure 
whether the children who were being tutored were capable of
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creating their own books. The reason being, Laura had a 
final conventional product in mind. She described the books 
she envisioned as “que se pudiese leer, que otras persona lo 

pudieran leer" (that one could read it, that other people 
could read it). Thus, she chose to keep Andrds and three of 
his classmates from participating in the project. In 
retrospect, she commented,

Al principio habia decidido [que ellos no participaran], 
fijate y  lo dec id! yo, no permit! que lo decidieran 
ellos. Pues, son errores que uno comete. Quizds, . . . 
el nivel en que estaban en la escritura, pensd que 
quizds no iban a poder sacar un producto, como los demds

At the beginning I had decided [that they would not 
participate], look, I decided it myself, I did not allow 
them to decide it. Well, they are errors that one 
makes. Maybe, . . . because of the level in which they 
were in terms of writing, I thought that they would not 
be able to produce a product, like the others . . .

Laura's emphasis was on a conventional product. Once again, 
the paradigmatic discrepancy was seen here. Laura and I 
spoke about the nature of the experience and the consequences 
that keeping the children from the experience itself might 
have on them. As evidenced in her comments, Laura became 
aware of these issues.

Laura commented that our conversations along with her 
observations of Andrds' motivation to create his own books, 
made her rethink her decision. And so Andr4s and his three



friends were allowed to participate in the book making 
experience.

For Andrds, his earlier productions, (Figures 7.9 and 
7.10) served as drafts for his new production, Mi airdcro,  el 

del fin (My friend, the dolphin) (Figure 7.11). Thus, the 
plot of Mi ami cro. el del fin was parallel to Free Willy. The
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Figure 7.11. Story: Mi amigo, el delfin.

conventional nature of Mi ami cro el delfin was possible 
with Laura and Andrds' parents help as scribes. Andrds
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read his draft to the adults who transcribed his writing 
into conventional spelling. Andris later copied the 
text they had written, creating a final product.

Mi ami a o  el del fin
El del fin juega brincando.
Es feliz en el mar.
El barco atrapa.
Lo ponen en un acuario grande.
El delfln enfermd.
Lo llevan de nuevo.
Estd feliz, libre.

Mi friend the dolphin
The dolphin plays jumping.
He is happy in the ocean.
The boat traps him.
He is placed in a large aquarium.
The dolphin got ill.
He is taken back again.
He is happy, free.
In his illustrations, Andris used lines to represent the 

motion of the dolphin in the air. He also used an aerial 
view to illustrate the dolphin being cared for.

Creating books was something Andris was truly proud of. 
When I asked Andris why he was so interested in writing and 
illustrating books, he responded "jPorque me encanta mucho! 
(Because I love it!). Sulzby, Teale and Kamberelis (1989) 
contend that "children's writing is often seen as a sign of a 
developing sense of self and one's own power" (p. 65). Such 
is the case of Andris. Writing his own books gave Andris a 
"growing awareness of [himself] as [an] agent[]- as people 
who can make things happen" (p. 65). Becoming the author and
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illustrator of his own books was one of Andres' paths to 
literacy (Kantor. Miller & Fernie, 1992).

Confidence in Himself as a Writer 
Andrds became confident in himself as a writer. This 

was parallel to his independent nature, as he liked to do 
things on his own. His accomplishment as a writer lead him 
to take risks in other literacy events. For instance, in 
March, Laura conducted self-evaluation interviews with all 
the children. On one occasion Laura gave the self-evaluation 
form to Ingrid and Diana, so that they responded to the 
questions on their own. Laura asked Andres to sit next to 
her, so that she could serve as his reader and scribe. She 
had done this on many occasions, mediating between the child 
and the text. This time however, it was different. Andrds 
told Laura, “Yo guiero hacerlo solo" (I want to do it 
myself). Laura handed Andrds the self-evaluation form and a 
pencil. Andrds still needed her help, however, this time he 
took a more active role, as he was doing the writing himself. 
Laura asked him the questions and he responded. She helped 
him by suggesting possible spellings, by making connections 
with what he already knew, tapping his knowledge. For 
instance, he was unsure what letter to write to represent an 
/i/ sound. Laura commented, "Puedes usar 6sa [i] o la gue 

est£ en Yessica tambiSn, gue a veces suena como una ±. La
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gue esti. en Diana chico, tanto gue tu quieres a Diana" (You 
can use that one [i] or the one in Yessica [y] also, that 
sometimes sounds like an The one in Diana, chico, as much
as you love Diana). And so, Andrds, continued to write.

Laura stimulated invention by suggesting options which 
included nonconventional spellings, such as the use of y for 
i. Furthermore, Laura's assistance created a zone of 
proximal development. By providing assistance in writing, 
she was helping Andrds do what he couldn't dp on his own.
With her assistance, Andrds was able to complete the self- 
evaluation, something which gave him a deep sense of 
accomplishment.

In our interview during the month of April, Andrds and I 
spoke about his writing. Andris began kindergarten believing 
himself to be a writer. He still maintained that belief, 
however, acknowledging that he had come a long way. He told 
me that at the beginning of the school year, he wrote “un 
poco" (a little bit), and that in April he wrote "jmds 
todavia!” (even morel).

According to Andris' father, his biggest accomplishment 
during the kindergarten year was precisely "el interes este 
por escribir" (his interest in writing), in particular,
"hacer los cuentos* (creating stories). His father believed 
Andris' success with story writing was from the attention
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that others paid to his productions as it related to his
perfectionist nature. In his own words:

Yo creo gue tal vez en la escuela le han dado mayor 
interSs a esto gue 61 est£ haciendo y  61 entonces se 
siente bien contento de hacer eso. Porgue cuando 61 
hace cosas bien como cuando h a d  a las plasticinas, las 
hacia muy bien y todo el mundo le d e d a  ;gu6 bien! y  
todo el mundo pendiente a [muhecos]. . . .  If ahora hace 
fantdsticos cuentos y  todo el mundo guiere ver sus 
cuentos y  ahora 61 hace cuentos.

I think that maybe in school great interest has been 
placed on what he is doing and so he feels really happy 
to do this. Because when he does things well, like when 
he created the plasticines, he did them very well and 
everybody would tell him 'very good' and everybody paid 
attention to his [figurines] . . . .  And, now he makes 
fantastic stories and eveybody wants to see his stories 
and now he makes stories.

Andres acknowledged the assistance of others in learning 
to write. He explained aaprendl, mi papd me enseh.6, y  mi 
mamd y  mi hermano, bueno, mi fcfo, todos me ensenaron, pero se 

me olvidd . . .  mi maestra" (I learned, my father taught me, 
and my mother, my brother, well, my uncle, they all taught 
me, but I forgot . .. my teacher).
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CHAPTER 8
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

Amanda, Josd Juan and Andrds are children with very 
distinct personalities who shared with me their literacy 
histories. They shared their beliefs about reading and 
writing, their definitions of themselves as literate members 
of a community, their motives and their passions, and the 
stories behind their written texts.

The case studies in the preceding chapters (5, 6, and 7) 
focused on the literacy of Amanda, Josd Juan and Andrds. In 
those chapters the reader was able to meet each of the three 
children as readers and writers in kindergarten.
Furthermore, the case studies revealed: (a) the 
understandings and experiences with literacy that the 
children brought to kindergarten, (b) the ways in which they 
built on those literacy resources as they engaged in literacy 
events in classroom, and (c) the ways in which the classroom 
literacy experiences supported their continued growth in 
literacy.

In this chapter I examine the similarities and 
differences among the three children. In doing so, I have 
used categories similar to the ones used in the previous 
three chapters. This chapter is organized into the following
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three major sections: Literacy Experiences Prior to 
Kindergarten, The Children as Readers in Kindergarten, and 
The Children as Writers in Kindergarten.

Literacy Experiences Prior to Kindergarten
The three case study children arrived in kindergarten 

with different experiences and sociocultural understandings 
of literacy. All of them attended preschool. Amanda had 
been at a Montessori preschool, Andrds at El Centro de 
Cuidado Diurno de la Universidad de Puerto Rico and Jos4 Juan 
at El Centro Head Start San Pablo.

The preschools were different in terms of their 
philosophies and instructional practices. While all three 
programs advocate for the child's whole development, none of 
the programs emphasized literacy. For instance, reading was 
not a part of the daily events of any of the programs. In 
Amanda's preschool “no lelan cuentos* (stories were not 
read).

In Jos4 Juan's preschool reading was not a priority 
either. According to Jos4 Juan, his teacher read whenever 
there was extra time available. Instead, reading readiness 
activities were emphasized, such as teaching the letters of 
the alphabet, in particular the vowels. In Andres' preschool 
participating in read-alouds was not something that the 
children experienced often either.
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In Amanda's preschool writing took place in the form of 
word constructions with wooden cursive letters. Experiences 
with writing in Josd Juan's preschool consisted of practicing 
letters and cutting on dotted lines. Writing was nonexistent 
in Andrds' classroom. However, there was a great emphasis on 
creativity through art.

None of the children had opportunities to explore 
literacy, and to engage in real reading and writing in their 
preschool classrooms. In the homes the case was different, 
Amanda, Josd Juan and Andrds had many opportunities to engage 
in literacy in the context of their homes. Amanda for 
instance, was read to at home quite often, something she 
truly enjoyed. Josd Juan was involved in letter writing. He 
also liked to read the signs on the street as he rode in the 
car with his mom and sister. “ . . S6 leer letreros, eso es 

lo ilnico gue hay en la calle, letreros" (I can read signs, 
that's all there is on the streets, signs), he said. Andrds 
dedicated a lot of time to his drawing, which was something 
he treasures. He did not like to be read to. "Yo leo solo. 

No me gusta gue me lean" (I read on my own. I don't like to 
be read to), explained Andris. However, he enjoyed browsing 
through books, in particular he focused on the illustrations. 
Of all three children the one whose home and preschool 
experiences were more in tune with each other was Andris, who
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had many opportunities both at home and at school to explore 
and to create in artistic ways.

The Children as Readers in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Reading and 

about Themselves as Readers
All three children were able to talk about their beliefs 

and perceptions about reading and about themselves as 
readers. Their perceptions and beliefs changed as they 
engaged in literacy events through the year.

Josd Juan and Andrds began the school year believing 
they were not readers. Both indicated, however that they 
wanted to learn. In particular, Jos£ Juan was most 
interested in learning to read promptly. Of the three 
children, Amanda was the only one who began the school year 
believing she was a reader.

At the beginning of the year, Andrds showed very little 
interest in reading. When asked why people read he indicated 
that he didn't know. He did know however, that people read 
print in books. This explained why he believed he was not a 
reader. This perception changed throughout the year, 
however. Andres told stories by paying close attention to 
the illustrated texts in books and magazines. He also became 
a writer and illustrator of his own texts, which he read to 
his family, to his teacher and to his classmates. In his
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reading, Andrds demonstrated his knowledge of the permanence 
of written texts when he was consistent in his reading of 
such texts.

Prior to the beginning of the school year, Josd Juan 
indicated that people read in order for children to learn 
showing an understanding of one functional purpose of 
reading. In fact, he was eager to learn to read. Jos4 
Juan's view of reading throughout kindergarten was that 
reading was identifying letters. He believed that he would 
learn to read by learning the letters, by being able to 
identify them and sound them out. This was consistent with 
his preschool experience in which there was an emphasis on 
letter-sound relationships, and with the view of reading held 
by the general population in Puerto Rico. Despite the fact 
that graphophonic relationships were not the focus of 
instruction in kindergarten, Josd Juan maintained this view 
of reading through the year.

Amanda knew the environmental function of reading. She 
knew that when people can read the names of the places they 
visit, such as restaurants, they can avoid confusions. At 
the beginning of the school year Amanda believed reading was 
reading words and sounding out letters. When Amanda 
reflected on her reading close to the end of the school year, 
she realized that her reading had changed. She described her 
earlier reading as *Yo no sabia mucho a leer, solamente sonar
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las letras" (I didn't know how to read much, only to sound 
out letters). Her view of reading shifted considerably from 
the focus on sounding out letters to using reading to learn. 
In Amanda's words, "Aprendo mucho, mucho, mucho, ahora 

aprendo" (I learn a lot, a lot, now I learn).

Entering Imagined Social Worlds 
Yo me meto al cuento y  ayudo 

Reading is an active process to which the individual 
reader brings a wide array of sociocultural understandings. 
The same published text results in a different reading for 
each reader, as each reader brings something different to the 
reading event. Each reader brings a personal, social and 
literacy history to the new reading event. A new text is 
created, which is the result of the transaction between the 
reader and the text produced by the author (Goodman, K.,
1994; Rosenblatt, 1938).

During read alouds the children in this classroom, were 
allowed to express their immediate responses to the texts.
The children's responses took on different forms, some were 
gestural, reflected in smiles and body movements. Other 
responses were verbalized as the texts were being read. Not 
only did the children respond to the literature read, but in 
doing so they were selective in their responses. Amanda and 
Jos6 Juan provide such examples. While both of them got
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highly involved during read-alouds they had preferences in 
terms of the texts to which they responded. For instance, 
Amanda got personally involved with fantasy, Jos6 Juan's with 
realistic fiction, and Andrds with non-fiction.

Amanda actively entered the imagined world of the 
stories read in class, she took on the perspective of the 
characters in stories suggesting solutions, which in some 
instances included her actively entering the text. Her 
desire to transform the plots, was seen in the case of La 
Gallinita Roja (The Little Red Hen). Bothered by the 
neighbors' unwillingness to help she literally stated her 
eagerness to enter the text. aYo motivarla a los amigos a 

ayudar. Si no lo hacen, yo me meto al cuento. y  ayudo” (I 
would motivate the friends to help. If they don't do it, I 
will get into the story and help), she said.

Josd Juan entered texts that dealt with realistic-like 
issues, as he preferred realistic fiction. In entering such 
texts Josd Juan became a critical reader. He read beyond the 
texts; he read the world. Jos6 Juan identified with 
characters in stories, and considered issues of social 
justice and equity. He defended his interpretations of 
stories and made inferences based on the information in the 
stories and on his personal and familiar experiences.

Andres' reactions to fiction texts were very rarely oral 
ones. Most of the read alouds in class were fiction, a genre
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Andris didn't particularly enjoy. Thus, it is not surprising 
that he did not get as involved in responding to such texts 
as other children. In the case of nonfiction, Andris did 
respond orally, and more importantly, through his drawings.
It was through his own artistic creations, that he entered 
the world of texts. In response to texts, Andris illustrated 
new imagined social worlds which enabled him to enter the 
imagined social worlds created by others.

Themes for Reading
Just like the children had preferences in terms of the 

texts they responded to during read-louds, so did they in the 
case of texts read on their own. The three children had very 
distinct interests and experiences. There were patterns in 
their book selections that reflected these interests. The 
majority of the books chosen by Amanda were stories about 
fantasy characters. In fact, she preferred stories about 
characters that were known to her, either through previous 
readings or through the popular media. She also chose books 
about animals who were potential pets, reflecting her great 
desire to have a pet.

Jos6 Juan's choices were more realistic. He chose books 
that belong to the realistic fiction genre or nonfiction, 
such as informational texts. Andrds also chose informational 
texts. In fact nonfiction was his favorite genre. He chose
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books about animals and about other themes being studied in 
class.

The Children as Writers in Kindergarten 
Beliefs about Writing and 

about Themselves as Writers

Just like they did in the case of reading, the children 
shared their beliefs and perceptions about writing and about 
themselves as writers. Although they had different views of 
writing at the beginning of the school year, the three 
children believed they were writers.

Despite the fact that Andres had observed people write 
and knew the instruments his father used while writing, he 
indicated that he was not sure why people wrote. Andres 
sometimes referred to his illustrations as writing. However, 
when asked what writing was, he identified it as “poner 
letras” (to put letters). Thus, when asked to write, he 
wrote four letter-like forms, which he did not read, because, 
as he indicated "Yd no leo lo gue escribo" (l don't read what 
I write). This changed throughout the year, as Andrds became 
a producer of many books which he was able to read, becoming 
a reader of his own texts. He was able to read what he wrote 
and was consistent in his reading, evidencing his knowledge
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of a basic principle of written language that once a text is 
produced, the written message remains the same.

Prior to the beginning of the school year, when asked to 
write, Amanda wrote a string of cursive-like letters. She 
identified her text as words and read it as “mariposa, 
caballo, oveja" (butterfly, horse, sheep). She attached 
meaning to her written text. Amanda identified two reasons 
why people, in particular her family members wrote. According 
to Amanda they read to learn and to know what to do.

While Amanda and Andres believed themselves to be 
capable of writing many things, Jos6 Juan believed he could 
only write his name. Jqs6 Juan participated in writing 
events at home, where he wrote letters to a friend living in 
the United Sates. Because it was his mother or sister who 
served as scribes for those letters, and he signed his name 
on them, Jos4 Juan believed he was only a writer of his name. 
However, when asked to write, he wrote: C U S A, which he 
identified as ^letras’’ (letters) .

The Role of Storv in Their Lives 
Story creating became important in the lives of the 

children in this classroom. For Amanda, Jos6 Juan and Andr6s 
this was not the exception. All of them had experienced oral 
storying long before coming to kindergarten. They were 
experienced in personal narratives, many of which they shared
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in class meetings. During morning gatherings and during read 
alouds they connected their personal stories with those in 
texts read. Besides personal narratives, some children also 
invented stories, most of which combined real life and 
fantasy.

Throughout the year, many children discovered they could 
not only tell stories, but also write them. Amanda explained 
how she used to create stories in her mind and suddenly, 
triggered by an emotional event with her father, it occurred 
to her to write her stories. Jos6 Juan discovered the power 
of story writing as well. He used stories to recreate 
adventures previously experienced through the popular media. 
Andrds also discovered that he could write stories, but it 
was not until he felt he could excel at it that he began to 
write them.

Dyson (1989b) indicates that:
children's ways of writing change as children begin to 
sense new functional possibilities that were previously 
fulfilled through other means, including drawing, 
playing and talking. Children's sense of what can be 
accomplished through writing evolves as others respond, 
both playfully and critically to their efforts. New 
ways of writing engender new responses— which in turn 
engenders the discovery of new functional possibilities 
for writing, (p. 24)
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Creating Imagined Social Worlds 
Researchers have suggested that the most powerful aspect 

of writing lies in the possibility of creating imagined 
social worlds. Vygotsky (1982) comments on the power of 
imagination to take us beyond our existence. He contends 
that:

Al ser capaz de imaginar lo que no ha visto, al poder 
concebir basdndose en relates y descripciones ajenas lb 
que no experimentd personal y directamente, no estd 
encerrado en el estrecho circulo de su propia existencia 
sino que puede alejarse mucho de sus limites asimilando, 
con ayuda de la imaginacidn, experiencias histbricas y 
sociales ajenas. (p.20)
When one is capable of imagining what one has not seen, 
able to conceive based on another's narrative and 
descriptions, what one has not personally and directly 
experienced, one is not enclosed in the narrow circle of 
one's own experience, but one can depart from one's 
limits assimilating, with the help of imagination, 
other's historical and social experiences.

Smith (1983) uses an example of a child writing to illustrate
the power of creating imagined worlds through writing:

A child writes "The dog died" and is astounded at what 
has been accomplished. The child has put a dog into the 
world that did not exist before--created a world that 
would not otherwise have existed--and then has killed 
the dog. None of this can be done in any other way.
And if the boy is contrite, a stroke of the pen is all 
that is required to bring the dog to life again, 
something else again that would be difficult to 
accomplish in any other way, (p. 207)

Amanda, created realistic fiction texts that reflected 
the reality she wanted for herself. She was not able to have 
a pet. However, through her writing she was able to create
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imagined worlds in which her desires came true. Andrds used 
writing for different purposes. He wrote biographical texts 
in which he represented accounts of his lived experiences.
He also created texts in which he combined fiction and 
nonfiction. That was the case of La hormiguita which was a 
result of the study of ants. Jos6 Juan created stories about 
popular media characters from Cartoons and movies, such as 
Toony Toons and ET.

Through their writing they were able to create imagined 
social worlds. In their created imagined social worlds, they 
were able to depart from their limits, going beyond the 
immediate, to the possible.

Themes for Writing
The themes for children's writing come from multiple 

sources: from personal experience, to popular media, to 
themes studied in class. As was the case of reading, the 
children had preferences in terms of the topics they chose to 
write about. For instance, Amanda wrote stories about pets 
and about movie characters, Jos6 Juan about cartoon and movie 
characters, and Andris wrote about the themes being studied 
in class and about personal experiences.

All three children were influenced by the popular media 
in their writing. They used popular media as a source for 
their themes. Amanda chose to write about characters such as



Lion King. In some instances she named characters in her 
stories after popular media characters such as Kimberly from 
the Power Rangers.

Josd Juan wrote stories about martians and other 
imagined characters which were motivated by cartoon series 
and movies. He created new texts in which he interwove 
elements from different popular media sources. Andrds also 
incorporated elements from popular media into his creations. 
Like Josd Juan, he created texts which were influenced by 
movies and cartoons.
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Writing and Emotion 
Uno se siente emocionao

On many occasions the children expressed their feelings 
towards literacy. "Uno se siente emocionao" (One feels 
excited), was Jos6 Juan's description of his feelings once he 
was able to read and write. This expression reveals the 
emotional nature of literacy. Vygotsky (1988) contends that 
it is "emotion and thought which moves human creation" (p. 
25). This was illustrated in all three children's literacy 
creations.

On many occasions emotional ties triggered children's 
involvement in writing. For instance, Amanda indicated that 
she began to write stories as a result of an emotional event 
with her dad. Furthermore, she wrote about topics which she
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was passionate about, such as pets. Jos4 Juan began to write 
letters when his best friend moved to another country, an 
experience which was very painful for Jos4 Juan. He 
continued to write in order to maintain his relationship with 
his best friend. And Andres, who was a perfectionist, began 
to create his own stories to join the classroom literacy 
club, only when he felt he could excel at it, gaining a sense 
of competence and pride.

The children mentioned their enjoyment in writing 
events. Amanda, for instance indicated that "2o m£s que me 
gustaba era hacer libros (what I liked the most was to make 
books) . All three used the expression *;Me encantal" (I love 
it!), in reference to writing stories.

The response of adults in their lives seemed to be 
important in terms of children's engagement with literacy. 
Amanda, who wanted to please her father began to write the 
stories she had created in her mind. Josd Juan commented on 
his mother's excitement when he read to her. Andrds' also 
responded to his family's celebrations of his creations, 
demonstrating pride as a writer.

The emotional nature of literacy has been ignored in 
research in early literacy. This research suggests that the 
emotions attached to literacy and to participating in 
literacy events serves as an important factor for engaging in 
literacy, and furthermore for success. Future research in
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this area is much needed. Children's intentions, their 
motives and their feelings towards literacy need to be 
further studied.

Knowledge of the Writing System
All the children came to school with some knowledge 

about the writing system. As they experienced reading and 
writing throughout the school year, they became more 
knowledgeable, they developed more understandings about how 
the writing system works. In Ferreiro's (1984) words "they 
[continued to] construct their own knowledge to make the 
knowledge of others their own" (p. 155).

In their early productions, there was a clear 
distinction between their drawing and writing. Amanda and 
Jos6 Juan demonstrated conventional understanding of 
linearity. Their written texts were produced from left to 
right. This is not to say that Andres did not. As an artist 
Andres used written language in different ways. He played 
with the non-alphabetic aspects of written language (Goodman, 
K., 1996), such as the use of different fonts, and the 
arrangement of print on paper in various ways, for example, 
vertically.

In their literature logs, which document the children's 
growth in this genre during a six-month period, from 
September to February, it is possible to observe the
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development o£ their writing. The researcher documented 
their use of the resources that were available to them at the 
time to produce their written texts. Amanda for instance, 
moved from inventing letter-like forms, to copying the text 
she wanted to use, to inventing her spelling. Jos6 Juan, for 
instance copied his written texts until February, when 
besides copying, he invented his spelling for part of the 
text. Like Amanda, Andris invented his written text in 
September. However, from then on, he copied the date and the 
title of the story he responded to. In his copying he 
reconstructed the texts and organized them to create visually 
aesthetic compositions. All three children made use of the 
resources they had at hand in the classroom, which included 
copying from other sources such as the board or a book, 
having an adult as a scribe and in many instances receiving 
help from peers.

In their writing the children demonstrated their 
knowledge of the recursive and generative principles of 
alphabetic writing. In their early spelling inventions they 
used a limited repertoire of letters to construct a written 
text. The letters were reorganized to represent different 
texts. Even Andrds whose writing was not legible to readers 
other than himself, demonstrated an understanding of these 
principles. In his books, when a certain text was repeated.
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he used the exact graphic structure to represent the repeated 
text.

The children also developed their spelling and letter 
formation as they gained more experience in writing and as 
they used writing for different purposes in their classroom 
and at home. While inventing their spelling, they 
demonstrated that they were not operating exclusively on one 
hypothesis. Their productions demonstrated their use of two 
or even three simultaneous hypotheses. For instance, in the 
same creation Amanda and Josd Juan combined the syllabic and 
alphabetic hypothesis. Sometimes they represented a syllable 
with one letter, while at other times, they represented each 
sound with a letter. Andrds, also combined hypotheses. In a 
production in which he wrote letters with no apparent 
graphophonic relationship, he began to use a syllabic 
hypothesis to represent part of his message. He wrote POPOP 
to represent papd and MINI to represent mamd. Andrds was 
consistent in his representation of mam£ and papd and in 
representing other messages, demonstrating knowledge of the 
Spanish writing system.

Literacy: Personal, Social and Emotional
The children's perceptions of themselves as readers and 

writers and their beliefs about literacy changed over time, 
as they gained more experience with literacy. They developed
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new functions for reading and writing as they participated in 
multiple reading and writing events. They learned the 
functions of literacy within the context of functional 
literacy uses.

Through reading, the children entered imagined social 
worlds, and through writing they created them. Amanda used 
writing to express her desires and Jos6 Juan to maintain 
relationships. Andris used literacy to document his 
experiences and to learn about the world around him. In 
fact, all the children learned through writing.

Amanda, Josi Juan and Andris learned to read as they 
read, and they learned to write as they wrote. Furthermore, 
they learned to read and write, learned about reading and 
writing, and learned through reading and writing (Halliday, 
1979). It was Amanda who best expressed close to the end of 
the school year, the literacy potentials she had discovered: 
"Aprendo mucho, mucho, mucho, ahora aprendo” (I learn a lot, 
a lot, now I learn).

Amanda, Josi Juan and Andris demonstrated that in order 
to engage in literacy children have to feel that literacy is 
important to them. In studying young children it is 
important to discount emotional aspects. The personal, the 
social, and the emotional cannot be separated from the 
intellectual, the cognitive. One cannot look at children's 
products in isolation, as if they were produced in a vacuum.
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Researchers must know not only the context in which products 
are created, but more importantly, the child in relationship 
to his/her broader world.

It is necessary to study children as people within the 
complexity of their personal, social and emotional lives.
In trying to discover the literacy of the Amanda, Josd Juan 
and Andrds, I discovered the children themselves. More than 
their reading and writing they uncovered for me the 
complexity of their lives. They revealed themselves as 
literate people with complex personal, social, emotional and 
intellectual histories.
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CHAPTER 9
BECOMING LITERATE IN PUERTO RICO

This ethnographic case study research focuses on the 
literacy of a group of Puerto Rican children within the 
sociocultural context of a whole language kindergarten. 
Through in-depth case studies of the classroom and three
children: Amanda, Jos4 Juan and Andrds» I sought to

!
understand the ways in which the children interpreted and 
used literacy in their classroom. The principal question 
guiding this investigation was:

In what ways do Puerto Rican children interpret 
and use literacy within the sociocultural content 
of a whole language kindergarten?
The following subquestions were used to organize this 

research:
1. What sociocultural understandings of and experiences 

with literacy do the children bring to kindergarten?
2. What is the role of literacy in the kindergarten 

classroom?
3. How do the children build on the literacy resources 

that they bring to school to respond to the literacy 
experiences that they are expected to engage in?
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4. In what ways do the classroom literacy experiences 
support the children's continued growth in literacy?

The purpose of this chapter is to consider how the 
answers to these questions presented in previous chapters, 
contribute to understandings about (a) young Puerto Rican 
children and literacy, (b) literacy in preschools and early 
childhood classrooms, (c) the role of teachers in supporting 
literacy growth, and (d) methodological issues related to 
research with young children. In order to address these 
issues, this chapter is organized in five sections: Early 
Literacy, Literacy in Early Childhood Classrooms, The Role of 
Teachers, Studying Young Children, and Potentials and 
Possibilities for Research in Puerto Rico.

Early Literacy
Prior to coming to school young children develop 

knowledge and understandings about literacy as they interact 
with literate individuals in their homes and communities. As 
Goodman, Altwerger and Marek (1989) have indicated, "Children 
in a literate society grow up with literacy as an integral 
part of their personal, familial and social histories"
(p. 1) .

The Puerto Rican children in this research, Amanda, Jos6 
Juan, Andres, and their peers, came to kindergarten with much 
knowledge about literacy, knowledge that they developed as
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they participated in literacy events in their homes and their 
neighborhoods. It was in the context of their communities 
that the children developed notions of what it means to be 
literate, and of who is a literate person. These are beliefs 
that the children brought to school with them, and that 
helped shape their perceptions of themselves as readers and 
writers.

In schools children need opportunities to build on the 
sociocultural understandings of literacy that they have 
developed prior to schooling. As they gain more experience 
with literacy, they develop new understandings and new 
functions for using literacy. These new functions for 
literacy are developed "in direct proportion to the 
functional experiences children have while engaged in 
[reading and] writing" (Goodman, Altwerger & Marek, 1989, 
p. 25) .

Children invent their, literacy, both reading and 
writing, within the conventions of the classroom and the 
society (Goodman, K., 1988). As Halliday (1975) contends, 
the meanings expressed by children "gradually become more and 
more recognizable, as they come to look more and more like 
the meanings that are encoded in the adult language" (p. 24). 
As children "interact with their literate environment„ 
children invent their own literacies, and their inventions



often parallel the inventions of literacy by society as a 
whole" (Goodman, Y., 1986, p. 1).

Children construct their knowledge of reading and 
writing as they engage in reading and writing events. That 
is, as they participate in reading and writing, children 
learn to read and write. Moreover, they learn to enter and 
to create imagined social worlds. As children participate in 
reading events in which texts are read to them or by them, 
they are able to enter the worlds of the texts. They are 
able to transact with the texts, resulting in lived-through- 
experiences (Rosenblatt, 1938).

During events in which the children write or dictate 
texts which are written by the teacher, the children are able 
to create those imagined social worlds. The productions 
created by children result in multimedia affairs (Dyson, 
1993c). Children's productions are created from a 
combination of sources as children draw on the diverse 
cultural materials available to them in the classroom and in 
their homes. The social worlds created by children often 
reflect their interests across time and are influenced by the 
popular media.

Literacy learning is as much personal as it is a social 
endeavor. The embeddedness of literacy in children's social 
lives became relevant to this research. Literacy was a way 
of coming together, a way of becoming part of the classroom

338
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community. Vygotsky (1982) stated that emotion and thought 
is what moves human creation. The emotional nature of 
literacy learning was uncovered by the children in this 
classroom. Dyson and Freedman (1991) contend that schools 
fail to take into account the importance of emotion in 
learning. Children as well as adults engage in learning 
about that which is meaningful to them; that which they care 
about. Schools need to "acknowledge the centrality of human 
relationships to student learning— the importance of feeling 
socially and emotionally connected to the academic world" 
(Committee on Policy for Racial Justice, 1989, pp.32-33).

Just like the interests and personalities of the 
children in this research varied, so did their literacy 
histories. Though there are some commonalities, the 
development of literacy in the case study children is diverse 
and complex. It cannot be reduced to stages of certain 
aspects of literacy. Rather, it must be seen within the 
complexities of each child's personal, familial, social and 
emotional histories.

Dyson (1985) has suggested that in children's growth in 
literacy it is diversity and not uniformity which is the 
norm. Yetta Goodman (forthcoming) contends that there are 
multiple roads to literacy, and that different children 
follow different roads. The children in this classroom did 
in fact, follow diverse paths to literacy (Kantor, Miller &
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Fernie, 1992). Children's literacy histories are as diverse 
as children themselves.

Literacy in Early Childhood Classrooms 
Dewey (1976) has pointed to the significance of 

experience in learning. Experience is essential to 
children's literacy learning and development. Harste, 
Woodward and Burke (1984) contend that experience and 
opportunity are the most important factors in literacy 
learning. If such is the case, then "classrooms need to 
reflect the rich literate environments children are immersed 
in outside of school" (Goodman, Y., 1990, p. 117).

Creating a literacy enriched environment is not enough. 
Children need opportunities to use literacy for diverse 
purposes. They need interactive spaces where literacy is 
needed for the classroom's ongoing social life. They need 
social contexts and opportunities in which they can 
collectively engage in meaning making through reading and 
writing. They also need demonstrations of how one interacts 
with literacy. Furthermore, they need support as they take 
risks as readers and writers in diverse social contexts.

A rich diversity of social contexts for reading and 
writing opens up children's possibilities for literacy 
learning and development. Classrooms must provide multiple 
opportunities for children to engage in meaningful literacy
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events, They must provide opportunities for children to 
participate in demonstrations of reading and writing, as well 
as for children to engage in reading and writing on their own 
and with their peers„ Classrooms must enable children to 
experience diverse paths to literacy.

Classrooms need to provide a balance between the 
personal and the social. Children need opportunities to 
participate in collective and individual reading and writing 
events. Their participation in collective events gives them 
the support they need to engage in literacy events on their 
own. And, their individual experiences enrich the 
possibilities for collective meaning construction. Their 
experiences in one literacy event influence and support 
experiences in others, resulting in a web of possibilities 
for literacy growth (Dyson, 1990).

Classrooms must become communities of readers and 
writers, enabling children to join "the literacy club"
(Smith, 1988). In whole language classrooms, like El 
kindergarten de la Universidad de Puerto Rico, children 
actively participate in literacy from the start of the school 
year. Whole language classrooms make it possible for 
teachers and researchers to see what we are not able to see 
in transmission model classrooms where instruction centers 
around reading readiness activities. In whole language 
classrooms children are able to demonstrate how much they
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know about literacy and the ways in which they interpret and 
use literacy.

Observing children engaged in literacy in this whole 
language kindergarten in Puerto Rico reveals the potentials 
and possibilities for literacy learning and instruction. 
Dyson (1990) contends that if we are to truly support 
children's literacy learning, "we need to appreciate the 
complex intellectual and social history of their stories, 
designs pictures, and even letters, however modest, for they 
allow us insights into friendships, curiosities, and 
significant themes, the stuff of which literacy is made" (p. 
17). Through this research I was able to learn from the 
children as they engaged in meaningful literacy events in 
their classroom, and gain insights into "the stuff of which 
literacy is made".

In order for children to engage in literacy and to feel 
confident, classrooms must provide environments where 
children can continue growing, where they can expand on the 
knowledge and experiences that they bring to school as they 
draw on the diverse resources that are made available to 
them. Children need access to literacy resources and tools, 
and opportunities to engage in meaningful literacy events in 
a community of readers and writers.
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The Role of Teachers
Teachers beliefs about what it means to be a reader and 

a writer, about who is literate and who isn't and about how 
reading and writing are learned help shape children's 
perceptions and beliefs about literacy and of themselves as 
readers and writers. Yetta Goodman (1984) contends that 
"children's development of literacy grows out of their 
experiences and the views and attitudes toward literacy that 
they encounter as they interact in social groups" (p. 103) .

The ways in which teachers organize their classrooms 
also reflects their views and beliefs. Teachers who believe 
that children come to school with knowledge about literacy 
organize classrooms in which children have many opportunities 
to engage in meaningful literacy events on their own and with 
others. They believe that children will build on their 
literacy knowledge as they experience literacy within the 
context of their classroom.

As professionals, teachers need to be able to make 
decisions based on their pedagogical knowledge and their 
knowledge of children. In order to learn about the children, 
rather than offering tests, teachers must develop ways to 
document students' learning. Conducting interviews at the 
beginning of the school year and keeping detailed 
observations are examples of ways teachers can learn about 
their children and document their growth. Having the
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children and the parents participate in evaluation processes 
makes the assessment of children's growth more complete» The 
information teachers gather should be used by them to make 
curricular decisions in their classrooms» Through 
negotiation, teachers and their children are able to co
create the classroom curriculum.

Even teachers like Laura, who are guided by holistic 
views about learners and about teaching, on occasions retain 
practices that are ingrained in old paradigms. Teachers need 
opportunities to engage in reflective conyersations regarding 
their practice with other educators. On this occasion Laura 
had the possibility of speaking to me. However, Laura does 
not always have this possibility nor do all teachers have 
researchers in their classrooms. When teachers are able to 
discuss with colleagues the rationale behind their 
instructional decisions, they reflect on pedagogy and on the 
relationship between beliefs, theory and practice. Thus, 
teachers need to explore ways in which they can engage in 
reflective dialogue with their peers. And school 
administrators should find ways of supporting teachers to 
develop conscious awareness, helping them expand on their 
pedagogical knowledge.
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Studying Young Children
Literacy life cannot be separated and pulled out of the 

contexts of everyday life. We cannot continue teaching and 
researching children year after year without knowing anything 
about themselves as people, as human beings. Researchers 
need to study children using a wider lens. We need to 
document children as learners within the socio-cultural 
contexts in which they live and grow. We cannot continue 
researching children--or what is worse, their written 
products--in isolation.

In this research I learned about the children's 
perspectives, understandings and experiences with literacy. 
The children became ethnographic informants as I studied them 
within the sociocultural context of their classroom. Dyson 
(1993a) contends that "when we do observe with a wider lens, 
we will discover the social intelligence of children, their 
sensitivity to the demands, of situations they understand, and 
the complexity of the cultural resources they may draw upon” 
(p. 12).

Ethnographic case study methodology allows us to see the 
culture of the children, it makes "their humanity visible" 
(Goodman, Y., & Wilde, 1992, p. xiii). I concur with Noll 
(1995) who indicates that "case study research helps us keep 
our focus where it belongs-— on the experiences of literacy 
learners themselves" (p. 262).
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Potentials and Possibilities for Research 
in Puerto Rico

This research, conducted in Puerto Rico can inform early 
literacy theory and classroom practice in Puerto Rico. It 
also has the potential of informing early childhood 
classrooms of Spanish speakers in other Latin American 
countries with similar linguistic and sociocultural 
realities, as well Spanish and Spanish bilingual classrooms 
in the United States.

Just as what has been learned from previous research 
conducted in English speaking contexts has informed and 
supported the findings of this research, so can this research 
inform classroom practice and further research in other 
linguistic contexts, including classrooms where English is 
the language spoken.

Much more research is needed in early literacy in Puerto 
Rico. This research will serve as the basis for future 
research with other populations of young children in Puerto 
Rico. We need more qualitative research to better understand 
Puerto Rican children as literacy learners. Using an 
ethnographic case study methodology in studying other Puerto 
Rican children would enable us to create a body of research
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comparing the literacy histories reflecting the diversity of 
Puerto Rican children.

Additional research possibilities have come about as a 
result of this investigation. This research suggests further 
exploration of the following issues:

1. Early literacy and in other Puerto Rican classroom 
contexts, especially in the public school system;

2. Whole language within the multiple sociocultural 
realities of Puerto Rican children;

3. The effects of using literature in translation in 
Puerto Rican classrooms as well as in classrooms in other 
Spanish speaking countries;

4. The role children's literature has played and plays 
in Puerto Rican classrooms;

5. The role of literacy and play in preschools and 
kindergarten classrooms; and

6. A longitudinal study of the case study children in 
this research.

The latter represents a continuation of this study and 
is already taking place. My return to La Universidad de 
Puerto Rico after the completion of this degree will enable 
me to follow the children through their elementary school 
years. Through such a longitudinal study I expect to 
contribute to research in literacy in Puerto Rico and other



Spanish speaking countries, as well as to the international 
ongoing dialogue on literacy and education.
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APPENDIX A 
LITERACY EVENTS

Date Context/
Event

Child
(ren)

Description of 
Situation

Insights/ 
theoretical notes
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APPENDIX B

BUILDING PROFILES OF CASE STUDY CHILDREN 
Child's Name:___________________________________  ( )

Date Context/
Event

Description of Situation Insights/ 
theoretical notes
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INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY THE TEACHER
PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
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FACULTAD DE EDUCATION 

ESCUELA E L E r ' N T A L

M n r r t h r o -
l « W  I • I 4^ < V .

N iv e l:______
Prof, Laura Santiago de Meinnofer Entrevistador: _

Entrevista al nino(a) basado en sus conocimientos acerca de la lecto- 
escritura.

I. Preguntss rcr.srales jcsrcs de los gustos u sreferencias del nino(s). 

!. <Que te gusta hacer?

2. 6Que sabes hacer bion?

3. 6 le  gusta ver television?

4. cCual es tu programa de television favorito?

5 a le  gustan los animales, las mascotas?

6. <LCual es tu mascota o animal favorito?

7. iCual es tu comida favonta?



8. iA  que lugares prefieres ir  a pasear o a visitar?

9. 6Que no te gusto hacer?

10. <LQue te gustaria aprender en la escuela?

II Lecture

A. Lecture en el hogar

I . iSa&en leer las personas que viven contigo?

2. 6Que leen?

3. cDonde leen? (sala, cocina, dormitorio, etc )

4 6 le  leen en tu casa?

5. cQuien o quienes te leen?

6. 6Que te leen?
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7 i J e  austa aue te lean_______ ? iPoraue?

8. <LTe leen todos los dfas? cCuanto te leen?

9. 6D6nde te leen? (sala, cuarto, cocina, etc.)

10. <LQue haces cuando alguien te lee un cuento?

11. 6Que miras mientras te estan leyendo?

12. cQuien escoge los cuentos que te van a leer? <LTu, la persona 
que te va a leer o ambos?

13. 6Cual 6 cuales son tus libros y/o cuentos favontos? 6Porque?
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B Conocim ientos nrr)erQ| ; el ninn(a) acerca de la lectura

1. 6Que es leer?

2. <LPor que leen y para que leen las personas que has visto leer?

3 6Que hacen estas personas para poder leer?

C. El niho(a) corno lectoKa)

1. <5,Puedes o sabes leer? Cuentame.

Si el nino(a) contesta si, haga las preguntas de la £  a la J_2. 
Si el nino(a) contesta no, haga las preguntas de la 13 a la 19.

2. iLQue puedes o saber leer?

3 iCuando aprendiste a leer?

4. 6C6mo aprendiste a leer?

5. 6Te ayudo alguien a aprender? iQuien? 6Aprendiste solo?
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5. :Ts guzta leer?

7 6uue t.e gusta leer?

8. iCuando estas leyendo y encuentras una palabra que no puedes 
o no sabes leer, que haces?

9. iCuando estas leyendo y encuentras una palabra que no entiendes 
lo que quiere decir (su significado) que haces?

10. cEn que piensas cuando lees?

11. cPuedes leer un libro que no has escuchado antes? <LPor que?

12. Para t i,  6fue facil o d ific il aprender a leer?

13. cOuieres aprender a leer? S i_ No__ cPorque?

14. 6Que miras cuando hojeas un libro?
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i s .  cPueaes aec ir o contar en tu ,5 pakiDras el cuento ae un

IiLfro u|uc xja uunuces' <LC6n uPor qlgT

16. 6Como vas a aprender a leer?

17. <LTlene que ajudarte alguien a apr mder a leer? 60uien?

13. c t s  posible aprender a leer solo? cCrees que puedes?

19. Piensas que tes facil o d ific il aprender a leer? 6Por que?

III. Escritura

A. Conocimientos generates del niio(a) acerca de la escritura.

1. c Que es escnbir?

2. cA que personas has viste eschbiendo? ^Alguien escribe en 
tu case?

3 cQue escnben esas personas?
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4. 6Per que y para que las personas escnPen?

5. oQue hacen para poder escribir?

6. 6Pueden las personas, leer lo que escriben?

B. El njno(a) como escritor.

1. oPuedes o sabes escribir?

2. oQue puedes escribir?

3. Escnbe algo en este papel.

4. Leeme lo que escribiste. 
(Anotar si puede leerlo o no)

5. Dime lo que escribiste. tQue es esto? (palabras, letras, etc.)
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u. ESufiueme Ufio itilf a, ufia pdiauid.

7. dCuemdo aprendiste a esciibir?

8. cCdmo aprendiste a escnbir?

9. dCuando estas escribiendo y hay una palabra que no sabes como 
se escribe, que haces?

10 dTu puedes leer 1o que escribes? cPor que?

IV. Conocimientos del nino(a) acerca del lenguaje escrito y del manejo de 
libros. (cuestionaho de la Dra. Daisy Ruiz de Gomez)

l. Si yo te dijera: T e  voy a leer un cuento", 6que necesito para leerte 
el cuento?

2. (Mostrando un libro) cQue es esto?
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3. (Permits s! mno(a) mampular el libro; nuestrame la portada o el 
(rente del Mbro.

4. Permita que abra el libro. 6lo abre de izquierda a derecha?

5. Muestrame una pagina del libro.

6. (La maestro toma el libro. Mostrando la primera pagina, pregunta:) 
Si voy a leerte este cuento, 6d6nde debo comenzar a leer?

Indica el texto de la primera pagina.

7. (Mostrando el principio de la Hnea) Si comienzo aqui, chacia donde 
debo seguir para leer?

Giro las paginas de izquierda a derecha. S i__ No__

6. Muestrame la parte superior o de arriba de esta pagina, (la parte 
in ferior o de abajo)

9. Muestrame una palabra en esta pagina.
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iv  nuestrame una letra en esta pagina.

Muestrame la prtmera letra en una palabra___

Muestrame la ultima letra en una palabra____

11. Muestrame una letra mayuscula en esta pagina.

12. Muestrame una letra minuscula en esta pagina.

13. Lea el titu lo  del cuento, luego lea el autor. (For:_______________).
Pregunte: cQuien es__________________ ?
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T  "X .
I • J 1 I 1 V U V U V.

1. Joy ful Learning -  A whole Language Kinaergarten, Bobbi Fisher, Foreword
by Don Holdaway.

Appendix A: Reproducible forms. A. 13 Beginning of the year Reading 
and w riting interview, p. 172-173.

2. Prueba sobre el corocimiento del Lengueje escnto para ninos de edad 
preescolar, Dra. Daisy Ruiz de Gomez. Apendice D.

3 Cuestionario de Yetta Goodman y B. Attwergefque ccnstituye una 
adaptacion del trabajo de M. Clay (1972) y D. Doake.
Traducido por la Prof. Ruth Saez.
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APPENDIX D 
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

INVESTIGACION
LA '-LECTOESCRITURA EM EL CCINDERGARTEM

RUTH J.SAEZ VEGA 
KINDERGARTEN EEUPR 

1994

22 de septiembre del 1994

Estimados padres del kindergarten,

Como es de su conocimiento estoy llevando a cabo una 
investigacion en torno a la lectoescritura en el kindergarten. 
Necesito de su ayuda para poder obtener informacion acerca de las 
experiencias que su hijo/hija ha tenido con la lectura y la escritura. 
Es por esto que le solicito que llene el cuestionario ad junto y lo 
devuelva al salon en o antes del miercoles, 28 de septiembre.

Me interesa que provea toda la informacion posible al 
responder a las preguntas. Por favor DESCRIBA, EXPLIQUE y DE 
EJEMPLOS. Asf podre obtener una idea mas clara del conocimiento 
que tiene su hijo/hija en torno a la lectoescritura.

La informacion que usted puede proveer es muy valiosa. 
Agradezco toda la ayuda que me brindan al completar este 
cuestionario.

Atentamente,

Ruth J. Saez Vega
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INVESTIGACION
LA LECTOESe^lTU^A EM EL CCIIMOEIRGARTEM

RUTH J.SAEZVEGA 
KINDERGARTEN EEUPR 

1994

CUESTIQNARIO A PADRES

No mb re del estudiante: _______

Edad: ________anos ______ meses

LENGUAJEORAL

1. ^Muestra interes cuando se le habla?

2. e,Participa en conversaciones con miembros de la familia?

3. <,Narra experiencias que ha tenido?

4. .̂Cuenca cosas que le han sucedido a otras personas?

5. &Le narran cuentos?

6. ^Solicita que le narren cuentos?
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7. e,Le gusta que le narren cuentos?

8. <5,Cuenta cuentos conocidos?

9. ^Conoce canciones y/o poemas?

LECTURA
1. ^Demuestra interes por la lectura?

2. ^Que tipo de lectura se Neva a cabo en el hogar?

3. Que material de lectura hay en el hogar?

4. ^Con que material de lectura cuenta su hijo/hija?

5. ^Solicita que le lean?

6. &Le leen a su hijo/hija?

7. ^Guan a menudo le leen?

8. ^Quienes le leen?
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9. &Que le leen?

10. ^Quien escoge lo que se le lee?

11. ^Guales son sus libras favorites?

12. ,̂Le gusta que le lean?

13. ^Que hace mientras se le lee?

14. ^Demuestra interes por las ilustraeiones?

15. ^Demuestra interes por el text© escrito?

16. ^Demuestra interes por la lectura que realizan otros?

17. & Observe a otros mientras leen?

18. iHace preguntas acerca de la lectura que realizan otros?

19. ^Demuestra interes por periodicos, revistas y otro material de 

lectura?
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20. &Demuestra interes por letreros, anuncios y/o logos?

21. &Reconoce etiquetas de alimentos y/o de juguetes?

22. ^Reconoce letreros, anuncios y/o logos de tiendas?

23. ^Reeonoce rotulos y/o senates de transito?

24. &Lee u hojea libros por su cuenta?

25. 4,Que hace mientras lee u hojea libros por su cuenta?

26. I "corpora la lectura a sus juegos?

ESCRITURA

1. <5,Qu§ materiales de escritura hay presentes en el hogar?

2. ^Que tipo de escritura se Neva a cabo en el hogar?

3. Con que materiales de escritura cuenta su hijo/hija?

4. ^.Demuestra interes por escribir?
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5. &Le gusta escribir?

6. & Qua escribe?

7. 4,Que hace luego de escribir algo?

8. &Puede leer lo que escribe?

9. jf.Habla acerca de lo que escribe?

10. <;,Observe a otros escribiendo?

11. iDemuestra interes por la escritura que realizan otros?

12. ^Hace preguntas acerca de la escritura que hacen otros?

13. £ Incorpora la escritura a sus juegos?

DIBUJO

1. <j,Que material de dibujo hay accesible a su hijo/hija?

2. ^Demuestra interes por dibujar?
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3. <5,11-6 gusta dibujar?

4. <j,Que dibuja?

5. <5,Qu6 hace luego de dibujar?

6. <»,Habla acerea de lo que dibuja?

COMENTARIOS ADICIONALES PERTINENTES A LA INVESTIGACION

Nombre de la persona que Mend el cuestionario Parentesco
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APPENDIX E
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

A u g u s t -  S e p t e m b e r  1 9 9 4  

O b s e r v a t i o n  P e r i o d  # 1

D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

•  p a r t i c i p a n t  o b s e r v a t i o n

• f i e l d  n o t e s

• i n t e r v i e w s  ( a l l  c h i l d r e n ,  

t e a c h e r )

• v i d e o s  o f  l i t e r a c y  e v e n t s

• w r i t i n g  s a m p l e s

• p a r e n t  q u e s t i o n n a i r e s

• d o c u m e n t  a n a l y s i s

O c t o b e r - D e c e m b e r  1 9 9 4 I n i t i a l  d a t a  a n a l y s i s : u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  

t h e  c l a s s r o o m ,  a n d  n a r r o w i n g  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  o f  f o c u s  

c h i l d r e n  ( 8  p r o s p e c t i v e  c h i l d r e n )

F e b r u a r y  1 9 9 5  

O b s e r v a t i o n  P e r i o d  # 2

D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

•  p a r t i c i p a n t  o b s e r v a t i o n

• f i e l d  n o t e s

• v i d e o s  o f  l i t e r a c y  e v e n t s

• c o l l e c t i o n  o f  w r i t i n g  s a m p l e s

1 M a r c h  1 9 9 5  

O b s e r v a t i o n  P e r i o d  # 3

D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

•  p a r t i c i p a n t  o b s e r v a t i o n

• f i e l d  n o t e s

• i n t e r v i e w s  ( a l l  c h i l d r e n ,  

t e a c h e r )

• v i d e o s  o f  l i t e r a c y  e v e n t s

• c o l l e c t i o n  o f  w r i t i n g  s a m p l e s

• d o c u m e n t  a n a l y s i s

A p r i l  1 9 9 5

O b s e r v a t i o n  P e r i o d  # 4

D a t a  c o l l e c t i o n

•  p a r t i c i p a n t  o b s e r v a t i o n

• f i e l d  n o t e s

• i n t e r v i e w s  ( p r o s p e c t i v e  c a s e  

s t u d y  c h i l d r e n  &  t h e i r  p a r e n t s , 

t e a c h e r )

• v i d e o s  o f  l i t e r a c y  e v e n t s

• c o l l e c t i o n  o f  w r i t i n g  s a m p l e s

• d o c u m e n t  a n a l y s i s

M a y -  A u g u s t  1 9 9 5 F i n a l  d a t a  a n a l y s i s :

s e l e c t i o n  o f  c a s e  s t u d y  c h i l d r e n

S e p t e m b e r  1 9 9 5 -  

F e b r u a r y  1 9 9 6

D i s s e r t a t i o n  W r i t i n g  

( a n a l y s i s  a n d  w r i t i n g )

L a u r a  r e a d s  a n d  r e s p o n d s  t o  s o m e  c h a p t e r s  i n  D e c e m b e r

M a r c h  1 9 9 6 D i s s e r t a t i o n  C o m p l e t i o n  a n d  D e f e n s e



APPENDIX F
ABBREVIATIONS FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC INFORMANTS

Teacher:
Laura L
Children:
Jos6 Ricardo JR
Yessica Y
Francisco F
Ingrid IN
Alexander AL
Angel AN
Luiscenia LS
Jos6 Juan JJ
Diana D
Roberto RO
Amanda AM
Armando AR
Aleshka AK
Andres AD
Laura Cristina LC
Jos6 Luis JL
Cristina C
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